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Dr. Douglas H. Ewing
Director of Development
Air Navigation Development Board, A-9
Civil Aeronautics Administration
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Dr. Ewing:

The attached report, entitled Human Engineering for an Effective
Air-Navigation and Traffic-Control System, is submitted by the Committee
on Aviation Psychology in fulfillment of the obligation undertaken under
Contract Cca-28483 between the National Academy of Sciences and the
Civil Aeronautics Administration.

As indicated in the Editorial Foreword and elsewhere, the report
and the long-range research plan embodied therein are not the work of a
single investigator. They are the outcome of joint effort on the part of psy-
chologists, engineers and others who, under the direction of Dr. Paul M.
Fitts, The Ohio State University, combined their scientific and technical
resources in reviewing past research, in analyzing the human problems in
air navigation and traffic control, and in formulating recommendations with
respect to research needs.

The report represents a pioneering effort in the way of formulat-
ing a long-range integrated plan for human engineering research to parallel
and support long range planning for equipment and systems design. It is
presented by the Committee on Aviation Psychology with the recommenda-
tion that steps be taken by ANDB towards the implementation of the pro-
posed research program under conditions which will provide the closest
collaboration among all scientific and technical personnel concerned with
the development of an optimal air-navigation and traffic-control system.

Sincerely yours,

Morris S. Viteles, Chairman
Committee on Aviation Psychology
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According to the author of an early 19th century The attached report concerns itself with the

text book in applied mechanics;- application of the principles aid techniques of human

"We have been very much occupied In perfect. engineering to the improvement of the air-navigation

ing the machines and the tools which the worker and traffic-control system. Its ultimate objective Is

in the economic arts. We have hardly to bring about rapprochement between d Aign engineers
uate i mproveo te wo er himere How- and "human engineers" with the view of furthering
attempted to improve the worker himself. How- the development of a man-machine system which will
ever, if he were only considered as an instrument, yield optimal results in the way of efficiency and
a tool, a motor, he would necessarily be placed safety in the movement of planes over the airways.
in the first rank of al! instruments, all mechanical The report is unique in a number of ways. Instead of
agents, since he has the immeasurable advantage dealing with over-all problems of machine and system
of being an instrument who observes and corrects design, attention is centered on those problems which
himself, a self-stopping .motor which functions are specifically pertinent to air navigation and traffic
with the motivation of its own intelligence and control. Furthermore, the viewpoint and conclusions
which perfects itself by thinking not less than by embodied in the report reflect the mature and en-
wor.1 itself." t  lightened judgment of a large group of psychologists

a broad sense, the viewpoint outlined above experienced in the field of human engineering who
In srodsnethviwonotlndaoecollaborated in its preparation, and the cri ti cal

has been dominant in the application of psychology to cona o f an eve lrera ro up of psych it s,
reflection of an even larger group of psychologists,

the work-situation during the major portion of me 20th
century. In the main, the objective has been to im- engineers and others who reviewed preliminary

selecting, training and versions of the report. Of particular significance isprove efficiency and safety by seetntann dthe fact that the report presents a long-range program

otherwise conditioning human beings for adaptation to tfactythat rese ntsh, t onpara nge prop=

existing equipment and working conditions. Particu- of psychological research, to parallel the progra of

larly in the design and operation of machines and equipment and system development, which will permit
tools, the emphasis has been upon the adjustment of an orderly and integrated solution of the human prob-

ntoo thlems in the design of an optimal air-navigation and
man to mechanical equipment, rather than upon the traffic-control system.

adaptation of the machines and tools to compensate

for the physical and mental limitations of man as a Although considerable talent and skill have gone
working instrument, into the preparation of the report, it is nevertheless

not anticipated that there will be complete agreement
During the past decade, primarily in response to with the conclusions reached from the survey of past

military requirements, there has been growing with- research and experience. So, for example, questions
drawal from this classical psychological viewpoint, may be raised concerning the viewpoint that men are

and ever-increasing acceptance of the principle that mey poor monitor o iespant thatenpasi
"machines should be made for men; not men forcibly extremely poor monitors of machines, and that emphasis
" tomachines .should be bade c f rimen;ipe not men man fo might well be placed on the development of systems
adapted to machines." This basic principle of"human in which the essen-ial responsibility for monitoring
enginpering" is not new, particularly to industreal would be placed upon machines. However, the very
psychologists, although it has been consistently fact that the issue is raised is, in itself, of im-
neglected, largely because engineers concerned with portance, particularly since research procedures are
the development of the machine and scientists con- available by means of which this basic question can
cerned with the individual who is to operate the be settled, leading to the establishment of fundamental
machine have worked in almost complete insulation principles concerning the respective roles of machines
from one another. The r e s u I tin g disregard of and men as monitors on factual grounds.
physiological and sensory handicaps; of fundamental
principles of perception; of basic patterns of motor This End other problems are considered in the
coordination; of human limitations in the integration report. In fact, among the significint features of
of complex responses, etc. has at times led to the the report is a listing of areas requiring investi-
production of mechanical monstrosities which tax the gation in a systematic program of human engineering
capabilities of human operators and hinder the research, and of illustrative specific problems within
integration of man and machine into a system designed each of these areas. In the preparation of the report,
for most effective accomplishment of designated consideration was given to the possibility of es-
tasks. tablishing firm priorities with respect to both areas

of research and to specific problems and hypotheses
1. Dupin, Cours de Geometrie et de Mecanique to be examined within each area. An informal survey

Appliquee, cited from L. Walther, La Techno- of opinions of ten individuals who were involved in
psychologie du Travail Industriel, Paris, 1926, the preparation and review of the report suggests that
p. 13. principles governing the efficient visual display of
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information; essential information required In an air- therein are written from the viewpoint of human
navigation and traffic control-system; capacities for engineering, which is concerned primarily with the
handling information in communication systems and formulation of plans governing the design of machines
maximum application of existing human engineering for efficient human use, and with the effective
information represents areas which have high over-all integration of men and machines for the acconmplshment

priority ratings, in which a high level of research of an over-all task. It seems well to note, however,
effort is needed, and which present the likelihood of as suggested by one reviewer of the report (T.
important results and applications. On the other Gordon), that "unlike machines, tue output of the
hand, optimum conditions for the use of direct vision human is not always simply a function of input, the
is an area given a low over-all priority rating in terms human system is affected by many factors other than
of the initiation of research recommended in the body the quality and quantity of informational data received
of the report. However, in spite of such ratings, through his senses. Human engineering, if It Is to
there are diversities of opinion, and it appears to be escape the dilemma of the old time and motion study
the general view of those Involved in the preparation engineering, must guard against exclusive use of the
of the report that the question of priority is one which 'machine' model in its theory of human behavior."
can be settled only on the basis of detailed con- In other words, even the most effective program of
sideration of the immediate plans of ANDD; of human engineering does not eliminate the need for
available funds; of expenditures involved in projects continued research on the selection and trainingof
of various types, and of similar items, air navigation and traffic control personnel; on prob-

lems of morale and motivation; on the development ofComments prepared by a number of readers have
foussedattentson earthed b ranuber of tereders o h improved supervisory techniques; on the elimination

focussed attention on the importance of the criterion of excessive fatigue and monotony, and on other
problem. Safety and efficiency are described as the
basic requirements of an acceptable air navigation human pextrems which arise in the work situation.
and traffic control system. This means that the It seems extremely probable that poest pains in the
adtffectieness controlik sstem T m eansthae ssthem efficiency of an air navigation and traffic control
effectiveness of every link in the man-machine systems system can be secured, through continued• research on

and the system as a whole must be evaluated to deter- such problems, and planning in this direction must

mine what it contributes to the satisfaction of these sch consi as partiof an oe-l pronrmufo
andposibly ofothe reuireent. Ths, n 'also, be considered as part of an over-all program for

and, possibly, of other requirements. This, in turn, the maximum utilization of human resources in the air
involves a consideration of the criterion siltration, innaitonndrafcotolsuto.

terms of techniques available for the reliable and navigation and traffic control situation.

valid measurement of performance and of methodolo- Inherent throughout the report is a plea as well

gical problems involved in the development of new as a plan for active cooperation between engineers

and more 4dequate criteria. In many ways, the prob- who design machines and scientists who study human

lem of arriving at adequate criteria is at the core of beavior. This report will not have served its major

the application of human engineering research purpose if it results merely in more or even better

techniques to the design and operation of an optimal planned psychological research. Its purpose will be
air-uaviption and traffic-conwrol system. This problem completely accomplished only if the research under-
aisrerregtion ttaken is conducted at the inter-disciplinary level, so
is referred to throughout the report, and also in an that the ideas and experiences, the talents and insights
Appendix, but the area is one which requires evenofegnrspyclgitaledmhmtcas

more extended consideration as a preliminary to the of engineers, psychologists, applied mathematicians

design and initiation of s :cific studies within the and other scientists; of pilots and controllers; etc.

long-range program of human engineering research can simultaneously be focussed upon the development

described in the report. of improved equipment and man-machine systems
optimally designed for efficient and safe air navi-

The report, and the recommendations embodied gation and traffic control.

M. S. Viteles, Chairman
March 14, 1951 Coommittee on Aviation Psychology
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PREFACE

The project that has led to the present report was first discussed in December, 1949, by
Dr. Morris S. Viteles, Chairman of the NRC Committee on Aviation Psychology, Dr. Dean R.
Brimhall, Assistant for Research to the CAA Administrator, and the Editor. Plans for the project
were formulated in greater detail during the following six months at NRC Committee meetings and
at conferences of the Editor with the Air Navigation Development Board and other agencies. Full-
scale work began in June, 1950, under a contract betwe;,, he National Research Council and the
Ohio State University Research Foundation, with funds provided by the Air Navigation Develop-
ment Board.

The report has been prepared primarily by a working group of ten psychologists, who are
listed as joint authors. Each of these men is actively engaged in research in some area of p
aviation psychology and/or human engineering. They represent six private and two Government
laboratories, and between them combine experience in all of the areas covered by the report.

The working group met at intervals during the summer of 1950, to study the long-range plans
of the ANDB, and to familiarize themse!ves with operational problems, and with current research
and development activities in air navigation and traffic control. In addition, individual members
of the group visited various manufacturers, operational facilities, Government and private
agencies, and conferred with members of various committees and pofessional societies. Late in
August the Stoup met for ten days of intensive planning and writing. The first draft of the report
was written during this period.

Some degree of speciaiization and allocation of responsibility was necessary in collecting
background information and in writing the different sections of the present report. However, the
report is truly a group effort. The authors neither desire, nor believe that it is poss i bl e, to
assign credit for individual chapters to particular individuals.

The report has undergone three major revisions since the first draft was prepared. The first
revision included detailed changes recommended by the members of the working group. Subse-
quent revisions were made or the basis of suggestions of invited critics, a group that included

psychologists, biological and physical scientists, and other specialists, in universities, Govern-
meat agencies, and private organizations. Several of these critics made significant original
contributions to various sections of the report. Their criticisms were extremely helpful in many
respects, and have added much to the report.

The several drafts of the report were also reviewed by the members of the Committee on
Aviations Psychology. The final form of the report, especially the recommended research
program, benefitted greatly from the discussions at committee meetings. The editor also received
valuable suggestions from the Committee as to qualified individuals who might be invited to
serve as members of the working group and as expert critics.

In summary, the report represents the considered judgments of ten specialists in various
areas of psychological research, plus the suggestions &nd criticisms of over twenty-five other
experts in various fields of aviation, engineering, and research. Whatever beneficial influence
the report may exert on future research will result largely from the fact that so many people of
diversified competencies have contributed to its preparation.

Columbus, Oblo Paul M. Fitts
March 14, 1951 Editor
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SUMMARY

A. THE PURPOSE AND CONTENT OF THIS methods have different potentialities, which are dis-
REPORT cussed in Chapter Il.. It is our conclusion that the

greatest gains in safety and efficiency will be made in
In this report we submit proposals for a long- the next decade by solving the problems of terminal.

range program of human-engineering research on prob- area control.
lems met in planning and designing equipment for an
air-navigation and traffic-control system. Some Basic Initial Problems. It is possible to

Content. We begin with a brief analysis of the devise a fully automatic control system, with man
essential functions of the air-traffic control problem. serving chiefly as a monitor, or .A system that will
We then consider the basic question: Which of these place primary responsibility in the hands of human
functions should be performed by human operators and operators, who would be assisted by effective
which by machine elements? Next we systematically data-analysis, data-transmission, and data-display
review the status of knowledge concerning major areas equipment. To help in forecasting the most profitable
of human capabilities as they relate to air traffic direction in which overall planning should proceed,
control. We end with a discussion of the application we have tried to provide, in Chapter 11, some general
of research findings. answers about what men can do better than machines,

For the convenience of the reader the recommend- and what machines can do better than men.
ed research program is reproduced in a self-contained
section which follows this summary. Men Versus Machines. It is our conclusion that

Human-engineering research, as treated in this humans appear to surpass present-day machines in
report, aims to determine man's ability to rereive and respect to six abilities which are denoted as (1)
transmit information, to make and execute decisions. detection, (2) perception, (3) improvisation, (4) long-
It also aims to provide principles governing the design term storage, (5) induction, and (6) memory. In like
of tasks and machines in relation to man's capabilities, vein we conclude that present-day machines appear to
and to insure an efficient integration of men and surpass humans in respect to the following: (1) speed,
machines for the accomplishment of an overall task. (2) power, (3) routinization, (4) short-term storage,

(5) deduction, and (6) performance of simultaneous
For Whom Written. The report has been written operations.

primarily for (1) the Air Navigation Development
Board, (2) professional psychologists, and (3) engi-
neers and other professional people in the Civil Monitoring. We suggest that great caution be
Aeronautics Administration, the military services, the exercised in assumming that men can successfully
airlines, and industry. For these three groups, re- monitor complex automatic machines and take over if
spectively, it is intended (1) as a guide to research the machines break down. Engineers should seriously
planning and budgeting, (2) as a survey of practical consider systems in which machines would monitor
and theoretical psychological problems, and (3) as an men and prevent them from making dangerous mistakes.
overall view of the scope, methods, and applications
of research on the human factor in the design of an Overloading. Both men and machines are likely
air-navigation and traffic-control system, to break down or become unstable if overloaded. How-

ever, in some ways humans may do a better job than
machines under c.verload or stress conditions arising

B. SOME BASIC PROBLEMS AND on the JoL-.at least they may supplement machines in

ASSUMPTIONS this regard, especially in situations where flexibility
is an asset.

Effective long-range planning must not be bounded
by the problems of particular equipments and proced- Flexibility. One of the greatest advantages of
ures in use today. At the risk of over-simplification, we including human elements in a system is increased
have reduced the air-traffic-control problem to two flexibility. For example, a proficient and well-trained
basic requirements: safety and efficiency. human operator usu~ally can adapt readily to the in-

Opportunities for Exercising Control. Flights can troduction of new equipment, to the sudden failure of
be regulated by means of (1) take-off control, (2) en- equipment, or to the occurence of a unique and unfore-
route control, and (3) terminal-area control. The three seen problem.

x



C. A BASIC ANALYSIS OF THE HUMAN informatioq is the question of simplicity vs. complexity.
OPERATOR AS PART OF A COMMUNI- We believe that there is an optimum amount of Infor-

CATION SYSTEM. mation that should be included in any one display, but
the rules for achieving this optimum are not well

Decision making, or choosing a course of action, understood.
lies at the root of the whole control problem. De- A problem of special importance is the best way
cisions, in turn, depend on what information is to display the position and movement of objects in
available and how well It is assimilated. In Chapter three-dimensional space. Especially significant in
IV we consider the information-handling capacities of this connection are recent findings wh-ch show clearly
the human operator, using concepts borrowed from that novices can interpret the artificial horizon asid
modern communication theory. Research stimulated ILAS indicators faster and with fewer errors if the
by this new orientation will, we feel sure, provide motions are exactly reversed from those employed in
immensely useful results, present-day instruments.

The Rate of Flow of Information. The flow of Displays for Status Information. Displays of
information to and from the human operators in a stat ys information Disland onsystem depends on the way messages are encoded- status information include maps, charts, and printed
ssthefom whichdso the infomat takes, the sensor- messages. Our inquiries show wide dissatisfactionthe form which the information takes, the sensory with present weather maps. Pilots have lifficulty inchannel th rough which it is received, the ratio of p y
potential to needed information, and organization of sorting out information they want from irrelevant data.
the information. They forget much of the information they need. They

have difficulty understanding the symbols in which
We are certain that human operators will perform standard messages are coded.

most efficiently only if the rate of flow of information
falls within definite limits, but at the present time we Special Ground and Air Display Problems. Some
can only make general estimate of what these limits display problems are especially critical for the ground
are. controller and some for the pilot. For example, the

Perturbation and Redundancy. We must also con- pilot often acts as an error-reducing servo as he keeps

sider perturbation-disturbances in the flow of his aircraft in stable flight. He responds to position,

information-and redundancy. For example, there is rate, and acceleration informatLon. He compensates for

reason to believe that the exact repetition of a visual his own time lag, which experiments in the air have

or auditory message is one of the least satisfactory shown may amount to as much as 1.5 seconds when he

ways of insuring its correct reception by a human suddenly has to re-orient. The size, sensitivity, damp-

operator. In short, redundancy should be achieved by ing and direction-of-motion of his flight instruments
are critical variables in this special air-display prob-repeating a message in a different way. lem.

D. VISUAL INFORMATION DISPLAYS
We have used the term visual displays to include E. PROBLEMS OF DIRECT VISION FROM

all those devices that exhibit information to the eyes. AIRCRAFT
Chapter V is devoted to research problems relating to
the design of such devices. The space which we de-
vote to this topic is a direct indication of the weight Even with extensive use of electronic aids and
we attach to it. automatic equipment, direct vision will continue to be

an important factor in airtravel, especially for landings
Pictorial and Symbolic Displays. Pictorial dis- at marginally-equipped airports, and for landings made

plays are easy to interpret and are especially adapted by light aircraft carrying minimum equipment.
to the portrayal of relational information. On the other
hand, they lack the accuracy of symbolic displays In Chapter VI we discuss three important groups
which are especially suited to the presentation of the of problems in this area: (1) Airport lighting and
discrete or single-item type of in formation. Still marking, (2) the adequacy of vision from the cockpit,
inadequately understood, however, are the general and (3) the measurement of visibility in terms of what
rules governing the many uses of these two kinds of the pilot will see.
displays and combination types. Enough work has One of our conclusions in this section Is that in
already beep done, however, to indicate that improve- view of the cost, tlhe difficulty, and the hazards of
meats in speed and accuracy of interpretation ranging trying out a grat many different airport lighting
from 100 to 1000 per cent are possible as a result of teyn 0huma-engneeing eseachsystems by means of flight tests, further field trials
human-engineering research. shQuld be deferred until adequate basic experiments

Displays for Transitory Data. One of the prob- on factors influencing visual orientation be completed
lems of displaying ever-changing, transitory by means of good flight simulators.
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F. VOICE COMMUNICATION binations. System analysis aims at the measurement
of the relative magnitudes of die errors contributed by

Because it provides the quickest and simplest the various sub-systems, and the arrangement of man-
means of requesting and of providing many kinds of machine elements in their most efficient combination.
information, voice communication always has been, and System evaluation measures the efficiency of a total
probably will continue to be, an essential element in
air navigation and traffic control. In Chapter VII w system so that it can be compared with other systems.
discuss some critical aspects of this. topic. Sources of Error in Systems. One of the first steps

Psychological Requirements for Voice-Communi - in a system study is to identify the kinds of errors
. present and to locate their sources. We can distinguishcation Equipment. Voice-communication equipment is k

one of the weakest links in the present system (see four kinds of errors: Qualitative errors are errors of
e spec i al y the results of kur study reported in kd; quantitative errors arc variations in amount;

Appendix //). Our inquiries suggest that the reasons temporal errors are delays in a system; and sequential

for this state of affairs are to be found in inadequate errors are those that occur when an operation is per-

engineering and in economic factors, rather than to lack formed out of its prorer sequence, or out of its most

of human-engineering data. efficient order. In many contexts variability and error
are synonymous.

Improving the Voice Signal at its Source. There
are several ways in w~ich the design of communication i Tests to Breakdown. Tests to breakdown are an

equipment interacts with the speaker so as to affect important feature of system studies. The necessity for

his voice signal. For example side-tone-;the experi- such tests is perhaps obvious. System A may perform

ence produced by the speaker hearing his own voice- slightly better than system B as long as the load on

affects the intensity of the speaker's voice and the the system is relatively light, but with heavy traffic
way he enunciates words. Such effects are worthy of loads and excessive stress system A may break downmore researchw completely whereas system B may still be capable of

handling some information. For example, a human
The Eye Versus the Ear. We conclude Chapter operator, while unable to do as much as an automatic

VII with a comparison of the eye and ear as a means system when the latter is functioning properly, may
of communication. We conclude that the eye is maxi- turn out to be superior under disaster conditions.
mally useful in judging spatial properti e s, or in Qualifications for Human-Engineering and Systems
obtaining information that can be displayed in spatial
terms. The eyes can also search through information Re. -arch. Special qualifications are needed by the

and single out appropriate items for attention (as from persons who are to conduct human-engineering experi-
ments. We review these qualifications in Chapter VIIIL

a table of data). The ears are generally superior in q
situations where time of occurrence, or rate of change, We also point out that many human-engineering investi-

are important variables. gations, especially those concerned with complex
man-machine systems, call for a research team

For most situations, however, the question of including men specialized in operating problems as
whether to use the eyes or ears is less important than well as in research.
such questions as: Is the information encoded in its
most useful form? Does it have to be transformed
before it is used? Should redundancy be introduced H. CRITERION PROBLEMS
by providing a signal to both the eyes and the ears? Requirements such as safety and efficiency define

the goal, or ultimate criteria, for which the system is
designed. Hlowever, the researcher usually cannot

G. SYSTEMS RESEARCH ANALYSIS, AND deal directly with ultimate criteria but must seek inter-
EVALUATION mediatc or proximate indices-of-merit for various parts

of the system.
Too often in the past important decisions about We discuss criterion problems at many places in

complex man-machine systems have been reached on ththe asi of hun hes gu sses an op nio s. ven e report and in Appendix III. We also stress theth e basis of hunches, guesses, and opinions. E ven i p r a c f d t r i i g w a s e t a n o m t o
when systematic investigations were undertaken, the is portance of determining what essential information
results often were inconclusive because the experi- is tem, an h stageorm ton is us ed.
ments were improperly designed and poorly controlled. system, and how this information is used.
In Chapter VIII we undertake to show that it is possible It is essential that intermediate criteria be related
to obtain valid, objective results in experiments on to, or predict, the ultimate criteria. They must reflect
man-machine systems. critical aspects of particular functions, aspects that

Kinds of Systems Studies. System research tries contribute significantly to overall system performance.
to discover general principles that can be applied to Intermediate Criteria of Efficiency. Speed and
the design and development of new man-machine com- accuracy in making specific decisions are two common-
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ly used Indices of efficiency. However, several other system. For example, the optimium design for a new

efficiency measures are available. One is the absence navigation display will be determined in part by the
of variability. Another is the amount of overloading principles embodied in the design of other navigation
that can be tolerated before a process breaks down. and flight instruments.
Manpower criteria are also especially important. Long-Range Objectives. We believe that many of

Intermediate Criteria of Safety. Much work needs the most important human-engineering problems of air-
to be done in relating various sub-criteria to the navigation and traffic-control will be solved only if
ultimate safety of a control system. Speed and accu- continued support is given to long-range research.

racy in making certain types of decisions, such as Therefore, in formulating the research objectives
decisions to commit an aircraft to a landing, and the presented in this report, we have emphasized long-
degree of precision required in certain types of infor- range goals, rather than immediate problems that are
mation, such as weather data, need to be related to most pressing at the moment.
accident probability. Data are needed on how much Research Facilities and Personnel. Facilities for,
each sub-system contributes to overall safety. At research in the human-engineering field are limited,
present, intermediate criteria of safety are not as well and there are relatively few scientists who are now
established as are those of efficiency. trained to conduct research or to do consulting work

The development of adequate criteria or indices- in this area. However, continued support of a long-
of-merit is a crucial aspect of human-engineering range research program should do much to stimulate
research, and one that deserves special emphasis. the development of adequate research facilities, and

to attract able young scientists into this important new
field of research.

I. PUTTING HUMAN-ENGINEERING DATA Research Planning a Continuing Process. Re-

TO USE search planning, especially in a field as new as human
engineering, must be a continuing process. The further

The final step in an applied research program is definition of problems should be made a part of nearly
the application of research findings to practical prob- all research projects.
lems. Chapter IX reviews available ways of closingthe gap between research and application. Related Topics. This report does not deal directly

with the many problems of pe r son n e l research -

Different methods of communicating research selection, training, manpower utilization, working
findings to engineers can be employed to advantage at conditions, and maintenance of proficiency. Nonethe-
different stages in the planning, designing, developing, less, the number of persons required to operate and
and testing of equipment and systems. For example, maintain a system, and the difficulty of selecting and
published reports and handbooks reach a large audience training them, are important factors that should be
and are readily available; but face-to-face contact with considered while a system is in the planning stage.
consulting or full-time specialists probably provides a
more effective exchange of information and ideas. Related Research Programs. Many of the basic

psychological problems that we have formulated are
In some instances the people who do research very broad. This is fortunate. It means that much of

should be brought in as consultants pa practical prob- the information gathered in human-engineering re-
lems. In other instances it may be desirable to call search on other systems will support the program
on the staffs of consulting firms, who combine know- recommended here, and the latter will, in turn, supple-
ledge of the research literature with a wide grasp of ment many of the human-engineering rerearch programs
the many practical problems faced by the project already being supported by government agencies.
engineer. Concluding Statement. We are convinced thAt the

human-engineering research program outlined here
should fill a crucial gap in the development of an

J. IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDED improved air-navigation and traffic-control system.
RESEARCH PROGRAM This program should be promoted (1)by giving addition.

al support to the work of in-service laboratories that
An Intregrated Program. One must never lose sight hove humon-ongineering divisions, and (2)by supporting

of the relation of specific problems to the overall an extensive program of long-range contract research.
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THE RECOMMENDED RESEARCH PROGRAM

Recommendations for re s earch are organized under nine broad Research Objectives and
twenty-one specific Problem Areas. We believe that these recomendations, together with the
discussions and summaries in the text, are sufficiently detailed and yet ate framed in sufficiently
broad perspective to permit the Air Navigation Development Board, its associated agencies in the
Air Force, the Navy, and the CAA, and prospective contractora, to carry out an effective and
integrated research program - a program that gives proper emphasis to research on specific prob-
lem areas as well as research aimed at a basic understanding of the capacities of human beings
in complex communication and control systems.

Research Objective I. Determination of the Relative Abilities of Men and Machines to Perform
Critical Functions in Air-Navigation and Traffic-Control Systems.

Basic research should be supported to provide the principles on which decisions about the
most effective roles of men and machines can be based. The decision to develop a machine
that will perform a certain operation usually implies a prior decision that a machine can do
the job better, faster, or more reliably than a man. At the present time there are few rules
that can be followed in reaching such decisions. Information is needed about such general
topics as these:

a. What standards or norms of human performance can be expected when men are
assigned certain air-novigation and traffic-controI tasks and how much variability
will there be between individuals in the performance of these tasks?

b. To what extent will the various human tasks require umnusual human capacities
and long training programs?

c. How can human performance be measured in terms that will permit the meaning-
ful comparison of the effectiveness of men and of parti-.ular machines when carrying
out certain tasks?

Collection and synthesis of known facts about human abilities will help to establish some
of the needed principles. Some of the information necessary for answering additional
questions can be obtained from existing records or can be collected during routine operations.
In other instances it may be necessary to conduct extensive experiments to establish some
of the principles that are needed in this area.

Illustrative Research Problems. In this report we have advanced arguments in support of the
hypothesis that men cannot efficiently monitor automatic equipment. This hypothesis needs
to be tested in various work situations, and it may be that the answer can be found by careful
surveys of typical industrial situations, such as power plants or military lookout posts, where
men are now employed as monitors. As another example, in this report we propose the
hypothesis that under certain circumstances men may function better than machines under
conditions of overload and stress. This hypothesis needs to be validated, and again the
answers maybe forthcoming from a careful analysis of records from the operation of automatic
machinery, such as dial telephone systems, during wartime conditions, floods, partial power
failures, etc.

Research Objective II. Determination of the Capacities of Human Operators for Handling Infor.
mation in a Communication System.

To insure the effective integration of men and machines, it is necessary to establish some
general principles governing the nature of the operator as a link in a control or communication
system. Decision-making, choosing a course of action, lies at the root of the whole control
problem. The selection of the correct course of action, in turn, depends on the information
available. As one aspect of the research program, therefore, we recommend the study of
human capacities for handling information and suggest that this study be approached from the
viewpoint of communication theory.
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Problem Area 1. Faitors Influencing the Rate of Plow of Information. Studies ore needed
to determine the Informationahandling capacity of human operators. This capacity should
be moesuredwith reference to such factors as the way in which the information is encoded,
the sensory channel used, the regularity or spacing of messages In time, the effects of
mixing relevant with irrelevant information, and the effect of increasing the total amount of
information required for a decision.

Illustrative research problem. Test the following hypothesis: 1 The presence of irrelevant
information retards the rate with which a pilot or ground controller can handle relevant
information.

Problem Area 2. Redundancy. Studies are needed to determine the optimum amount and ferm
of redundancy that will insure the fewest errors by a human receiver of information.

Illustrative research problem. Tests of the following hypothesis are needed: The literal
repetition of a visual or auditory message is one of the least satisfactory ways of insur-
in$ Its correct reception - redundancy should be introduced by repeating a message In a
different way.

Problem Area 3. Meth•ds for Measuring Human Information Handling Capacities. Since this
is a relatively new research field support will have to he given to the development of
improved methods of measurement in areas mentioned. We have so little data to go on that
our statement of this problem area is general in nature.

Illustrative problems. Messages used in current traffic-control operations should be ana-
lyzed in an effort to define basic message units. Units of measurement should be de-
veloped that will facilitate quantitative comparisons between such widely different means
of communication as verbal language, printed language, abstract visual symbols, and
scale-and-pointer patterns.

Research Objective Ill. Determination of the Essential Information Required at every -Stage in the
Operation of an Air-Navigation and Traffic-Control System.

Systematic studies are needed to determine the essential information required for making-
the decisions and carrying out th6 various tasks involved in navigating and in controlling
traffic. Such analyses are needed in connection with most of the technical objectives that
follow. These studies should include experimental investigations in the laborat-ry, job
analyses, system analyses, operational analyses, and field studies of certain existing opera-,
tions. They should cover both transient and status information and the information needed
bath by the ground controller and the pilot. They should be made for specific existing
systems, and also, in so for as possible, for the basic functions common to all systems.

Illustrative research questions. What does a pilot need to know about weather? What Infor-
mation is essential in a pictorial display for airport taxi control? What information is es-
sential in order for a pilot to orient by means of ground lights? What is the relative frequency
of different types of air-to-ground messages such as "command-type" and "information-
type" messages? What information should be included in a Human Engineering Handbook?

1. We have included at least one example under each problem area to illustrate the kind of re-
search recommended. In many cases we state the example in the form of a specific
hypothesis that can be subjected to experimental test. We do not imply, when we state such
hypotheses, that we expect the tests to support the particular hypothesis more often than to
reject it - in other words the fact that the hypothesis is stated in the negative or in the
affirmative has no significance. We have selected as illustrations problems that we consider
to be important, but we do not wish to imply that those particular problems are necessarily
ones that should be given highest priority in each area. In the body of the text can be found
many other examples of specific problems that need to be solved.
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In specifying information needs research should answer such specific questions as the
following:

a. What information is needed?
b. With what accuracy is it needed?
c. How much time is available to use it?
d. What decisions will be made and what actions taken about it?

Research Objective IV. Establishment of Criteria and "Indices-of.Merit" for Human-Operator and
Man-Machine Performance.

The criterion problem arises in cc nection with all of the research problems dealt with in
this report (see Appendix Ill). The answer to the problem begins with the determination of a
theoretical ideal level or "model"' of desired performance. This ideal model should.define the
u i t i mate criterion for the system. Unfortunately, it is not often that the research worker can
relate his experimental data directly to such an ultimate criterion. Instead he must make use of
proximate or intermediate criteria or "indices-of-merit."

The development of satisfactory intermediate criteria is an important problem. At this level
we deal with parts of the system, sometimes even with single instruments and specific ways of
using them. It is essential not only that we measure the effectiveness of these specific opera-
tions, but that we relate our measures to the higher order or ultimate criteria in terms of which the
entire system is being designed.

Investigators in the field of human-engineering. have made some progress in establishing
criterion measures. However, many new criterion problems arise whenever research is undertaken
on a new system.

It is our belief that the criterion problem cuts across every aspect ot human-engineering re-
search, and that almost every investigater must devote careful thought and expend some research
time on the criterion aspects of his special problem. We believe accordingly that it ma) be mis-
leading to break up this general topic into specific problem areas and so we list no specific
problem areas here. The criterion problem should be studied as an important aspect of each of
the other research objectives.

Illustrative Reseorch Questions. Questions illustrating the criterion problem can be grouped
under three headings:

e. Questions about ultimate criteria: How can the ultimate objectives of a system be
formnlted mowe specifically and quantitatively? Per example, Is runway utilization the
best single ultimate criterion of the efficiency of a traffic-control system?

b. Questions about intermediate criteria: What are the most satisfactory measures of the
effectiveness of a communication system? A display system? An airport lighting system? How
do the measures of the effectiveness of each of these systems relate to the ultimate criteria?
For example, are pilot eye movements an index of the effectiveness of a proposed Instrumont-
panel arrangement, and how do eye movement measures relate to the accuracy of Instrument flight,
to safety, etc.?

c. Questions about techniques of criterion development: What are the best methods of collect-
ing data on what human operators do on the job? What are the best mhods for determining
the reliability of these measures? What are the best methods for determining the interrelations
between intermediate criteria, and the relations between intermediate and ultimate.criteri? Per
example, what is the most reliable method of obtaining and reporting information abeot accidents
and near accidents?

Research Objective V. Determination of Principles Governing the Efficient Visual Display of
Information.

A good display is one that facilitates the flow of pertinent information to a human operator.
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The principles governing the design of such displays are still incompletely understood and much
work is needed in this area.

Problem Area 1. Simplicity versus Complexity of Visual Disploys. Studies are needed to deter-
mine the relative advantages of displaying a given amount of information (a) by means of a
number of relatively simple instruments, and (b) by means of a single complex instrument.
We propose as a goenral hypothesis that thre is a limit to the amount of information that
should be crowded into a single display. Research is also needed to determine the maximum
number of different ways in which 'related Imformation can be encoded and presented simul-
°, leously.

Illustrative rpsearch problem. If one wanted to depict, by means of a symbol on a cathode
ray tube, four things about an aircraft, it would be possible to do this by using the color of
the symbol to depict one thing, its size another, its brightness another, and its shape still
another - (its position, of course, would provide information along two additional dimensions.)
Studies should be made to determine whether a controller can respond effectively to symbols
which are categorized simultaneously in as many different ways as these.

Problem Area 2. The Display of Spatial Relations. Studies should be made to determine principles
governing the effective display of information about the relative position of aircraft and ground
objects in tni-dimensional space. Numerous questions of great practical importance must be
solved in this problem area. These include the following:

a.. What coordinate systems and what type of proji6ctions should be used in showing
spatial relations on bi-dimensional pictorial displays?
b. How should information about spatial relations be encoded on symbolic displays?
c. What combinations of symbolic and pictorial displays are most effective?

Illustrative research problem. Test the following hypothesis: In a semi-pictorial airborne
approach and landing display it is better to show azimuth and elevation pictorially, with
range presented symbolically, than to show azimuth and range pictorially with elevation
presented symbolically.

Problem Area 3. Coordination of Displays and Controls. Studies are needed to determine the
display characteristics that are necessary when the action taken In response to displayed
information is a manipulation of controls, and when this movement In turn results in a
modification of the display.

This problem area is particularly critical for the pilot. The pilot sees the movement of dis-
plays relative to his own eye and the rest of the cockpit; yet he must interpret this
information in terms of the movements of A,is aircraft relative to tAe earth.

Problems which arise here involv,, directin-of-mnotion relations between displays and tcon-
trols, the question of what is responded to • displacement, acceleration, or some higher
order, and the optimum sensitivity of displays. Such problems have been receiving some
research attention, but as yet few general design principles have been established.

Illustrative research questions. Should flight instruments be designed in accordance with
the "fly-to" or "fly-from" principle? in a pictorial display of the aircraft's track over the
ground should the aircraft appear to move and the ground appear to remain stationary, or
should the aircraft's location appear fin:ed and the ground appear to move? When should
azimuth stabilization and when should heading stabilization be used? How accurately can
controls be positioned in response to derivative information? What is the optimum sensitivity
for a heading or bank indicator? Principles that will settle questions of this sort must be
ctablished to achieve the level of pilot performance required for precise navigation and
traffic control.

Problem Area 4. Displays for Quantitative Reading. Studies ore needed to detormine principles
for designing displays so as to increase precision, and reduce the incidence of grass errors,
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In reading scales. Considemble resoearch has been completed on scale reading prec-
Stan, and on the nature and magnitude of Intorpolation errors, but relatively few studies
are available on the origin of grVMs errors such as "reversal" errors, and en ways of
minimising such errors.

Sources of possible confusion in shifting from one instrument to another, or In interpret-
ing different kinds of scales, should be investigated thoroughly. The potential, value of
studies planned to eliminate the causes of gross errors Is Indicated by the results of re-
cent experiments which showed that by changing the face of the conventional altimeter.
the frequency of 1000-foot errors could be reduced by a factor of more than 10.

Illustrative research problnm. Determine whether the principles of combining a single
sensitive pointer and a counter to provide a "long scale" instrument can be applied
generally in the design of many different kinds of instruments.

Problem Area S. Displays for Check-Reading and Monitoring. Studies ore needed to deter-
mine principles governing the display of simple yes-no information so that the eye can
quickly detect deviations from a null or desired condition, picking out a deviating in-
strument from among a large number of normaliy-reading instruments. We have expressed
doubts about the suitability of a human operator for most monitoring tasks. However,
there will continue to be many lobs in which pilots and ground controllers will devote
part of their time to check reading, which Is an aspect of monitoring. It is essential
that they have properly designed dispipys for this purpose.

Illustrative research problem. Conduct test of the following hypothesis: There is an
optimum visual angle for -viewing any monitoring display, and speed and accuracy of
check reading will be impaired if display size is too large or too small.

Problem Area 6. Display of Status Information. Studies are needed on methods of encoding
and displaying weather infermation, on ways of representing landmarks and toermin fea.
twos on maps, and on ways of summarizing information an charts and display boards.
Much Improvement can and should be effected in this problem area. A few projects are
being supported by the military services, but these should be supplemented by studies
relating especially to the traffic controller and civilian pilot.
Illustrative research problem: How should the changing weather picture be displayed so
that it is readily available to the pilot in the form in which it is needed?

Research Objective VI. Determination of Optimum Conditions for the Use of Direct Vision.

Even with extensive use of electronic aids and automatic equipment for all-weather flying,
direct vision will continue to be an important factor in many flight conditions, especially for
flights to small, marginally-equipped airports, and for light aircraft carrying minimum equip-
ment. Therefore, some research should be continued on problem, of direct vision.

Problem Area 1. Airport Lighting and Marking. Systematic studies should be made of such
questions as the following:

a. What cues are most important in permitting a pilot to orient with respect to the
runway when he sees a pattern of lights from the air?

b. What is the best way of indicating position along the runway?
c. What factors influence ability to shift quickly from instruments to ground displays,

and from ground displays to instruments?
d. What is the interaction between approach.light design and the design of cockpit

instruments?

We believe that work on these problems should be carried on chiefly in the laboratory,
through the use of simulators. However, this should be accompanied by some carefully
planned flight test work to check on the validity of the criteria employed in the laboratory
research. (see Research Objective IV).
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Problem Area 2. Vision from the Cockpit. Studies should be continued to determine by
scientific means the required field of view from the cockpit, and the required quality and
angle of transparent sections. The efforts of the CAA Technical Development and
Evaluation Cmad along these lines should he aupperte. Every effort should be made to
see that manufacturers meet the vision requirements that are already known.

In addition to studies of requirements for direct vision through the windscreen, the
possibility of providing supplemental views of the terrain and other aircraft through the
use of reflective or refractive optical systems should be investigated. Such studies will
be closely related to those on the use of pictorial displays of space relations (such as
television displays.)

Illustrative research question. How does the accuracy of manual landings in marginal
weather vary as a function of the field of view through the windscreen?

Problem Area 3. Measurement of Atmospheric Transmission. Studies should be continued
to determine better ways of measuring and predicting the conditions of visibility that will
exist during a lending approach, and of improving visibility through the choice of the type
and spatial distribution of energy in airport light sources.

Illustrative research problem. What ways of measuring visibility from the ground agree
most closely with actual visibility of airport lights from the cockpit of an approaching
aircraft?

Research Objective VII. Determination of the Psychological Requirements for Communication
Systems.

Communication is an essential element in air navigation and traffic control. Many of the
psychological requiremonts for good communication systems are already known. However,
some of these have not been i m p I e m e n t e d on the technical side, and some important
questions of communications still lack psychological answers.

Problem Area 1. Improvement of Voice Transmission. Studios should be made of several
special listening and speaking problems. Ways of improving the production of voice
signals through the control of side tone should be investigated. The efficiency of listen.
ing with one oar should be investigated under a variety of masking and distracting
conditions. Sludies employing both acoustical and psychological methodi, should be
made 4o discover the effect of a smell enclosure on the human voice

Illustrative research questions. When using an oxygen mask oc a noise shield, why is the
loss of intelligibility greater than would be expected on the basis of physical measure-
ments of the enclosures alone? Can one of two competing conversations be heard more
or less effectively when both ears hear both, or when each ear hears only one?

Problem Area 2. Improvement of Message Formulation. Studies should be made to determine
optimum ways of formuleting or encoding massages for transmission by voice or 6ther
means. The requirements of both the speaker and the listener should be clasideed.
This topic, end the related one of encoding information in relation to the action to be
taken, call first for the kind of basic research on human informationehandling capacity
recommended under Research Objective Ih.

When methods hove been developed for measoring the informetilon-h llng capacity of the
Luman operator, tests should be made in a wide variety of situations to establish mare
clearly the optimum design of presentations using visual uad auditory inputs.

Illustrative research problems. An international language is needed for ait traffic control.
Should this be a spoken language, a printed language, or a set of arbitrary symbols?

Problem Area 3. Optimum Use of Visual and Auditory Moans of Communication. Studios
should be made of the relative advantages of auditory and visual massages, including
comparisons of auditory.sequential-periodic and visual.simultaneous-continuous presen-
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toticns. St"di*s should also be made of the advantages achieved by simultaneous auditory
and visual presentation of the same infvriatien, and the relative advantages of unl-
sensory and multi.-snsary data displays.

Illustrative research problem. Tests should be made of the following hypothesis: If it Is
necessary to give an operator an important -message, it Is much better to give it to both
the eyes and ears than to one sense alone.

Research Objective VIII. Optimum Man-Machine Systems Engineering.

The term "system" as used here includes the entire assemblage of men and machines
engaged in air navigation and traffic control. The contribution of human engineering to the
efficient overall design of this man-machine system should include the following:

a. Systems evaluation.comparison of the new and the old.
b. Systems analysis- the identification of sources of variability or errors.
c. Systems research- the discovery of principles governing efficieni man-machine

combinations.

All three kinds of studies should receive major emphasis. In achieving this research
objective, cooperative research participated in by men trained in different scientific disci-
plines is usually necessary.

Problem Area 1. Human-Enginoering Analysis of Existing Systems. Systematic studies
should he made of existing air-navigation and traffic-centrol systems in order to dis-
cover sources of variability, delay, and error. These studies should have the following
objectives:

a. To provide facts needed in planning better systems for the future.
b. To solve somes of the problems of present systems.

Our study of present air traffic control procedures, summnarized in Appendix I, is an
example of the kind of work that is needed, although it is not nearly as thorough a job
as we should like to see.

Illustrative research problem. There is need for an analysis of the relative importance
of different factors now causing variability in the estimated arrival time of aircraft,
including factors attributable to pilots, controllers, communication lags, weather, and
instrument errors.

Problem Area 2. Human Engineering Research Studies, Analyses, and Evaluations of New
System Components. Studies should he made of all new systems, and of new component
parts of systems, at the earliest possible stage in their development, so that featuresthat
are desirable from a psychological viewpoint can he embodied in the final production item
and undesirable features eliminated. As for as possible these systems studies should
he planned jointly by research teams, including pilots, controllers, engineers, applied
mathematicians, and engineering psychologists.

Illustrative research problem. Integrated studies evaluating distance-measuring equipment
should be planned by a research team to d e t e r m i n e how well this new e q u i p m e n t
meets the needs of ground controllers and pilots and how well it functions as pan of a
total navigation and traffic-control system. Such studies would supplement those con-
ducted to determine the engineering and electronic acceptability of the equipment.

Problem Area 3. Human-Engineering Research on Proposed Systems. Insofar as possible,
scientific studies should he made of proposed new systems and system components, in
order to discover basic principles of systems design, and to determine, before the charac-
teristics of a new system are frozen, what features should he embodied in its design.

Such man-machine systems studies require special research facilities that are not now
available. It will be necessary to manipulate entire systems including human operators.
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The load on the system, the communication and display of information, and the tasks to
be performed by the various humans In the system must be under the control of the ex-
perimenter, and must be subject to exact repetition. Many of these elements must be
simulated.

Exploratory studies are needed td determine how the equipment needs for research in this
problem area can be met, what kinds of facilities are' needed, and how an integrated
approach to systems research can best be accomplished.

Illustrative research project. A study should be made to determine what the simulator
requirements are for human-engineering research on air-navigation and traffic-control
systems. This study might well include work on the criterion problem. As another illus-
tration, a research team including scientists from several specialized fields, equipment
designers, and operating personnel should be organized to study ways and means of pro-
viding more efficient methods and techniques for carrying out human-engineeriag systems
research.

Research Objective IX. Maximum App pi cot ion of Existing Human-Engineering Information.

The final step in an applied research program is the application of research findings to
practical problems. In fact, this is both the justification for the research, and the test of
its worth.

The first question that should be asked in planning research on an applied problem is: Are
there any existing data that will answer the question? It is our belief that there are now many
areas of engineering design where existing data are not being applied, an' where valid
answers do already exist to critical questions.

The second question that should be asked is: Does the problem call for research, or for
consultation by experts? Several considerations enter here. It obviously is not feasible,
however desirable it may be, to settle all design questions. by recourse to research. Time
and cost prevent this. Most design questions involve a weighing of many different engi-
neering, human, and economic factors. Thus single research studies seldom provide a com-
plete answer to complex practical problems. The aims, therefore, shoald be the following:

a. To anticipate the most general and most important questions and to support re-
search on these questions.

b. To settle the more specific and the less important questions, or those questions
that require an immediate decision, by using the best scientific informafion and
advice already available.

Through the continued support of long-range research over a period of y, ars meure and more
immediate practical problems can be settled on a factual, scientific basis; but in the mean-
time the best possible use should be made of existing information.

Problem Area 1. Utilizing Human-Engineering Date In Systems Planning. Extensive use
should be made of human-engineering data, and of consultants who have expert knowledge
of the data available in the various areas of psychology, in overall systems planning.

Illustrative project. The help of experts in human-engineering and in personnel and in-
dustrial psychology should be sought in making decisions about how best to utilize human
abilities in an air-navigation and traffic-control system, i.e. decisions about what men
should do and what machines should do.

Problem Area 2. Utilizing Human-Engineering Data In Designing Specific Items of Equipment.
Emphasis should be given to writing equipment specifications so that human-engineering
requirements are met. Relevant date about human performance should he applied through-
out the various stages in the design and development of new equipment.

One of the best ways to insure that this is done is for engineering psychologists to work
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closely and continuously with design engineers. In a few instances this is now being
done, but the practice should be greatly Increased.

Illustrative projects. Agencies that undertake to develop new flight instruments should
insure that they have the assistance of aviation psychologists who have studied pilot dig-
play problems. Similarly, agencies that undertake to develop new radar equipment for air
traffic control should arrange for continuing help from engineering psychologists who
have studied radar display probleme.

Problem Area 3, Providing Hvinci.Englnenrls Handbooks, Engineers Guides, and Summary
Reports on Special Problems. Existing Informatien of topics of importance for the de.
velopment of air.nevigrtio end traffle.control equipment should he summarized in hand.
books and special reports, In some cases the preplrtleon of such summaries should be.
specified as part of the work to be done under a reseearh sentecti In ether cases, this
work should be included as port of a survey of problems In a given nrea or made the sub-
ject of a separate contraet.

The Navy, through its contract with Tufts College for a Human-Engincering Handbook, has
been supporting work in this problem area for several years. However, this Handbook
alone does not cover all of the needs for human engineering data in the air traffic' control
field.
Illuitrative project, There Is a need for a technical guide to the methods of systems re-
search. Such a guide might be developed, for example, by taking Chapter Val of this
report, gisttly amplifying it, and publishing it as a special report,
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CHAPTER I

OBJECTIVES

This report outlines a long-range program of
human-engineering research' on akr-navigation and
traffic-control equipment. In preparing it we have tried
to achieve the following objectives:

1. To smmnarize our knowledge eabout human engi.
neoring as it relates to air navigation and traffic
control, and to describe techniques available for

acquiring new knowledge in this area.

2. To indent*fy the major humen-engineering prob.
lems of importance to the program of the Air
Navigation Development Board.

3. To point out the practical outcomes to be antici.
pated from a research program directed toward
the solution of these problems.

4. To list suggestions as to the specific kinds of
psychological research which must be done in
order to satisfy the immediate and ultimate needs
of ANDt in the deqvlopment of air-,vigation analyzed a great many published reports relating to
and traffic-control equipment. traffic control. Althougb this background information

has been invaluable to us in preparing the research
A. The Information Used program outlined here, we have made no attempt to

in Preparing This Report include all of it in the present report.

Facts About the Pr4sent System. We began our The Role of the Human Operator. Throughout our
work by learning what we could about the air-traffic- exploratory studies, visits, and interviews our focus
control system as it is today. This information came was on the human operator and his role as an Individu-
from interviews with operating personnel in various al and as a member of a team in the traffic control
control centers in the first, second, third, and fourth picture. We asked such questions as: What specific
regions. The results of this study form Appendix I to thrngs does a human operator do In a traffic.coItrol
this report. Because this appendix describes present system? What information inputs does he act on? What
air traffic control procedures, we recommend that any kind of decisions does he make? How many decisions
reader not familiar with these procedures refer to it does he make?
immediately for orientation. We were, in fact, making in necessarily cursory

We also surveyed the opinions of certain air- style the kind of job analysis which always precedes
traffic-control personner regarding the system which direct experimentation in human engineering. And as
they are at present operating. This survey, summarized we gathered facts that gave us a general understanding
in Appendix 11, was designated to orient us In our of the traffic-control problem, we tried to formulate
thinking about research problems. the corresponding research questions: How much is

Plans for the Future System. Finally we studied known about what a human operator should do in a
various plans and proposals that have been put forward traffic-control system? How much is known about whet

for future air-traffic-control systems. This information information inputs the human operator is best able to

was gathered through conferences with the staff of the aot upon under various conditions? What do we know

Air Navigation Development Board (ANDB), through research recommendations follow from the answers

conferences with planning, operational, and engineer- that we could giva to such questions in the light of

ing groups in the Civil Aeronautics Administration

(CAA), and the United $rates Air Force (USA,7), and our present state of knowledge.

the United State Navy (USN), and through conferences Organization of the Report. This report begins
with persons in industry and in airline companies. We with a broad and general outline of the air-traffic-
asked questions of many key people in aviation, in- control problem, against which are set some basic
cluding pilots and operating personnel, as well as questions of system organization and philosophy. It
men in technical and management positions. We also then proceeds to cover a series of major research



areas within which the human operator's problems machines do?"
appear to lie. It concludes with discussions of re-
search techniques and applications. Steps in Human-Engineering Research. In gener-

al, an experiment in human engineering begins with a
careful and systematic study of the job or task under

B. Readers for Whom This Report is Written consideration. The primary concern is for a detailed
analysis of what the job proposes to accomplish, and

This report is written primarily for three kinds of what the operators presumably need to know and do in
readers: (1) members of the ANDB and its technical order to achieve that end. This process o sometimes
staff, (2) professional psychologists, and (3) engi- referred to as th, study of system requirements or task
neers and other professional men in industry, air requirements.
transport companies, the CAA, and the military ser- Usually this analysis leads to the formulation of

specific hypotheses. The researcher then tackles the
First of all, the report is intended as a guide to problem of devising situations in which he can test

the ANDB and to other high-levelGovernment agencies these hypotheses and evaluate alternative equipment
in planning and budgeting for human-engineering re- designs or equipment arrangements to find the most
search. Second, it is intended to acquaint psycholo- satisfactory way of meeting the job objectives. These
gists with the practical and theoretical psychological studies take the form of controlled tests, carried out
problems encountered in developing equipment for an in accordance with appropriate experimental pro-
air-navigation and traffic-control system. Third, it is cedures and providing quantitative data which can be
intended to provide engineers and other professional subjected to statistical scrutiny.
men with an overall view of the scope, methods, and
applications of research dealS, g with the human factor One of the most important aspec s of this routine
in engineering design. is the development or selection of an acceptable and

valid performance measure or criterion. In case of
simple, more or iess unitary tasks, the criterion may

C. The Nature of Human Engineering Research itself be simple, but as the task becomes more com-
plex or assumes the proportion of systems operation

Although human engineering research methods with groups of participating operators, the formulation
are discussed at various points throughout the report, of suitable criterion measures often itself becomes a
it is appropriate at the outset to remark generally major undertaking. Because the adequacy of the cri-
about the nature of human engineering studies. terion is central to all human engineering, this is dig-

Human engineering is a special branch of applied cussed as a special problem in several later chapters
psychology that deals with the relations between men dealing with human-engineering resehrch.

and machines. It attempts to find out what the capa-
bilities and limitations of human beings are in using Human Factors and the Scientific Method. Human
various kinds of equipment. One of its practical ob- engineering is characterized not only as an area of
jectives is to provide the basic data that will permit study dealing with a special class of problems, but
engineers to design equipment which is adapted for also by the fact that in dealing with the behavior of
efficient human use. Another, perhaps even more im- men, and of man-machine systems, it applies the
porant, objective is to help engineers decide what methods of modern scientific analysis - methods that
equipment needs to be developed in the first place. have led to so many techological achievements in
Psychologists have something to contribute on this the realm of the physical sciences. Throughout this
score because, in the final analysis, the decision to report we shall try to convey something of the scope
build a piece of equipment depends on an answer to and variety of the human.pngineering problems to which
the question: "What should men do and what should rigorous available methods can be applied.
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CHAPTER II

THE AIR-TRAFFIC-CONTROL PROBLEM

It is easy, when talking about any man-machine
system, to become concerned with the characteristics,
procedures and equipment of a particular system and
to confuse these with the problems they have been
designed to solve. This is why it is hard to look be-
yond specific equipments and to see the basic func-
tions they are intended to serve and the problems that
brought them into being in the first place. Yet such a
viewpoint is essential if we are to think intelligently
about the basic human problems in air-traffic control
and not be distracted by subsidiary problems that are
unique to a particular system. Therefore, even at the
risk of oversimplification, we shall attempt to summa.
ize here some of the basic concepts of air-traffic con-
trol.

A. Air-Traffic-Control Principles

Two requirements are basic to the concept of air-
traffic control. The first of these is safety; the second
is efficiency. control system. Second only to the principle of safety

Safety we can say that all parts of a system should exist
mainly for the purpose of achieving maximum runway

The reasons why we are concerned about safety utilization. Anct we shoulf keep efficient runway uti-
are obvious. The geography of air transportation is lization in mind at all times when thinking about
such that the density of traffic, and hence the possi- traffic-control systems.
bility of collision, is great in certain areas. Many
people, starting from widely-separated origins, often Additional air-traffic-control principles, such as

want to fly to the same place at about the same time. reliability and flexibility, have been listed in other

Not only that, but sooner or later they all have to land papers on air-traffic control (cf. the RTCA Special
on the same runway. If the movements of the aircraft committee 31 report) but safety and efficiency appear

involved were independent of each other, the likelihood to be of primary importance.

of collision would be great. Thus itbecomes necessary 1. Evaluation of Opportunities
to make the movements of each aircraft depend upon
the movements of other airctaft. We must exercise con- for Exercising Control
trol over their veparate flight paths. If the object of control Is to deliver aircraft to

Efficiency and the Flow of Traffic the landing runway at a maximum rate, without con-
Collisions may be avoided by making one of the flict, and with minimum delay, what opportunities are

impending participants m o some place other ethan where available for bringing this about? Since aircraft, once
he wants go So. This detour may be a large one or a air-borne, always must keep on flying and therefore

small one, but in any event it delays the progess of going somewhere, the opportunity for control must liethe aircraft for a certain time. If this happens often in programming their flight paths. Control can be exer-
enough to enough aircraft, then we can say that there cised at many diff-rent places In the system and theis a traffic problem , problem is to decide where it will do the most good.

isrna Are traficprolem

In air transportation the bottleneck is the landing Terminal Area Control

runway and the air space immediately around to it. Control in the terminal area, an area of 30- to 50-
It is the smallest space that all aircraft must occupy mile radius around the airport, will be essential in any
in common at one time or another. This is another way system. We can assume that aircraft will arrive at this
of sayingthat it is subject tothe greatest trafficdensi- terminal area, either in a random sequence, in an
ty. To see whether a traffic-control system is doing a irregular sequence such as would result from the use
good job, therefore, we can obtain an index of runway of take-off control without enroute control, or in a
utilization. But more important than this, runway relatively regular sequence resulting from enroute
utilization sets the keynote for the design of a traffic- control. The task is to transform the arrival sequence,
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whatever It may be, into a regular landing sequence In predicting the time enroute for any given flight that
with a rate of landing which approaches maximum run- the most exact scheduling of take-offs could not, by
way utilization. Itself, guarantee an orderly arrival of aircraft spaced

one to two minutes apart. This was one of the lessons
To achieve this iranfformation It ie possible th learned on the Berlin Airlift. Fitts and Long (1948),

vary ite speeds of aircrat, to vmr the length of their for example, after observing operations and interview-
flilht paths thoug the terminal area, and to vary ing many of the pilots, ground controllers, and oper.
veical spearln. The kind of coInrol that exists I davy ations personnel of the Airlift Task Force, concluded
depends primarily os variation in flight path. In heavy that the chief factor that limited traffic density was
raffic, the pesent system i s inadequate. For saety the Inability of pilots to maintain their 3- or 4-minute

reasons, chaSges in flight paths involve large incre- take-off spacing while flying along the air corridors
ments, such ts a complete tun or flight to a new fix. to Berlin.
The proesnt system involves the use of holding areas
and stacks, and usually only one aircraft at a time Is Airlift personnel were almost universal In agree-
moved from one altitude layer to another. The case.- Ing that this factor rather than Terminal area control
quest delays can amount occasionally to several hours. (the approach radar and GCA equipment) was the chief

"bottleneck" in the operation. Take-off control, ofShorter flight patd hsq hae gnrly niot been as-
course, reduces the probability that a large number of

signed up to the present because of the lack of pre- aircraft will arrive simultaneously at the terminal area.
cision In deteminino the exact position and movement
of aircrft, the lack of a commonly-available method Recent studies of Airport Time Utilization Equip.
for computing the shortest safe flight path for each ment (ATUE) by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
aircraft according to Its speed and position, and the indicate that some degree of take-off control will be
absence of a methd for displayling to the pilot the In- necessary in the future system.
foraInecessary f high-precison flight. Needless to say, it is also the business of a

The more extensive use of radar and other new traffic-control system to permit loaded aircraft to take
technic.ii developments, including those concerned off and clear the area with a minimum of delay. Fortu-
with the human factors that are part of the systemi, nately an airplane waiting to take off presents is sim-
should remedy many of the present deficiencies. For pier problem than an airplane ready to land.i Never-
example, the use of surveillance radar provides the theless, adequate .opportunities for take-off and a
possibility of vectoring (giving heading instructions) clear path out of the area must be provided and inte-
to aircraft in lieu of complete turns or flights to new arted with the landlivt part of the system.
fixes. The use of such procedures on the Berlin Air-
lift and In Chicago has been highly encouraging. Degree of Control

Enuoute Control It is safe to state that the control system of the

A schedule for an entire flight could be drawn up future must involve the minimum control necessary for
which would jibe with the schedules of all other handling traffic safely and efficiently. Terminal area
flights so as to insure an efficient landing sequence. control will obviously be essential. In many areas
The schedule could start with a time for take-off and enroute control may depend primarily upon accurate
could contain times for reaching various fixes; or it navigation on the part of the individual pilot. Assuming
could start with an undetermined take-off time and that modem navigational aids will make this possible,
could impose ecre and more rigid control as the termi- more planes may still arrive in the terminal area than
nal area was approached. Obviously such a schedule can be handled at one time. Delays caused by this
.would have to be well within the speed capabilities event can only be avoided by a combination of take-off
of the aircraft. With an unexpected tail wind the plane and enroure control. This would seem to be entirely
would have to loaf along. With an unexpected head feasible while at the same time maintaining funda-
wind it would have to speed up. Navigation would have mental dependance on navigational aids outside of the
to be accurate and the precision of navigation would terminal areas.
have to increase " the terminal area was approached. Taking all factors into consideration, it is our
There Is no doubt that a more precise enroute control conclusion that the greatest gains in safety and of-
system than that now in use can be devised. ficiency willbe achievedin the next decade by solving

Scheduling Take-offls the problems, human engineering among tAmen of termi-nol/area control.
It is theoretically possible to cause aircraft to

touch down at a desired instant by scheduling the Our discussion of research problems, therefore,
time of rake-off. However, there is so much uncertainty emphasizes the terminal control problem.
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CHAPTER III

SOME BASIC QUESTIONS IN DESIGNING AN
AIR-NAVIGATION AND TRAFFIC.CONTROL SYSTEM
In planning a lonS-range research program on

human factors in air-navigation and traffic control,
it is necessary to make some predications about the
role human being# will play in the system of the* future.
This is obviously a very difficult kind of fcrecatlag
to do, but the things that psychologists know about
human capabilities and limitations enable us to make,
some general statements on this point. Consideration
of this very basic question will also point up srme
important problems for future research.

A. PossibieRolls.of tieHuman0perator in Future
Air-TraffictCntrol and Navigtlmn Systems
One way of approaching this problem of forecast-

Sing the directions of future developments is to ask:
What roles can the human be assigned In futore
systems? Four possible kinds of control systems,
distinguished in terms of the degree of human partici-
pation in the control process, can be postulated. We
list these only in order to illustrate the range of trouble-detector, and as an emergency controller, both
possibilities. We do not wish to imply that they all on the ground and in the air.
are equally feasible or desirable. 3. Semi-Automatic Control Supplemented by Human

1. Fully Automatic Control. To some people auto- Performance of Critical Functions. Another possibility
matic flight and automatic traffic control appears to be is that the human may routinely perform certain criti-
the direction that future developments will take. Our cal functions, leaving the major work of the system to
society is continually becoming more highly mecha- semi-automatic machinery. If this turas out to be the
nized. Automatic machinery opens doors for us; en- case, then long-ran•r_ research on human functions
ables us to communicate with each other in a matter would center about those higher-level mental functions
of seconds though we may be separated by miles; pro- we call reasoning, judgment, planning, and decision
vides signals for our rail and highway traffic; and making. It would emphasize the problems of infor-
solves mathematical and logical problems of such mation display and commuunication.
speed that the layman's imagination is overwhelmed. 4. Primriy Control by Human Operators who Would
If this is the ultimate direction in which air navieg- be Assisted by Effective Data-Analysis, Dato-Trans-
tion and traffic control developments will go, then mission, and Date-Displey Equipment. Still another
there will b, no human operators in the control sys- possibility that we must considar Is that the role of
tem of the fututc.. and human-enSineerinS will be con- the human in the future uraffic-comrol system will
cerned with problems of production and maintenance, resemble the role he performs at present. Human
rather operational problems. operators may do most of the critical tasks-sizing

2. Automatic Control with Human Monitoring. An- up display Information, receiving and issuing coammur-
other possibility is that human operators will always cations, making decisions, and issuing directions-
have to be around to take over in an emergency even aided by much better data-displays, communication
though the equipment be fully automatic. Machines links, computers, and other equipment, than present-
are not infallible. Dial telephone systems, for example, day controllers have.
sometimes break down-tubes burn out, relays need
replacing, wires deteriorate. Even if the primary task L Division of Responsibility

of the human becomes that of niouitorins, maintaining, Between Men and Machines
and calibrating automatic machines, some men will Some general'answers to the problem of deciding
need to he capable of making intelligent decisions the proper role of human operators in a control system
and taking quick action in cases of machine break- can be made on the basis of what psychologists know
down or in unforeseen emergencies. at the present time about the limiting characteristics

The human-engineering research problems re- of human capacity and performance.

lating to such a control system would center about In some cases, out information on these points is
the capabilities of the human as a monitor, as a fairly complete; in others, we must characterize the
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statements as being little better than informed o- level. Although there Is no simple set of rules far
pinions. In discussing these broad questions we have making human jobs interesting, a great deal that we
attempted to indicate what answers are based on well- already know can be applied to this problem.
established experimental evidence, and what on in- Overloading. A second consideration relating to
formed opinion, the role of the human operator is the question of

Soe PeF nee whether humans or machines should be assigned to
That Help Define the Role of the Human tasks in which they may be "ganged up on" or over-

loaded. Out information here is very sketchy indeed.

Alertness. In considering the possible role of the We do know that humans are notoriously variable in
human in an air-navigation and traffic-control system their behavior under conditions of extreme stress.
we know that certain allocation& of responsibility Some break down completely; others turn out a credit-
would not be desirable becau-, of human limitations, able performance even under exceedingly adverse con-
The second alternative listed above, automatic control ditions. However, complex machines may also break
with human monitoring, often might not work well down under such conditions.
because there is evidence that in certain kinds of
task4 humans are poor monitors. In tasks that call for There is some evidence to suggest hsat under
long periods of relative inactivity, humans tend to overload conditions a human, in some ways, performs
become inattentive, and bored, and sometimes fall better than does a machine. Under disaster conditions,
asleep (see Mockworth, 1949, 195D). Even if the sys- as an illustration, automatic dial telephone systems
tem were arranged to force the attention of the human are known to have broken down completely under over-

monitor at the time of equipment failure, his immedate load conditions when, according to informed opinions,
rciorns mgth tbe ofar eumet adqueate. human switchboard operators would have been able toreactions might be far from adequate, get at least some calls througt•. Whether thin is a

One premise we have assumed in considering this universal ge.neralization we can make about compara-
kind of systm is that the human should be prepared tive man-machine performance is highly problematical,
to take over -critical functions of air-traffic control in but we should at least not discard completely the idea
.case of emergency. But a man cannot make intelligent that in some ways humans may function better than
decisions in an emergency unless he has an adequate machines under stress conditions.
understanding of the traffic picture at the moment of. Fallability. The final consideration which needs
the emergency and for a short time preceding it. mention is the relative fallibility of a man to a

Thus, we are forced to conclude that the monitor machine. Machines are by no means infallible, but in
must keep alert and thoroughly informed of the traffic general they can be made to carry out specific func-
situation at all times in order that he can take over in tions with fewer errors than would be made by humans.
emergencies. We must also conclude that a monitoring This raises the question of whether safety should
system is one of the worst kinds of work situations depend on human alertness and decision making or on
when we want the human to stay alert, automatic machines. Our answer to this is an un-

The railroads long ago separated the functions of qualified assertion that the primary responsibility for
Thpediting traffirand ofmong agofsa rad t ionsil cof safety in air traffic control should not rest primarily

expediting traffic and of monitoring for possible col-working
lisions, giving responsibility for the former to men principle.
and for the latter primarily to automatic machines. priciple.

It is our conclusion, based on whot we knowIt is true, of course, that men do perform may ob)out/hum.n abflitls, thaot as o ruie mac/lines should
monitoring tasks in modern industry. Electrical sub-
stations, for example, are monitored by men. Also, monitor mon. We suggest as an important working
even though amen may be inherently poor monitors it is principle that checking, verifying, and monitoring
possible that in certain special cases they might be equipment be devised that will make it impossible for
more dependable monitors than machines. any human in an aircraft or on the ground to violate

basic safety rules, such as assigning two aircraft to
Considerations such as these lead us to the the same block of space. This is the reverse of the

following two conclusions which we believe to be commonly-expressed idea that men should monitor
well supported by present knowledge: (1) Human tasks machines. We are suggesting that in general machines
should provide activity. The roles of the human oper- should monitor humans.
ators in the future air navigation and traffic control W C M D ,o, Thom Machines?
system should be active rather than passive ones.
Activity in any task is conducive to alertness, and In our search for a general answer to the problem
helps to Insure that the human will keep abreast of of dividing responsibility between men and machines,
the situation. Activity also is conducive to learning it would help us considerably if we could find some
and maintenance of proficiency. (2) Human tasks general answers to the problem of what people can do
should be intrinsically interesting. The role of the better than machines, and vice versa. A listing of
human in any system should bh intrinsically interest- those respects in which human capabilities surpass
ing in order for human efficiency to remain at a high those of machines must, of course, be hedged with the
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statement that we cannot foresee what machines can grasped and used by the normal person even though
be built to do in the future, triangles, for example, come in an infiniture of shapes.

1. Sensory functions. One respect in which human We should note that engineers have not succeeded in

capacities often surpass those of instruments is in the producing instruments which have the versatility of
s ensoy ofunctions.p T eo inespeciallytrumentsabsolnuthe the human in these capacities. The conclusion here
sensory functions. ,1 . is especially true of absolute is that a human is very good at sizing up complex
sensory threshold.., i.c. the minimum absolute energy situations quickly, especially if data are encoded and
necessary for sensory detection. The human eye, displayed in such a way that he can use perceptual
example, is capable of detecting the flare of a match apacity to the maximum (i.e. if adequate "pictorial"
15 miles away on a dark night. It can detect the pre- or familiar "patterned" displays are used.)
sence of a black wire, 1/16th inch in diameter, viewed
against the clear sky a quarter of a mile away. The 3. Flexibility. Another special capacity of the
human ear is so sensitive that it can almost detect human is his ex ,ordinary flc.:.ibility and ability to
the random collisions of molecules of air. It is far improvise. These abilities are still incompletely
more efficient at low energy levels than any existing understood by psychologists, but they represent im-
microphone. On the other hand, machines can be de- portant respects in which humans surpass machines.
signed to respond to energy outside the wavelength The amount of flexibility a machine has is fixed by
bands to which our eyes and ears are sensitive. We the amount that was built into it. The machine will
shall not dwell on this problem any longer except to attempt as many different kinds of solutions as its
point out that psychologists, physiologists, and physi- designer planned for amino more. Experiments on
cists have accumulated a vast amount of basic infor- complex problem-solving in humans, on the other hand,
mation about human sensory capacities. It is one of show thathumans may attempt many different solutions

for the same problem- just think of the number of
ways in which this paragraph could have been written
to convey essentially the same point. Flexibility is
especially important in a changing and evolving
system, such as one in which new techniques are
constantly coming into use. It also provides insur-
ance against complete breakdown in emergencies.
The conclusion here is that if flexibility in a system
is important, it probably is a good plan to lea'human
beings play an important role in the system.

4. Judgement and Selective Recall. Tre nebulous
ability we call judgment also appears to be unique in
the human. In large part, judgment is due to the su-
perior ability of the human to store large amounts of
information and to pull appropriate information out of
long-term storage at the appropriate time. This is
what we ordinarily call memory. People do not re-
member everything they see, hear, or learn; but the
things that are remembered are somehow integrated

the areas in which many facts are known. Des with the mass of material already there and are avail-theares i whch anyfacs ae kown Dsire, able for recall years later.
engineers who have particular problems in this area
can easily secure the information they need by con- Good ,judgment is a crystallization based on ex-
sulting industrial or engineering psychologists. (See, periences which resemble, but are not quite the same
for example, the Tufts College Handbook of Human as, the situation facing a person now. An experienced
Engineering Data.) controller may have an emergency situation which is

2. Perceptual abilities. Closely related to the not exactly like any other emergency he has ever seen.

above is the superiority of the human in perceptual But if he has been properly selected and trained, he

abilities, particularly with regard to what psycholo- is capable of drawing upon similar experiences he has

gists call stimpulus generalization. As an illustration, seen, or merely heard about, and of exercising good

nearly every time you see your car you see it under judgment in facing the present emergency. This kind
varying conditions of illuminations, with varying of ability has not yet been built into a macbine.

amounts of dust on it, and from different angles. Yet Machines can be constructed with memories, it is
you ordinarily have no difficulty at all in distinguish- true, but the machines so far devised are not very ef-
ing it from other cars. In other words, you generalize ficient at the kind of selective, long-term storage
your memory of your own car and recognize it even needed in handling unique problems. The conclusion
though the energy pattern acting on your eyes is al- here is that to the degree that we fail to reduce all
ways different. Abstract conceptual qualities like operations to logical, pre-set procedures, we need
squareness, roundness, triangularity, are easily people around who can make judgments.
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5. Reasoning. As we shall see later, automatic pilot would, of course, respond much mote quickly.
computers are superior in speed and accuracy to Machines can be devised to make movements smeether,
human brains in deductive reasoning, but no success fester, and with greater power then humans.
has been attained in constructing a machine which .2. Routine Work. Machines excel humans in repeai.
can perform inductive reasoning. Inductive reasoning five, reutine tasks. Machines can be- counted on to
is that peculiar ability which mathematicians and make fewer errors in routine tasks, and to turn out re-
scientists use when they formulate new principles on sponses that not only are quicker, but are far more
the basis of masses of empirical data. The original uniform than a peison can make. They also do not be-
idea that formed the basis for Einstein's theory is an come bored and inattentive.
example of inductive reasoning although many of the
later refinements of the theory probably have resulted 3. Computation. Machines are more efficient com-
from the process of deduction. puters than humans-no matter whether the computa-

In summary then, we can see that the human tions are simple or complex. In the latter case, a
carries within him some remarkable powers that can- machine can examine all the possible deductions from

not yet be duplicated by machines, especially abilities sets of postulates, reject those which are invalid, and

needed to deal with changing situations and unfore- act upon those which are valid. It Is important to re-

seen problems. member, however, that the rules of operation, the
postualtes, must be built into the machine.

What Can Machines Do Better Than Men? 4. Short-term Storage. Machines appear to excel
humans in short-term memory. There are many jobs

Humans, however, do have many faults as well as in out present society that call for short-term storagegood points and it behooves us to list these as well. of information, followed by complete erasure of the
In general, machines excel humans in the kinds of data in preparation for another task. Machines can be
things we have already turned over to them in our built with this kind of memory. Humans, on the other
society-especially tasks requiring great strength, hand, are not so good at it. They especially have
and tasks of a very routine nature. difficulty in completely erasing information in short-

1. Speed and Power. Although machines do not term storage. Also, it is sometimes difficult to be
have many of the sensory and perceptual capacities sure that a mon has noticed and remembered a par-
that humans do, they far excel pecple in the ability ticular fact-this is why controllers often ask pilots
to respond quickly and powerfully. Even under ideal to verify that they have understood certain critical
conditions a man requires over, 0.1 second before he information.
can start to move a control in response to a signal,
while in most normal work situations his lag time is 5. Simultaneous Activities. Finally, a complex
even longer. Milton and others (1947), for example, machine is capable of carrying on more different ac-

* * tivities simultaneously than is a single human being.
We are tlking here about decisions and activities re-
quiring some degree of attention-sat reflex or auto-
matic processes like breathing. There is much Inform-
ation to indicate that when he has to, employ his
highest intellectual abilities man is essentially a
one-channel computer--he can only work effectively at
solving one problem or attending to one thing at a
time. Only when activities have been greatly over-
learned can he do several things at once very effec-
tively and even then he may actually have to shift
back and forth rapidly between the two activities.
The only way to Set around this human limitation is
by adding more men to do the job.

These are some of the dtinSs we can say with
confidence about the relative abilities of men and
machines. They provide a starting point. However,

- it is obvious that we need much morw information of
this sort-more specific information about human cap-

measured pilot reaction time in the air and found an abilitiec and limitations in performing different tasks-
average lag of 1.55 seconds before they initiated a before we can determine the optimum division of labor
movement in instrument recovery problems. The time between men and machines.
was 1.35 seconds for contact recoveries. In these ex-
periments pilots were blindfolded and disoriented, We turn next to the question of division of re-
then shown either their instrument panel or the ground sponsibility between different human beings in the air-
and asked to re-orient and level the aircraft. An auto- navigation and traffic-control system.
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C. Division of Primary Responsibility the beat person to make decisions. A related principle
Betwiin oHmany Oertorsi y is that decisions should be made near the point where
Between Human Operators basic information is derived-thus minimizing exten-

sive communication links. Pilots have direct access
In any efficient air-naviption and traffic-control to local air-derived information, such as data about

system there must be a clear division of primary re- the aircraft's altitude, about operating conditions, a-
sponsibilitles between the different human beings in bout icing conditions, and about the amount of gaso-
the system. The exact nature of their responsibilities line remaining. They are the logical people to make
cannot be determined without knowledge of the equip- on-the-spot flight and navigation decisions. Ground
ments in the system; nor can the nature of the equip- controllers have direct access to ground-derived and
ment that will give optimum system performance be ground-stored information. They are informed about
determined without some consideration of what the re- meteorological conditions, traffic loads, and schedules
sponsibilities of various human beings will be. Very over a wide area. They are the logical people to plan,
little research data are available as a guide to de- coordinate, and expedite the flow of traffic. In both
cisions of this sort. However, some general princi- cases, however, they should have all possible aid in
pies can be suggested on the basis of what we know analysis and computation, whether this is accomplish-
about human characteristics. ed by other men or by machines. Data-gathering and

How to divide responsibility between all of the decision-making should be carefully coordinated.
people working on the ground versus all of those work- 2. Equalizing work loads. Usually the most effective
Ing in the air Is a very important matter. It is also a division of responsibility is one in which the work
very difficult problem to answer. The techniqucs of load is equitably shared by associated workers. The
systems research, which are discussed in a later future traffic-control system must not overload the
section, can be applied to this kind of problem. single pilot of a jet fighter, but at the same time it

This particular problem is sct broad, hcwever, that should permit efficient use of several persons on large
it will be very difficult even by these techniques to transports. Often problems of work assignment can be
secure conclusive answers. Among the difficulties clarified by determining the number of different tasks
confronting the research worker are those of changing performed by a particular person and the relative is-
operational conditions, or even of simulating different portmnce of each task. The pilot who is making an
conditions, in order to try out different allocations of instrument approach, for example, is a very busy man.
responsibility. It will also be very difficult to insure Two methods have been developed recently for
that each condition is tried out impartially and the reducing the work load of the pilot in this particular
results measured objectively. It is our conclusion that situation. One method is for a radar (GCA) operator
extensive use should be made of expert consultants, on the grouad to monitor the plane's position in azi-
including Industrial Psychologists and Engineering muth and in elevation during its approach and pee-
Psychologists, in arriving at decisions about the al- iodically to give the pilot headings and rates of de-
locatlon of major responsibilities of this sort. Re- scent to fly. This relieves the pilot of one series o1
search on certain aspects of the general problem is activities, that of cross-checking course-deviation
also indicated. and heading and deciding which heading to fly.

The problems of allocating responsibilities within The other method is to provide the pilot with an
a group of different human operators doing closely re- airborne computer of the "Zero Reader"type that will
lated tasks are similar to those just considered. These tell him what bank and pitch changes to make from
problems include the division of work load between a moment to moment in order to stay on the correct
pilot and co-pilot, or between two ground controllers, approach path. Other ways of simplifying the pilot's
In this case, it will be easier to conduct systems re- task during an instrument approach are undoubtedly
search. The systems to be studied are smaller and possible. The point here is that we cannot expect a
this makes simulation, systematic variation, and system to work if we overload one man.
measurement easier. Problems at this level, whether
they involve operational procedures, human-engineer-
ing improvements, or requirements for future equip- D. Some my.ortant issues not Directly Dealt
ments, can usually be studied by the technique out- with in this Report
lined in the later section on systems research. This is a good place to. mention several issues

Fortunately, we already know a good deal about that are of importance for human engineering, but are
some of the factors that determine how many and what not directly dealt with in this report.
kinds of things one individual can do, and there are a Technical FaNsibility
few general rules for dividing responsibilities between Ruldifeen mnand between men and machines. Here Research in human engineering should keep
different men, and between abreast of new engineering techniques, and new equip-are two useful principles. ment developments if it is to foresee human operator

1. Who should make decisions. Other things being problems and provide information in time to influence
equal, the person who is best informed obviously is the design of new items. Although this kind of back-
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ground inlormation has been considered in preparing move on to other jobs where they can utilize their ex-

the present report, it Is not discussed explicitly. perience.

Economic Issues Equipment Maintenance and Calibration. All
Decisions abot ws will d equipment, especially complex automatic equipment,

operators w do requires human maintenance, calibration, and checking.
and what machines will do In any particular system It is obviously important to design equipment so that
involve balancing the Increases in safety and efficien- maintenance time is minimized, and few human errors
cy against monetary costs. Fer any fixed amount of are madc in adjusting machines. In this connection we
money that can be invested In a man-machine system want to point out the similarity in consequence of
there is probably a unique combination of human and calibration and maintenance errors on the one hand,
machine elements that will maximize efficiency, and errors made by human beings using nonautomatic
Human-engineering research can furnish part of the equipment, on the other hand. All sources of human
data n,.ded to determine this optimum combination, error wil not be eliminated by going over to automatic
but again, we have avoided any discussion of these equipment.
economic problems.

and other Personnel Problems Although this report does not deal in detail with
Manpower athese problems, all of the manpower and personnel

Many different human activities are involved in factors mentioned above-initial training, maintenance
designing, produping, and maintaining a man-machine of proficiency, life span of operators, and equipment
system as well as in operating it. maintenance-must be considered in planning for an

Training. Manpower costs include those of train- efficient man-machine systc 2. In this regard the re-
search programs on personnel and training problems

ing. Training costs may be high or low, depending on in aviation will contribute to the engineering devel-
the design characteristics of the equipment that men opment program.
must learn to operate. As an illustration, our analysis
of present air-route-traffic-control centers revealed
wide dissatisfaction with the new flight progress E. Summary
boards. In most centers these boards are arranged in
such a way that the assistant cannot see what the Men versus Machines. In this section we have
controller is doing. For this reason he cannot assist considered the roles men and machines should have in
the controller in many important aspects of his work, the future air navigation and traffic conrol system.
and receives little on-the-job training as a controller. We have surveyed the kinds of things men can do
Because of this, the CAA may soon have to establish better than present-day machines, and vice versa,
special schools for training controllers, whereas the Humans appear to surpass present-day machines in
older type of boards were well suited for in-service respect to the following:
training. Similar problems arise whenever pilots or 1. Ability to detect small amount of visual or a-
ground personnel are trained on the job. Training time caustic energy.
is an important criterion for the design of many items
of equipment. 2. Ability to perceive patterns of light or sound.

Maintenance of Skills. Tasks can be set up so 3. Ability to improvise and use flexible procedures.
that human operators eventually become deficient in
certain important skills which are infrequently used. 4. Ability to store very large amounts of information
As an illustration, a pilot who relies too much on the for long periods and to recall relevant facts at
auto-pilot may lose some of his skill in manual control, the appropriate time.

or one who routinely uses automatic landing equip- 5. Ability to reason inductively.
ment may lose his skill in making manual landings.
This in turn creates special training problems, par- 6. Ability to exercise judgment.
ticularly training for emergency operations. We have
not considered this problem directly, but it is another Present-day machines appear to surpass humans
criterion for judging the goodness of equipment design. in respect to the following:

Job Life. Still another aspect of the manpower 1. Ability to respond quickly to control signals, and
problem is the effect that equipment design may have to apply great force smoothly and precisely.
on the number of years during which a man can hold a
particular job or series of related jobs. Most traffic 2. Ability to perform repetitive, routine tasks.

controllers today believe that their jobs can be done 3. Ability to store information briefly and then to
only by fairly young men. Many controllers told us erase it completely.
that fifteen years is considered a long time to work
as a traffic controller. Also there are few opportuni- 4. Ability to reason deductively, including com-

ties for advancement. It is obviously a waste of man- putational ability.

power if workers become unable to hold their jobs S. Ability to handle highly complex operations, i.e.
after such a short work life, unless these workers can to do many different things at once.
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Manitorinr We believe that men, on the whole, lems are exceedingly broad, we believe that very
are poor monitors. We suggest that great caution be worthwhile progress can be made by research in this
ezerclsed in assuming that men can successfully area, especially by the systematic analysis of various
monitor complex automatic machines and "take over" kinds of data that are already available In aviation
if the machine breaks down. We believe that engineers and in industry. Therefore, we recommend the follow-
should seriously consider systems in which machines ing research objective:
would monitor men, especially in respect to matters Rosearch Objective I. Determination of the Relative
of.safety, and prevent them from making serious mis- Abilities of Men and Machines to Perform Critical
takes. Functions in Air-Navigation and Traffic-Control

Overloading. Both men and machines are likely Systems.
to break down or become unstable if overloaded. Men Basic research should be supported to provide
are subject to emotional stress caused by personal the principles on which decisions about the moat
problems and other "off-the-job influences. However, effective roles of men and machines can be based.
it is possible that in some ways humans can do a The decision to develop a machine that will
a better job than machines under overload, or stress, perform a certain operation usaally implies a
conditions arising on the job--at least they may sup- prior decision that a machine can do the job
plement machines in this regard, especially in situ- better, faster, or more reliably than a man. At
ations where flexibility is an asset. the present time there are few rules that can be

followed in reaching such decisions. InformationFlexibility. One of the greatest benefits to be is needed about such general topics as these:

gained from including human elements in a system is is ndat such g r topis as these:
increased flexibility in adapting to changing demands. . What standards or norms of n ma n
A proficient and well-trained human operator usually performance can be expected when man
can adapt readilyto the introduction ofnew equipment, are assigned certain air-navigation and
to the sudden failure of equipment, or to the occurence traffic-control tasks and how much van-
of a unique and unforeseen problem. This particular ability will there be between individuals

human capacity can be utilized to the fullest only if in the performance of these tasks?
the overall system is properly human-engineered. b. To what extent will the various human

tasks require unusual human capacities,
Research Implications. Most of the general re- and long training programs?

search objectives that we consider in the following c. how can human performance be measured
sections are not tied to any particular assumption as in terms that wiU permit the meonlagfl
to what the role of the human operator in the hature compurision of the effectiveness of man
air-navigatica and traffic-control system will be. and of particular machines when carrying

In some cases this has prevented us from formu- out certain tasks?
lating research recommendations in as specific terms Collection and synthesis of known facts about
as we could have had we been concerned, for example, human abilities will help to establish some of
only with the present system. the needed principles. Some of the information

Instead of trying to be unduly specific, we have necessary for answering additional questions can
tried to think in terms of functions that may be per- be obtained from exist in g records or can be
formed by human controllers in any system, In most collected during routine operations. In other
cases, suggestions for research are slanted towards instances, it may be necessary to conduct
general human behavior in broad. contexts. Information extensive experiments to establish some of the
derived from such research programs will not only be principles that are needed in this area.
applicable to equipment of a certain kind and date, Illustrative Research P9roblems. In this report
but will anticipate problems and solutions in con- we have advanced arguments in support of the
nection with future equipment. hypothesis that men cannot efficiently monitor

automatic equipment. This hypothesis needs to
.Recommendation be tested in various work siruations, and it may

F. Rbe that the answer can be found by careful

It appears likely, that for a good many years to surveys of typical industrial situations, such
come, human beings will have intensive duties in re- as power plants or military lookout posts, where
lation to air navigation and traffic control. It is ex- men are now employed as monitors. As another
tremely important that sound decisions be made re- example, in this report we propose the hypothesis
garding what these duties should be. As we have that under certain circumstances men may function
indicated ua the present chapter, many of the facts better than machines under conditions of overload
that we know about human beings are pertinent to de- and stress. This hypothesis needs to be
cisions about the division of labor between men and validated, and again the answers may be forth-
machines. We suggest later (see Research Objective coming from a careful analysis of records from
:X, Problem Area 1) that human engineering con- the operation of automatic machinery, such as
sultants can be of great assistance when plans for dial telephone systems, during wartime con-
new systems are being made. Even though the prob- ditions, floods, partial power failures, etc.
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CHAPTER IV

A GENERAL APPROACH TO THE HUMAN OPERATOR
AS PART OF A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

The problem of control is, at its heart, a problem
of Information. The decision to fly requires that some
person have enough information about people and
planes, and weather and places, so that he is willing
to inmiate some action. His decision must be com-
municated, as an essential item of Information, to
uthers. The decision to permit a take-off, the de-
cision to fly a given course, the decision to land just
these planes In just this order, each of these deci- -

sions Involves the same basic process. Someone must FLAGSIP
assemble in one place, at one time, all of the indis- COLUMNS
pensable information, commit himself and the people
working with him to a given course of action, and
communicate his decisions to others.

In the preceding chapter we have considered
some of the more general features of this particular
control situation. The most general control, it was
found, can be exercised before take-off. Thus the
control of the total traffic load in a terminal area re-
quires first of all that only a certain number of planes tend, lies at the root of the whole problem. Let us
take-off and fly toward that area. Once they have see what this involves, borrowing for purposes of *-
arrived, both safety and efficiency require that a co- nalysis from modern communication theory (see
ordinated, effort be made to get them down on the Shannon and Weaver, 1949).
ground. And in between take-off and touch-down the A control system requires of an operator a seres
pilot must navigate his plane as effectively as pos- of chokes. He must select a particular route from a
sible. In accomplishing these ends, a highly complex set of alternative routes, a particular approach path
system t of men anh machinen is constantly engagedt from a set of possible paths. If a controller on theIt is the task of human engineers to examine the ground makes such a choice, he must communicate
human links in the total chain, and to insure that the this fact to the pilot, who is, in a sense, faced with
man-machine team is a harmonious and effective one. the same decision. In both cases, the selection of

A few words should be said at this point about he right course of action depends on the information

one particular problem which is going to be given only available, including that contained In incoming mes-

a small amount of space in this repot. This is the sages, and also tha- recalled from past experiencea sallamont f sacein hisreprt.Thi istheand training. Some decisions involve very specific

question of the manipulative skills needed to fly an actions .ot e suchsa s ingof a fligtc

airplane. We are very well aware that this is an ir- actions;.others such as the granting of a flight clear-

portant problem, and there are places in the control of ance, involve long sequences of actions.

air traffic where it seems* to be almost all-important, Traffic control is possible only when the ground
as in manually-executed instrument landing systems. controller Is able to assemble and take in enough in.
But an account of the how and why of flying skills is formation to make his choices, when he is able to
not our primary mission. We shall simply assume that transmit to the pilot sufficient Information to deter.
we are dealing with pilots who possess normal apti- mine completely the course the pilot will attempt to
tude and skill, and, incidentally, with ground con- fly, and when the pilot Is able to take in this Infor-
trolier* who are alert, intelligent, and adequately motion, plus the other flight data needed to determine
trained. how to manipulate his controls. The flow of inform.

A. Decision Making tion to and from the human operators in the system Is
one of the basic determinants of the performance of

As we have outlined the problem, the basic the system.
human action involved in an air-aavipation and traffic-
control system is the choice by a pilot or controller B. The Mature of Information
of a particular course of action from among the
various alternatives open to him at the moment. De- Information, in this context, il being used in the
cision-making, choosing a course of action, we con- strict sense defined by modern communication theory.
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People respond to slight energy changes in their es- operator has learned what to expect-he knows pretty
viroOment, which are called sissuls oa stimuli. These veil what planes awe in the air and when they may be
energy changes are not important as such but only as expected to arrive, what information they will require
they carry Information. The amount of Information a and at what point in their approach they will ask for
stimulus carries does mot depend at all on what the it.
stimulus is; it depends on what the stimulus is Incomparison with what the stimulus might Isov bIn. In other words, he does not need much of thecoupprisose wtha rhattheipientk s migt hadve bt amessage, because he is acting to a great extent onSuppose that a recipient knows In advance that a the basis of "stored" information. In order for the
signal can only be either present or absent. For ex- casual listener who does not ssess this wealth of
ample, a pilot is waiting for a signal indicating that csual listene, w to o pres n d a h act on
he Is cleared to take off. Its arrival is enough to de- stored information, to comprehend and act on the
termine his choice. It divides the possible courses message it would need to convey much more infor-
of action by two, or, said in other words, it reduces mation than the untrained person could perceive on
his Ignorance to zero. Had the recipient been faced one hearing.

with a more complex decision, involving perhaps What Information the Operator Wants.
twenty alternatives, the simple signal would not have
been enough. Either a more complex signal would The amount of information conveyed to the oper-
have been requited or It would have been necessary agor also depends on the nature of the device that
to repeat at least five times to determine the choice gives him the message and what questions he asks ofit.
among the twenty alternatives. In short, the amount
of informatlon provided by a particular stimulus Take as a second example, meter or dial readings.
pattern depends on the number of alternative patterns A given pointer on a dial may have any one of the
In the set from which the pattern is chosen. 1 of the following three functions: (1) it may serve as a

a. ad check Instrument, (2) It my give a qualitative in-
dication, or (3) It may give precise quantitative deft.

A distinctlon is made here be:ween a message The first indication contains a minimum of infoc-
and information. A message may consist of a given mation, just an OK or not-OK. The second permits the
sequence of words, a pattern on a cathode-ray tube, a choice among a number of alternatives. The third in-
series of light flashes, or a complex encoded signal. dicates a choice among a greater number of alter-
The same message may contain a great deal of infor- natives, and also permits the observer to resort to
mation, or little Information, or none at all. How much atlve andualso pis se rvrto reort mr
it contains depends on the degree to which it reduces a large amount of his stored information about metric
the possible courses of action open to the receiver.
In the case of the human, this depends on the total Which of these functions a given pointer serves
context in which. the message occurs, and particularly depends both on the nature of the instrument and upon
upon his past experience in similar situations, i.e. the kind of question the observer asks of it.
upon his stored information.* C. The Fors Wfhich

As an illustration of this distinction between a n t Tk: Eocmdiig

message and information, consider the more or less Information Takes: Encoding
continuous chatter from the loud-speakers in an air. While the form that a message takes may not de.
port traffic-conwrol tower. This is a flow of messages termins the amount of infoesttion that it contains, it
from planes taking off or approaching. may have a good deal to do with the efficiency with

To the novice, these messages are about 99 per- which it is transferred. This choice of message form,
cent unintelligible; yet the tower operator receives or the transformation of information from one message
them and acts on them with little apparent difficulty. form to another, we shall call the problem of encoding.
His ability to act on most of them is largely dependent A familiar example is the use of binary as opposed to
upon the fact that, despite the length of the messages, decimal digits. We may write either 111011 or 59.
they Pm vay relatively little information. Another example would be the comparison of our

modem alphabet with Chinese characters. The same

Recent studies by the Air Force Human Resources amount of information can be represented by a series
Research Laboratory at Boiling Air Force Base in- of choices, each from a smaller set of alternatives, or
dicate that air-to-tower messages are between 75 and by a single choice from a large number of alternatives.
90 percent redundant. Through experience, the tower Within certain practical limits, we can substitute

length of message for complexity of symbols, and vice
'In communication theory the commonly used measure versa.
of Information is the Bit. The number of Bits in a
message equals log2 N, where N is the number of a&- Complexity vs. Length.

ternatives; the number of Bits also is the number of From the above examples it may be seen that
binary digits necessary to specify a particular one of there are important psychological differences among
the N alternatives, various forms of messages. In general: a binary sys-
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ter is inefficient for use by humans; for example, a most no beating at all on the psychologieel problems
long learning period is required in order to achieve with which we ate dealing.
reasonable speed with Morse code. At the other end of The rates at which a man can handle information
the useful range is a system which employs thousands depeufd chiefly upon what he does with the information,
of characters, such as Chinese pictographs. These how it is stored, analyzed, collated, transformed, and
also can be used only after many years have been finally acted upon. There is some evidence to suggest
spept in their mastery. that the maximum rate at which a man can take in new

information is rather low. Much more direct evidenceThe optimum range lies between these extremes,.

and it most probably involves a smaller number of is needed on this point, but let us con s ide r two

symbols if the learning must be rapid; more symbols common examples.

if highly-trained personnel can be employed. The Practical Upper Limit of Information Input.

The Total Information Available. The upper limit of information input is a function of
particular man-machine systems. But there is an upper

Within this broad optimum range, there are circws- limit for any practical situation. As an illustration
stances in which the total available information, rather suppose that a pilot is making an approach along an
than message form, aj3pears to be important. The instrument landing approach system (ILAS) glide path
following test was made on a voice communication using the cross-pointers that tell him about position
channel by psychologists at the Harvard Psycho- deviation from the correct path and other flight in-
Acoustic Laboratory. At a given ignai-toenoise ratio, struments that report the attitude, speed, etc. of the
all the "words" of a small vocabulary-four mono- aircraft. He suddenly breaks out of the overcast and
syllables--were intelligible. When the "words" were elects to complete his landing by use of direct vision
chosen from a larger vocabulary of 1,000 monosylla- of the runway. The rate at which he must take in new
bles, and were heard at the same signal-to-noise ratio, information is now very high. A correct initial estima-
it was necessary to repeat each sound about five
times, on the average, before it was correctly identi- tion of glide path requires that he first estimate his
fied. altitude, distance from the end of the runway, rate of

descent, and drift.
From the point of view of communication theory, Several seconds are required to assimilate this

if we assume that each monosyllable is an independ- information from the new source and to make a new
ent signal, then one "word" from the larger vocabu- determination about the correctness of his approach
lary carries as much information (10 bits) as do five path. If a substantial correction is required, the time
"words" from the smaller vocabulary (5 x 2 bits), and may be too short.
a single "word" from the larger vocabulary would As another illustration, consider the Air Route
seem ou theoretical grounds to be more efficient. Traffic Controller when an unexpected, itinerant air-
Under the limiting conditions of noise, however, it craft suddenly enters his sector at a time when traffic
was found that the message from the larger vocabulary is already near the saturation point. It will require
had to be highly redundant, with the result that ap- quite a few seconds to decide what to do in this case.
proximately equal information was transmitted by a It is our best guess that both these situations tax the
monosyllable of either vocabulary, upper limit at which information can be assimilated

Optimum Balance. by the human operator.

The optimum balance between the number of Potential vs. Actual Information. In trying to
symbols used and the length of message will depend discover what is the upper limit at which information
on several factors, such as (1) the source of the in- can flow to a human operator, it is of the greatest
formation, the means of transmission, and the method importance that the distinction between potential
of display, (2) the sensory channel (c.f. visual or information-the message--and the c.ctual information
auditory) through which it is perceived, (3) the rate taken in at a given time be kept in mind.
at which it can be handled by the receiver, (4) limiting A pilot who is making a visual-flight-regulations
conditions such as noise and irre'.evant information, (VFR) approach to a familiar airport needs to take in
and (5) the degree of training or instruction that can very little new information per glance, even though
be given to the operator beforehand. Many of the par- there is a greatdeal of potential information available
ticular problems that affect the optimum form of to his eyes. As we should like to emphasize later,
messages will be discussed in later chapters of this there may be terrific' redundancy in a sequence of
report. (see especially chapters V, VI, and VII). familiar visual inputs whether they be from a television

screen or from a direc, 7-tew of an airport. On the other
D. Rate of Flow of Information hand, a single glance at a new visual pattern may

In a physical system, the maximum possible rate make available a very large amount of information.
of flow of information is intimately related to the band-
width of the system. Extremely high rates of flow are Central Processes, Not Sensory Ones, Limit
theoretically possible providingan unlimitedfrequency Input. A little reflection suggests that the limit in
spectrum is available. Such considerations have al- these cases is not a sensory one. Either the eyes or
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the eats alone can take in more infonration than the pretty shrewd estimates about the way patterning will
brain can handle, affect the rate of information input, we still need much

The results of recent researches (Taubman, 1950) research on efficient ways of patterning or constructing
illustrate this point very well. The ear is easily able all sorts of messages so as to make them easier for
to hear bursts of sound as distinct pulses when they humans to grasp.
occur at frequencies of 20 per second. Yet human ob-
servers cannot count 5 pulses of sound accurately The Lower Limit of Information Input. If there is
unless they are separated by an interval of about an an upper limit to the rate at which a man can take in
eighth of a second. information, there is also a kind of lower limit, par-

Similarly, the eye can easily see distinct flashes ticularly in terms of the efficient use of the operator.
of light if they occur at a rate of 20 flashes per second. Ifapltwnstynwth aea hc ei eBut a human observer cannot he relied on to count 5 I io at oko h nea hc ei e
fltahes an ofslihtracuannotbelyed unle the flashs ae viating from his correct localizer position, he cannot
flsasre of light accurately unless the flashes are get this from a quick glance at the ILAS localizer

Errors occur almost uniformly o ecau.e humans needle. It may be necessary to check the ILAS in-
underestimate the number of pulses or flashes, and dicator several times, while cross-checking withthis undoubtedly accounts for the results of other oLher instruments, and remembering the previous read-

thisundobtely acouns fr th resltsof oherings. just to get a few bits of information.studies which show numerous errors among Morse- a g
code operators in reading 5's ( ..... ) as H's ( .... ), Similarly, the present practice of relaying informa-
H's( .... ) as S's (...),6's (-....) as B's (-... and so on. tion to traffic controllers via company radio or an

Many other similar examples could be given of intermediate CAA facility slows up the informational
the brain's limited ability to comprehend new in- input well beyond the limit of maximum human effic-
formation rapidly. A more important factor than the iency. The trouble is that a human operator is not a
sensory channel used often is the manner in which the passive recording device. He is engaged in manifold
message is organized. This is Atgain the problem of other activities that seriously perturb the system in
formulation or encoding. question.

Organization of Messagos and Rate of Flow of The slower the input beyond a critical value, the

Information. It is reasonable to expect from what we greater Is the chance of error. An important problem
knfowmationt human pereaso uablea thoue t process es, for research is the determination of limiting conditions,know about human perceptual and thought processes,

that the rate at which information can be assimilated upper and lower rates, for different kinds of inputs to

will be a function of the way the message is organized, the human in different kinds of activities.

that is, the particular way in which the information 's
encoded.

Humans have an unquenchable desire to organize, E. Storage of Information
construct, pattern, and arrange things in ways which
"make sense". This, in turn, helps them to assimilate If the human operator has a restricted range of
information. The combination of letters "tnoirzgaaoin" inputs so far as rate is concerned, he does not possess
may contain as much information as the combination the same limitation in another dimension, namely,
"organization" but the latter can be recognized and long-term information storage. As a matter of fact,
grasped in a fraction of the time required to assimilate theoretical considerations suggest that the long-term
the former, storage capacity of a single human brain probably far

Kaufman et a.. (1949) found that the maximum exceeds that of all the computing machinery that has
number of randomly arranged dots which can he per- ever been built. However that may be, it is certainlynumbr o radomy arangd dts hichcanbe er-very large.

cr'ived at a glance is about six, but from other studies.

it seems reasonable to expect that 16 or even 25 dots For the present purpose we can distinguish three
can easily be perceived simultaneously if they are kinds of information storaW-transiant, short-term, and
arranged in a square. In another study by Vince, (1949) long term.
subjects were required to respond to visual signals
by tapping. When the visual signals were presented Transient Retention. First of all, it is evident
singly, the maximum rate of tapping was about 2 per that this human organism possesses a moderately good
second. When the visual signals were patterned in
timo, however, the rate of tapping increased to about capacity for the transient storage required to deal with
7 per second. In short, patterning the visual signals events that occur very nearly together in time, say
enabled subjects to assimilate and respond to more within a 0.5-second interval. Successive musical notes
information. Research on patterning of dials (see or the group of dots and dashes making up a single
Chapanls, Garner, and Morgan, 1949, and Warrick and Morse code character are perceived as being presentGrether, 1948) is also relevant in this connection. "now". Some recent theorists (see Hobb 1949) haveS9rspeculated that this may be a kind of circulating

Although psychologists often can make some memory.
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We ane not concerned in this report with the It seems desirable to take an alternative view,
shortest transient storage that covers the -psycho- namely, that it is the function of leng.term stomge to
logical present, except to mention in passing that limit and define the possible courses of action with
people often make errors In judgments of simultaneity, which we amu concerned at any one time. Thus, we
especially when their attention is centered on oneof can limit ourselves to the choices open to an esperi.
the events, or when the second event is more intense. enced pilot who speaks English aod who is about to

Transient storage operates prinolpally as a lad at an airport with which he thoroughly familiar.

smoothing or equalizing mechanism that adjusts the It becomes, of course, an empirical matter how large

rate of assimilation of Infoamation into the human are these subsets, but this problem would appear at

system. Over a matter of seconds, for example, a least to he of workable proportion*.
person can "play back" something he has just heard The principal problems of long-term storage have
in order to analyze or think about it. He may take an to do with what are the various subgroups of alter.
appreciable time to get the point. There is the same native responses with which a given individual is
storage capacity for things seen-although in neither provided at a given moment. These subsets include,
case am limits well known in informational terms. besides his language, his knowledge of spatial re-

lation, and other kinds of numerical or symbolic short.
Short.term Storage. Storage beyond the transient cuts; and the more-or-less permanent "sets" or attn-

level Involves what is conventionally called memory tudes, such as an attitude of caution with which he
and learning, a field too complex for more than pass- approaches a particular problem. A number of these
ing mention. For the purposes of this report we be- problems present very promising areas for basic re-
liove that two types of learning can be distinguished. search.
Let us ;all them simply short-term storage and lenft
term storage. By short-term storage is meant the F. Perturbation.
ability of the operator to retain the information dtht
Is relevant to the particular problem with which he is Up to this point the flow of information has been
faced at the moment. treated as If It were a process of almost mathematical

There are teal limits to such 'uemory, and poorly precision. In reality, of course, any real system I a
planned procedures in an aircraft or control tower tax subject to disturbances of many kinds-let us say that
them. The basic phenomenon Is retroactive llhibition, there Is always perturbation, just to give the process a
which occurs whenever a person tries to remember a very general name. We now face an Interesting point.
large number of highly similar items. The conflict So far as the recipient of information Is concerned,
between these similar items results In partial for- the result of perturbation Is no different from any
getting and confusion during recall, other information as long as he Is dealing with the

Confusion of this kind may be lessened (1) by snagle channel.
encoding information in such a way that there is not To take an extremely simple example, if a pilot
too much similarity among the Items to be remem- has no other information, a flashing light actuated by
bered, (2) by simplifying the task to be accomplished a fan marker is no different from the flash caused by
by a single operator so that be needs to consider less the chatter of a relay or by spurious transmission.
information in making decisions, (3) by providing The point Is simply this - error In any system caonot
"mossnges that are already patterned for grasping as be defined unless there is some independent, extra-
larger units, and (4) by the use wherever possible, of system criterion against which an event can be com-
symbolic substitutios so that an operator relies less pared,
on short-term (although probably more on long-term) The Criteria of Perturbation. There are many
information. ways In which an external criterion of error or per.

It must be noted in passing that confusion Is turbation may be set up, but let us note that some
often due to similarity in meaning - but a discussion criterion is always necessary. The following are a
of this aspect of the problem would take us too W few examples:
afield. 1. A person has independent knowledge by another

Long-term Storage, By long-term storage we channel or at a later time of what information was
shall mean all of the effects of trinhg and experi- transmitted. A comparison of transmitted and received
ence of the individual that provide the framework information reveals "errors". Thus we monitor a
within which a given decision is made, such as the communication circuit by feedback of received infor-
individual's knowledge of language and his knowledge mation. A similar, but less reliable, determination
of spatial relations. It would be possible to consider of information transferred is obtained by monitoring
this information on a par with new and current infor- the actions of the recipient.
mation. But this presents us with an almost insoluble 2. Through instruction or previous knowledge, it
problem-the number of possible courses of action in is agreed that hisses or crackles in a voice channel,
this case is very, very large and, correspondingly, or "grass" and "clutter" in a video display are
the amount of stored information is, to say the least, "noise". They are put into a null class and provide
difficult to compute. only irrelevant information.
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3. A person already knows what decision is to be vocabularies, the gain is mote apparent than real.
made and consequently what Information he needs. The amount of information transmitted Is about the
Other information is considered "irrelevant" to the same.
problem. The important practical question always is one

of encoding, whether to reduce error by exact repeti-In maEy way these three types of perturbation are tion of a message having high informational content,
stricn y equivalent. The result can be put in prob- or by the use of a single longer and more redundant
strictly equivalent.The resisultfcan e pmount ofin. p message. These two are equivalent mathematically butability terms--on the basis of a given amount of in-te a aeIat ifrn fet nalmnrcpet

formation which is received, the greater the pertur- dhy my have quite different effects an a hman recipient.
bation, the less Is the probability that the course of Redundancy and Intelligibility. In some cases
action chosen will be the desired one. Or, if there increasing the redundancy of a message may increase
is set up some standard of excellence that must be only slightly dte probability of getting the information
achieved, then the greater the perturbation, the more through. Thus if a pilot hears "Heading 145" as
redundant must be the message in order to achieve "Heading 45" he may continua to hear it that way
that standard. even if the message is repeated several times. Here

To emphasize for the moment a general point that It may be better to ehcode the Information differently
will be repeated later in connection with particular if it Is to be repeated. For example, the tower oper-
forms of display, let us note that irrelevant infer- ator could say "Come in over the lake". Another
mation is at least as bad as "noise" in a system. interesting possibility is to give the same information
Actually it may be much worse because it may take to the eyes and to the ears instead of just repeating
longer to identify and discard than strictly random it through one sensory channel.
perturbation. While there may be important differ- Finally, let us paint out that both perturbation
ences among noise and irrelevant information, just and redundancy decrease the amount of correct or re-
now we would like to emphasize the likeness. ant infatiy co mm unt ou aolear

A further point should be made. There is nothing levant information communicated through a clear
about the information itself, or the perturbation, that channel.
is inherently good or bad. It is only when the system, H. Research Problems
or the individual, is limited in some way that a pro-
blem arises. Thus if a person can assimilate infor- It should be clear from the discussion above that
mation only at a rather limited rate, the inclusion of the measurement of human informational capacities
irrelevant information reduces the rate at which he constitutes a research area of basic interest to the
can make decisions and lessens the efficiency of the development of air-traffic-control systems. The basic
system of which he is a part. problem is the rote at which a human can assimilate

information, and the conditions that permit a maximum
G. Redundancy rate.

Information is transmitted to the extent that any Informational Capacities of Different Sensory
of several possible events might have occurred. In Channels. There is some evidence at present that
order for information to be a maximum the probability the amount of information that can be assimilated In
of each event in a sequence must be independent of a brief period of time approaches a con stant as a limit.
other events In the sequence. We need more evidence on this point and, in particu-

Very often this is not the case. The next letter lar, we need data on the informational capacities of
or the next word in speech is actually chosen from a the various sensory channels.
very limited set and tells the listener little that he It i commonly believed that visual presentation
did not know before. Thus we see that the efficiency is more efficient than auditory. Research supporting
of a system may be reduced by redundancy. Shannon this view, however, has not taken into account the re-
(1948) has extimated that the redundancy in terms of dundancy in both visual and auditory messages, nor
letters in English text is somethings over 50 per cent. the adaptability of the two sensory channels to differ-

ent ways of encoding information. Techniques for
Redundancy and Noise. Let us point out that handling this problem have, to some extent, been

redundancy is in some ways just the opposite of worked out, and it would seem possible to determine
noise. A highly redundant flow of Information is a the capacity function in terms of information rather
highly determined sequence. Thus a sequence left than reproduction or action on the message.
left left left left is structured and redundant. In
contrast, a perturbed sequence might be I h o i s a v Informational Capacity Over a Period of Time.
k a e, which is nearly ranaom. In practice, the one The amount of information absorbed over a period of
is often used to offset the other because a highly time is not a simple integration of the instantaneous
redundant message seems to be received with fewer capacity. The exact form of this function can and
apparent errors through a given amount of noise. should be determined. Given such measures it will
Actually, as was suggested by the experiment de- be possible to d e t e r mine the optimum spacing of
scribed earlier on syllables chosen from the two messages in time.
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Information Assimilated in Relation to Amount Recommendations
Available. Another important parcmeter involves the Research Objective II. Determination of the Capaci-amutof infotuation assimilated as a function of the Rsac betv l eemnto fteCpd
amount ofinformationasmilabnctionsher ties of Human Operators for Handling Information
amount of information available.in a Communication System.
able evidence that a man can be swamped by too much
information. Too much may well be as disastrous as To insure the effective integration of men and
too little. On the other hand, men have important machines, it is necessary to establish some gen-
sources on which they can draw in circumstances like eral principles governing the nature of the opera.
this. Given time enough, they usually simplify their tor as a link in a control or communication sys-
problems by making a symbolic transformation, substi- tem. Decision-making, choosing a course of action,
tuting a single symbol for a pattern of underlying lies at the root of the whole control problem.
items. Or they simply learn to disregard some of the The selection of the correct course of action, in
available information. The general problem, then, turn, depends on the information available. As
has the following two parts: one aspect of the research program, therefore, we

1. What is the effect of irrelevant information on recommend the study of human capacities for
the rate of utilizing relevant information? Is the ef- handling information and suggest that this study
fect of redundancy the same? be approached from the viewpoint of communi-

2. What happens in the case where all of the i. cation theory.
formation is relevant, and where a large amount of Problem Area 1. Factors Influencing the Rate
information is needed? If the informational need ex- of Flow of Information. Studies are needed to
ceeds the person's capacity, what protective devices determine the information-handling capacity of
are available? This part of the problem involves both human operators. This capacity should be
encoding and storage. When pressed, the human tends measured with reference to such factors as the
to encode the available information into the most way in which the information Is encoded, the
efficient form, to store it, and to put off the decision sensory channel used, the regularity or spacing
until sufficient information is on hand. of messages in time, the effect of mixing re-

Breakdown occurs when there is not time for levant with irrelevant information, and the
this encoding process. effect of increasing the total amount of infer-

Research is needed to determine the. conditions mation required for a decision.
under which such a process goes on and in particular, Illustrative research problem. Test the follow-
to determine if there are optimum means of presenting ing hypothesis: The presence of irrelevant in-
information for storage-either short or long-term-as formation retards the rate with which a pilot or
opposed to presenting information for immediate ground controller can handle relevant infor-
action. Such research is closely related to some of mation.
the display problems discussed in other sections, Problem Area 2. Redundancy. Studies are needed
such as the problem of combination instruments or to determine the optimum amount and form of
the problem of how much information to put on a pic- redundancy that will insure the fewest errors
torial display. by a human receiver of information.

Determining the Amount of Information Needed. Illustrative research problem. Tests of the

In one sense, the efficiency of a control system can following hypothesis are needed: The literal

be given in terms of the ratio of information trans- repetition of a visual or auditory message is

ferred to information needed. The research problem one of the least satisfactory ways of insuring

involved here is essentially methodological. What its correct reception - redundancy should be

are the best means of determining the Amount of un- introduced by repeating a message in a differ

certainty--and thus, the amount of information needed eat way.

in any given situation or system? How does this need Problem Area 3. Methods for Measuring Human
change with time? Information-Handling Capacities. Since this

Asking pilots what decisions they have to make is a relatively new research field, support will
represents one approach to this problem in the air- haveto be givento the development of improved
traffic-control situation. This, however, is not suf- methods of measurement in the areas mentioned.
ficient. We must have a more detailed analysis of the We have so little experience to go on that our
sequence of action and a reasonably reliable es- statement of this problem area is of necessity
timate of the probabilities to be assigned to altema- general in nature.
tive possible actions. Illustrative problems. Messages used in current

traffic-control operations should be analyzed in
Techniques have been worked out for obtaining an effort to define basic message units. Units

such data and assigning uncertainty values in simple of measurement should be developed that will
situations. Research is needed on practical ways of facilitate quantitative comparisons between
extending these techniques to complex systems. The stich widely different means of communication
interest in information-analysis here is related to as verbal language, printed language, abstract
that in other chapters (see research objective III). visual symbols, and scale-and-pointer patterns.
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CHAPTER V

VISUAL INFORMATION DISPLAYS

The term visual display designates ny device
used to provide Information for the eye of the human
observer. The characteristics of such devices that
concern us here are not the methods used to trans-
form electrical, mechanical, or other signals into vis-
ual sitmuli, but the characteristics of the vis u al
stimuli provided by the device, such as apparent
brightness, color, spatial pattern and temporal pattern.
In other words human engineering is interested in the
manner in which the information is formulated or en-
coded for presentation to the eye.

The need for further research on visual displays
is suggested at every stage of operation in the air-
traffic-control system. It is fortunate, however, that
the display problems of air control are very similar
to those encountered in thedisplay of data in many
military information systems.

Display research that is now foremost in the ef-
forts of engineers and psychologists working o0 many selected, and new combinations of information made.
military contracts will, for the most part, be directly
applicable to systems of air-traffic control. The pre- The nature and timing of these tasks of analysis,
sent research effort, however, is insufficient to solve comparison, transformation, and recombination have
all the problems in the foreseeable future, and there much to do with the best way of displaying the data
are certain important problems that no one has yet with which the man has to work.
gotten around to studying at all. B. The Kinds of Displays That Are Available

The following, in summary form, is a catalogue
of the most important research that yet needs to be There is no completely atisfactory way of class-
done. Although it Is oriented primarily about the air- ifying visual displays in terms of the requirement they
navigation and traffic-control display problem, this place on the human operator who uses them. However,
discussion is sufficiently general to apply equally several papers on the subject are available (see es-
well to displays for many other purposes. pecially Chapanis, Garner, and Morgan, 1949; Fifls,

1949; Grether, 1948; and Kappauf, 1949a). One of the
A. Determining What Information most discussed problems In the field revolves around

Should Be Displayed a distinction between pictorial and symbolic displays.

As we have emphasized before, the first step The point at Issue here is chiefly one of realism, the
must be to findeouthowmuchand b ,the kind of I extent to which the encoded information resembles the

must be to find out how much and what kind of in- kind of Information one gets when using unaided vision
formation a man needs to perform his particular task, to observe things in nature. Because of the Importance
For the practical problem of designing displays, we of this distinction we shall consider It first and. then
need to have an informational job analysis of the op- take up some other special problems in the design of
erntor's task, both ground and air, as It will be in the displays.
future. It is impossible to design a good display with-
out knowing what critical information It must provide, Much complex data can be sho'-m either pictorially
and It is certainly a mistake to put more Information or symbolically. The basic problem to be decided Is
on a display than Is necessary just to avoid doing the which method Is best for what kinds of information and
job analysis. for what uses of the information. The following Is an

Such an analysis gives the framework within attempt to define precisely pictorial and symbolic dis-

which the real problems are set. These problems have plays, assess their general advantages and disadvan-

to do with what a man does in getting an answer out ~ages, and consider the factors that affect their use.

of the information presented. Sometimes he has to Much of this discussion is based on an earlier report

make only a simple comparison. At other times the by Grether (1947).

readings of his instruments must be transformed, the Picletel Displays
complex situation analyzed so that relevant items are A pictorial display exhibits relevant information
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(1) by means of the same continua along which the
information itself Is normally measured, and (2)without
distortion of critical relations.

Realism. The great advantage of this type of
display is that it is easy to interpret. Length is
shown as length, angle as angle, color as color, and
distance as distance. f one aircraft is twice as far
away from the observer as another, it appears twice
as far away on the display. If one object is one-half
as large as another, it appears as such.

The most obvious examples of pictorial displays
are scale models and distortionless pictures. A less
evident type of pictorial display is the polar-coordinate
plotting board. Also included are televised pictures
and photographs. Many radar displays employing
cathode-my tubes, such as the plan position indicator
(PPI), A-scan, C-scan, and E-scan, fulfill this defi-
nition.

In practice, of course, very few aviation dis- pletely pictorial to have the advantages of realism.
plays are completely pictorial in the sense that they There are as many kinds of pictorial displays as there
represent a ll aspects of possible information in a are symbolic displays, and the decision is not ended
manner true to nature. There are many types of useful when we say we will use a pictorial or realistic dis-
displays, however, that depict relevant information play.. Rather, the decisions have just begun.
pictorially. Consider the three-dimensional map, for example.

A PPI indicator, for extmple, is not pictorial ir Mountains would be completely invisible on a model
relation to the height of objects or their identities, of the Urited States, If all three coordinaites were to
but it is completely pictorial in the portrayal of two- the same scale. And yet a very satisfactory scale
dimensional Information - all geometric relations be- model can be made if the elevation coordinate is a
tween the objects portrayed are essentially the same different scale than the surface coordinates. How-
on the display as they are in reality. Being less sub- ever, when the three coordinates are all different
ject to visual perspective and size constancy effects, scales, then geometrical relations are In fact ser-
the PPI Indicator may even be more "accurate" than iously distorted. Thus, we have to decide which as-
a direct view of the scene. pects of the display will be pictorial, whether all

aspects of the display will be to the same scale,
Semi-Pictorial Displays. To have a pictorial dis- whether the aspect being scaled Is distance, area,

play, It is not necessary to have accurate registry of brightness, or whatever.
all sizes, shapes, colors, and brightnesses. The im-
portant factor is whether the critical relations are Symbolic Displays
shown in an undistorted manner. If true size is a nec- A symbolic display portrays information in terms
essary datum for the transmission of essential in- of intermediate or transformed scales. In symbolic dis-
formation, it should be displayed accurately. If shape plays the information usually is not displayed in the
provides required information, it should be displayed same way it is observed in nature, or if it Is, a
with precision. distortion of the information continum is introduced.

In pra.:ice, complete realism in a display Is For example, distance, a scale of extent, may t
seldom desirable. In the first place, it is probably symbolically portrayed as a number. Numbers, of
advantageous to strip away much of the irrelevant in- course, can very accurately indicate distance, but the
formation normally making for realism and to show number scale is not the same thins as the scale of
only the critical relations. In the second place, a perceived distance. Distance may also he shown by
somewhat modified display sometimes looks more real the position of a pointer on the circular scale of a
than an exact copy of nature. As an illustration, a meter. Here distance is represented on a scale of
display for airport surface control might want to show extent, to be sure, but it is a curvilinear scale of
only the runways, taxiways, and parking areas, and distance and Is thus distorted with respect to the
objects In these area, and to omit all detail in the scale of perceived distance, which is linear.
remaining parts of the airport. One great advantage of a symbolic display is that

Probably much of the discussion concerning the it makes possible almostany degree of precision along
relative merits of pictorial and symbolic displays a given dimension. It Is usually possible to provide
stems from a lack of recognition of the fact that a as many steps along the transformed scale as are
display does not have to be, and rarely can be, com- justified by the intrinsic reliability of the data.



Scales of Extent. Any scale that represents specific purposes. For example, a PPI display of
certain classes of information by a continuum of extent radar bearings and range, with ,ltitude and identity
constitutes a symbolic display. Time, for example, added symbolically as color and shape coding Of
might be shown as the length of a line. The size of a echoes, might be more useful to an air-traffic con-
radar pip can be used to symbolize the speed of an air- troller than a conventional PPI. The "Navascreen"
craft. Is an example of an effort In this direction.

Scales having nongeometric relations also fall in Factors Influencing the Selection
the class of symbolic displays. These Include scales
of brigihtess, color, flicker, frequency, and shape.
Scales constructed from these properties may be used The decision to use a pictorial or symbolic dis-
to portray a limited amount of information symbolically, play depends chiefly upon two things. The first is
As an Illustration, altitude layers in a holding area whether it Is mechanically or physically possible to
might be portrayed by different colors or shapes. display a given kind of information by the particular

display method. This is in part a technological pro-
Numerals and Letters. By far the most important blem, but there are also certain classes of infor-

symbolic representation for display purposes is the mation that cannot be represented directly. Temper-
use of numbers and letters. A vast amount of complex ature is an example. Assuming, however, that the
information wholly unsuitable for pictorial display can information can be displayed by both methods, the
be shown by this means. Good examples of this are second consideration is the use to which the display
such quantities as time, temperature, and weight, is put. The first problem, how to get data into a dis-
which cannot be sensed directly by vision. Through play, is largely a matter for engineers. The second
long experience man thinks easily and effectively in problem Is a human-engineering one because It relates
symbolic terms when dealing with this kind of infor- directly to the efficiency with which the display can
mation, be used. There are several considerations that deter.

mine the selection of the kind of display.

1. What Kind of Informationis being Displayed?
The choice between symbolic or pictorial display
depends first of all on the kind of information to be
displayed. In general, we can say that a pictorial
display is usually superior whenever relationol Infer.
motion is being displayed, but that a symbolic dis-
play is usually better for portraying spot or discrete
information. For example, if we want to display the

65 52M 1 4 5position of a particular aircraft, a symbolic display
showing the range and bearing of the aircraft can be
read quickly and accurately (and these are the main

651770 criteria of a good display). If, however, the position
of the aircraft relative to that of another is required,
then the user needs to do a great deal of mental trans-
lation before he can see the relative positions of
the two aircraft from, let us say, a set of six numbers.
The information portrayed in the pictorial display

Coebimed Plet"el Nd Symbelic Displeys. requires much less transformation before It is acted
on than does the Information In the symbolic display.

Many conventional displays combine dimensions In general, the greater the number of items
of information in pictorial and symbolic form. As an about which relational bnfosmation must be shown,
illustration, no radar displays are completely sym-
bolic. All have at least one pictorial dimension, the s e ater the advannage of the picsoial over the
The B-scan, for example, distorts bearing information, symbolic disply. But the advartane is only in s how-
but presents range as a linear extent in which true information.
relations are preserved. The G-scan shows azimuth tion.
and elevation angle without distortion, but indicates Thus, the relative positions of 100 cities are
range by the length of. "wings" projecting from the easy to see on a map, but would be very difficult to
pip. Displays of three-dimensional information are infer from a symbolic display. If, however, we need
usually partially symbolic except (or those that de- to know the distances between any two selected
pend upon stereoscopic vision or devices that crear cities, then the entire map is not as good as a two-
the impression of depth. way numerical table listing these distances. Par-

ticular cities could be located much more quickly,
There is, of course, no reason why combinations and there would be no interference from the extrane-

of displays may not be advantageously exploited for ous information presented on the map. A corTe-
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spoadingly good display might be achieved, of course, Summary Statement. Although the issues are now
by selective display of the pertinent part of the map. fairly clear, we must conclude that at the present

A symbolic display is ideally suited to the dis- time we do not have a firm scientific basis for
crete and single-item type of Information. If discrete answering many of the important questions about the

information about many different items is necessary, kind of display to use for various purposes. It is

however, then the symbolic display loses its advan- true that experiments have been done to answer some

tage, and the pictorial display can become more ef- specific questions, and that a few very general princi.

ficient even when relational information is not re- pies seem to have rather wide application. But there
quired. is a lack of clearly-established principles to guide

our choice of the type of display for spe c ific func-

2. What is the Information Used For? Another tions. Instrument companies still have to rely chiefly
major consideration, even mc:e important than the on past experience with older-model instruments and
kind of information to be portrayed, is the question of on the subjective opinions of their engineering staffs
what the user of the information intends to do with when they decide what kind of display to use with a
it. new instrument.

As a general rule, we can say that the infor-
mation -should be presented in the form in which it
will be used. C. General Problems in the Display

Thus, if a ground controller is simply going to of Transitory Information
report a range 'and bearing to an aircraft pilot, -he
best way to give the controller that information is in There are a variety of problems that need to be
the symbolic form in which he later transmits it (i.e. solved before visual displays of maximum effective-
as numbers). ness can be designed. Many of these problems are

However, if the ground controller w~ants to know associated with the fact that a large number of dis-

hre to look for an aircraft, then the display he sees plays must be designed to present ever changing,
sheouloo figuratively seakir , t"point to" the ap- transitory information. Displays that present flight
should, figuratively speaking,"poentuto" the mti information to the pilot or displays for ground con-
preaching aircraft. The cruz of the matter is tha troliers that depict the continually changing position

information should be displayed so as to minimize of aircraft indte thraffic system are of this type.

the transformations that must be made before de-

cisions are reached and action is initiated. The very fact that the information presented is

An Illustrative Experiment. Investigations by transitory creates a number of problems not found in
W Illamstrandthise sscimtestthe Universtityiof displays designed to present more or less permanent

Williams and his associates at the Uonf iversimetsy ot status information such as is found in maps, charts,
Illinois will illustrate the kind of experiments that and printed messages. In this section we shall pre-
c 1an be conducted in this area (see Williams and sent some of the more important considerations that
Roscoe, 1949; Roscoe, et a/. 1950). Their experi- arise in the design of displays for presenting transi-
menta involved comparison of several pictorial and tory information. Not all of these problems are
symbolic methods of displaying distance and bearing unique to the changing character of the information
from an omni-directional radio range station, but all are associated with displays of this type.

Subjects in these experiments were pilots. They In the next section we shall discuss the problems
solved various orientation problems using s tat i c thzt arise in connection with displays for presenting
mockups of the displays as well as operational dis- status information.
plays in a Link instrument trainer. The pilots used
the information presented in the displays to decide Several Simple Displays, or One Complex Display?
on a course of action, e.g. a direction to fly, in order Frequently, one has the option of displaying a
to approach or depart from the Very High Frequency small amount of information on a single instrument
Omnidirection Range (VOR) station either directly or and of using several such "simple" instruments, or
along some designated track over the ground. The of displaying a larger amount of information on a
results show that the pictorial displays were uni- more complex instrument.
fornly superior to the symbolic displays for this kind
of task and that the best of the pictorial displays Pictorial displays usually require more space,
was one that was azimuth stabilized with the VOR but make relational information more readily avail-
station represented in the center of the display. able than do symbolic displays such as pointer-scale

These experiments need to be supplemente by instruments. This is one of the considerations in

much more work comparing pictorial and syqbolic choosing between these two types of displays.

displays. Other uses for pictorial displays should Combined symbolic displays also usually
be investigated--such as making an instrument ap- occupy less space than several simple displays, P.nd
proach and landing-and other kinds of symbolic and may require shorter and fewer eye movements; but
pictorial displays should be tested, the complexity may create confusion.
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The question is largely one of optimum pattern- dicate that polar sector coordinates are superior to
ins of visual stimuli. What kind of patterned arrange- rectangular coordinates for this purpose. For example,
meAts of scales and pointers and other kinds of dis. two polar sector scans were found to be superior to
plays permit most rapid reading, and the aGsiest re- a B- plus a C-scan.
ataing of correlatedJ information? Unfortunately, not
enoungh ofcorreledrch hasbeenone Unforunath, p obto dFlight Instruments. The aircraft pilot Is interest-enough research has been done on this problem to ed in his location in space, his attitude, i"nd hisrates of change of location and attitude. Up to now,

Two commonsense principles have been follow- cockpit displays have been very different from ground
ed by workers in this area. One is that related displays, although for some segments of a flight,
things should go together wherever possible. The such as an instrument approach, some of the informa-
other is that there is a limit beyond which we should tion being displayed to a pilot and to a ground control-
not go in crowding information into a single display. ler is the same. With the growing interest in the toe
Much more research on this problem is needed. of a cathode-my tube type of display in the cockpit,

the problems of air and ground displays of space rela-
How Should Position in Three-Dimensional tions ore becoming more alike.

Space he Displayed? Human-engineering research on the problems of
We have mentioned how important it is at times displaying flight data has been centered chiefly at

to show relations in a "natural" or easy-to-interpret the USAF Aero Medical Laboratory and at the U ai-
way, and we have considered some of the problems versity of Illinois. Dr. Roger Loucks, under Air Force
of complex displays. contract, continued some of his war-time research on

A special problem of great importance in aviation flight instruments after returning to the University of

is the display of the position and inter-relations of Washington. Experiments at the University of Illinois

objects in three-dimensional space. The pilot wants have included studies of DME and VOR displays and

to know his attitude with respect to the air steam special kinds of landing displays. (see, for example,

and the ground. He wants to know where other air- the experiment described on pog 22.)

craft are in relation to himself and how these rela- Work at the Aero Medical Laboratory, as an il-
tions are changing. The ground controller also wants lustration, has included laboratory studies of speed
to know the location of aircraft in relation to each and errors in interpreting attitude displays, studies
other and to the control point. (See Hermans and utilizing specially designed equipment for simulating
Loucks (1947) for a review of the psychology of and recording instrument flight, and experiments in
orientation), which aircraft performance, control movements, and

"Three-Dimensional'" Displays. A satisfactory pilot eye movements were all recorded during actual
pitorial methodo Displaying Ae a tinsfractory d flights using different kinds of instruments and in-pictorial method of displaying bearing, range, and strument atrangements. Experk--it, s at the Aero Med-

height Is still being sought. Various methods that ical Laboratory have included studies of displays for
crowd three-coordinate data into one display have altitude, attitude, heading, speed, and glide path-
been tried out, some experimentally. Methods that localizer deviations.
employ two separate displays to give three-coordin-
ate data have been studied and several have seen An Analysis of Instrument-Reoading Errors. Fitts
operational use. At least three distinct ways of dis- and Jones (1947) at the Aero Medical Laboratory,
playing three-coordinate information to a GCA final made an analysis- of the kinds of difficulties ex-
approach controller have actually been used - two perienced by Air Force pilots in reading instruments.
symbolic displays (meters); a combined symbolic- The "critical incident" technique was used and em-
pictorial display (an elevation meter plus an azimuth phasis was placed on near accidents or close calls.
sector scan); and two pictorial displays (an eleva- The following were the major types of errors or dif-
tion sector scan plus an azimuth sector scan). How- ficulties involved in reports of 270 such experiences:
ever, because the results produced by these varia- Porcent
tions in display have been confounded with technical
improvements and the elimination of intermediate 1. Misinterpreting Long-Rangn Scales. 16
human operations, it is not possible to make direct 2. Misinterpreting Directioe of Indicator

Movement (Reversal Berors). 17comparisons between these three kinds of displays. 3. Misntrpreting Visuael and Auditory

Recent research at Johns Hopidns has included Signals. 14
systematic investigations of various symbolic sys- 4. Errors Involving Poer Legibility and
tems for adding. a third dimension to blips on a Visibility. 14
cathode-ray tube by varing the size, brightness, or S. Mistaking One Instrument for Another. 13
color of the blips. Research at Ohio State has in- 6. Using an Inoperative Instrument. 9
cluded the analysis of various projection systems 7. Misinterpreting Scale Values. 6
for showing three spatial coordinates on two-dimen. B. Errors Associated with Illusions. 5
sional surfaces. Preliminary unpublished results in- 9. Omitting the Reading of an Instrument. 4
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The results of this analysis help to define many lem of which way the moving element should go,
of the more serious problems in designia8 flight in- relative to the fixed referncer point and relative to
struments. the direction in which related controls are moved.

A Study of Pilots' Eye Movements. Fitts, Jones, This direction-of-motion problem is a very fre-
and Milton (1949), in another series of studies for quent and troublesome one with air-borne displays,
the Air Force, measured the eye movement patterns and also arises with some ground displays. In fact,
of pilots as they flew varinus maneuvers. One of the it is the center of seveml lively controversies. For
things they found was that it requires much longer, example, should heading information be displayed by
in flight, for the average pilot to check certain in- means of a moving scale or a moving pointer, and
struments than it does others. which way should the scale or pointer move in a

right turn? Should the Cross Pointers, or Zero Reaid-
er, give a "fly to" or a "fly from" indication? Which
way should the attitude instrument(artificial horizon)
rotate, relative to the pilot's eye, in a right turn?
Should the GCA controller's display be set up as if
he were facing the on-coming aircraft, or as if he
were in the aircraft facing the runway? Should the
Landing Signal Officer c i a carrier hold his signal
flags up to tell a Navy pilot "You are too high",or
hold them down to indicate "Go Down"?

These relations are critical when thereis a sud-
den transition from contact to instrument flight and
vice versa. There also is a problem with respect to
the realism of "naturalness" of each type of move-
ment and the attendant possibility of committing re-
versal errors in times of stress. Fitts and Jone (1947)
for example, found that even experienced pilots re-
ported many reversal errors in interpreting instuments

The ILAS cross pointers, for example, were -and using controls. In fact, this was the second
ated for about 0.9 second each time they were most common type of instrument-reading error re-
checked, as compared with about 0.4 second for the vealed by their study.
air speed indicator. This emphasizes the importance An illusftrative Experiment. A recent report by
of designing instruments that can be read quickly. Gardner (1950) frqir the Aero Medical Laboratory

illustrates experimental work dealing with motionEye movement records provide one kind of criteri- relations in a flight instrument. A simulated cockpit
on measure for evaluating differences in different de- was arranged so that a joy stick controlled thnove-
signs or arrangements of instruments. ments of a Zero-Reader-type instrument having a
Relative Motion Problems vertical and horizontal needle. The task was to keep

the needles centered in spite of "rough air" sim-
If you were a pilot and heard someone say "Right ulation. The relations between control stick motion

wing do% a", what would you think he meant? A ma- and resulting motion of the display were varied sys-
ments consideration will make it clear, of course, tematically in all four ways possible.
that the statement is ambiguous. It could mean either Objective scores for pre-flight Air Force train-
(1) put your right wing down, or (2) your right wing ees showed that the best performance was obtained
is down, put it up. when a movement of the stick to the right (right bank)

This Illustrates the kind of relative motion prob- caused the vertical indicator to move to the right.
I e m encountered in aviation. Perplexing direction- The movement relation for the horizontal needle was
of-motion problems arise chiefly in connection with not as critical as it was for the vertical one. The
the design of qualitative displays. A qualitative dis- investigator points out that the superiority of this
play is defined as one which provides relational in- "fly from" indication, (one in which the direction of
formation, usually in regard to spatial relations (up- movement applied to the control opposes the move-
down,.right-left) or magnitudes (more-less). ment of the display), while clear cut, was based on

In What Direction Should Indicators Move? i data from beginners, and that 'further research is
designing most displays one must decide what refer- needed on pilots who have had a great dealof prac-

should he fixed and what point(s) should rice in using an instrument designed in accordanceencepoin~s)with the opp~osite principle.
move. In scale-and pointer-type instruments there is
a choice of whether the entire scale or the pointer Representative- summaries of the principles that
should move. In either case, there Is the further probe are supported by available facts on the direction-of
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motion problem can be found in publications by Chap- ventional altimeter. This was true for 97 experienced
anis, Garner, and Morgan (1949); Flits (1949); and Air Force pilots as well as for novices.
Gardner (1950). This is another problem on which The results of Grether's experiments, and of
more research is needed. It is amarea, in which there several related studies, fortunately point to what may
is still a great deal of controversy and lack of uni- be a very satisfactory solution to this problem offormity,,

designing long-range scales. It consists of the use
As far as ease of learning Is concerned, the of a single sensitive pointer on a circular dial, plus

data on novices uniformly favor the "fly from" type a veoder-counter type indicator that shows the number
of indication, but many present-day.instruments vio- of revolutions of the sensitive pointer. This com-
late the principles that are known to hold for the bination of a pointer and a counter, first recommended
beginner. Worst of all, most large Instrument panels as an altimeter display, has recently been proposed
contain a mixture of instruments - some designed ac- for various other long-scale instruments such as the
cording to one direction-of-motion principle; others DME indicator. I Its suitability for these various uses
according to exactly the reverse principle. nee Is to be determined experimentally,

Scale-Design Problems When to Use Numbers. When precise quantitative

Scales of Extent. Most symbolic instruments use information is needed, a direct (symbolic) display of

some kind of scale in which values are represented numbers generally has been found t# be excellent.

by position on a linear or circular scale of extent. Chapanis (1949) for example, found that range and

Here one usually is concerned with quantitative bearing could be read quantitatively more quickly

reading, i.e. the ability to derive a number from a and accurately from counters than from a beating

display. cursor, azimuth scale, and range rings. The time
required to read range and bearing for one target, on

Considerable work has already been done on the the average, dropped from 3.5 seconds to 1.8 seconds,
problems of designing scales for speed and accuracy while errors were less than half those occuring when
of quantitative reading, and the factors affecting a direct numerical display was used. Also, it has
scale reading are fairly well understood. At Prince- been found (see Carter, 1947) that tables usually are
ton University, for example, Dr. W. E. Kappauf and read more than twice as quickly and accurately as
his associates have been studying the legibility graphs showing the same functions, providing inter-
problem for the Air Force for several years. Their polation is not required.
studies have dealt with scale length (dial siz,.), the
spacing of scale marks, and dial illumination. In a outi-Phrpose perplexsn As we ave poin
typical experiment, subjects are asked to read panels out, the most perplexing problems often arise pahe.of instruments that have varying numbers of scale- a designer sets out to make a multi-purpose display..
division marks, ad time and error scores are recorded. In the experiment referred to above, for example,Chapanis found that in setting information Into the

Much work still needs to be done to fill gaps in equipment it was harder to use a direct-reading
the legibility picture, but a %rell-designed scale for counter than it was to use the conventional bearing
many uses is now possible. For a summary of facts cursor and range rings. Which of the alternative
on scale design see Kappauf, 1949. designs, then, Is the best compromise if the display

Long-Range Scales. It was mentioned earlier is to be used in several ways? This Illustrates the

that one advantage of symbolic scales i a their a- kind of decision that instrument designers often have

bility to provide exact quantitative information. When to make.
we include mady steps on a scale of extent, however, What we must look for in stch cases is the best
the scale gets excessively long. compromise in terms of the multiple uses for which

The typical engineering solution to the problem a display is intended. The combination pointer-

of long scales is to use multi-revolution dials - dials counter design recommended for the altimeter is an

with tw•' or more pointers, each of which represents example of such a compromise.

a different value. Clocks and altimeters, for example,
have multi-revolution dials. How,-ver, satisfactory Geometric Scales. Another problem concernsthese may be from an engineering~standpoint, they geomctri.: •cales, i.e. scales In which changes in
are difficult for people to use. magnitud.- are indicated by variations In length orarea. Values of size or length may be used to code

The seriousness of this problem was first information In various displays. As an example, size
pointed out by the results of Fitts and Jones (1947) might be used to indicate altitude oa a display. This
"pilot error" study, and was later verified by Gre- could be done in two ways. In both, the targets
ther's (1949) experiments on altimeter reading errors, would vary in size according to altitude. la one
Grether, for example, tried out nine designs for an application there would be a numbered scale of
altimeter. Four of these gave approximately one- standard sizes visible at the side of the display, to
tenth as many large errors, and at the same time which the observer would refer. This involves match-
were read several times more rapidly than the con- ing stimuli and is a relative discrimination situation
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of a somewhat specialized sort. Some data on how The form and spacing of display numbering, the
accurately this can be done have been collected by coloring, shape and size of symbols for use on radar
Dr. Samuel Renshaw at Ohio State University for ref- scopes, and the effects of contmst relations, are all
erence sizes varying from 1/8 inch ro 2 inches view- subjects for needed experiments. So are the relations
ed at 15 feet (about the distance for viewing plotting between training level, fatigue, and other personal
boards.) variables and performance on detection tasks. Ex-

periments to determine and improve the visibility of
In the other application there would be only radar scope signals under daylight illumination con-

targets of various sizes visible. This involves an ditions are still to be carried out. In part, this is a
absolute judgment of size. The question, for ex- technical engineering problem. Perhaps our tele-
ample, is how many steps of size can a man makeuse of on an absolute basis? vision manufacturers will oblige us with a solution

to the latter problem, urged on as they are by a de-
Special Scales. Still another problem concerns manding public.

the same questions of relative and absolute per- Problems of visibility also occur in relation to
ception, as they apply to displays in which infor-mation is carried by nongeometrical relations. These scales, especially when instruments have to be read
include color, brightness, and flicker. Some explora- at night in the aircraft cockpit or in dimly illuminated

incudecolr, rigtnesand Riker Soe eploa-rooms. Present systems of instrument iighting aretory work has been done on these problems as well rosPeensystm ofisrmnihig gr
as on the problem of absolute size discrimination, far from adequate. On the whole, however, visibility
But at present we can get only a first approximation and detectability problems can more nearly be solved
of the usefulness of these kinds of scales. by careful engineering based on the application ofexisting information than can most of the other prob-

Psychological Problems in Using Numbers. In I em s facing the designers of air-navigation and
operational situations where numbers are read, inter- traffic-control equipment.
preted, transmitted, and heard, the particular numbers
involved are of special psychological importance. The Size and Sensitivity of Displays
Because engineers and scientists deal with numbers Over and above the requirements of visibility
on such familiar terms, they frequently do not realize Odegibilit ov the mov ements oni visibilitythac the average person reacts to numbers in peculiar ad legibility, the movements, sensitivity and damp.

ing of indices within displays is sometimes a prob-
ways. lem. T hi s is especially true where the display is

One group of problems centers around the fact used as a guide to the manipulation of controls (see
that certain kinds of number scales can be used much the last topic in this chapter). Optimum pilot per-
more easily than others. Chapanis and Leyzorek formance, for example, may depend on the proper sen-
(1950), for example, foqnd that the ranges of targets sitivity and damping of indicator needles, just as
on radar displays could be located with greater re- gain and damping are important in adjusting an auto-
lative precision if the scales were in 1,000, 10,000, pilot servo for maximum performance and stability.
2,000, or 5,000-yard units rather than in 6,000, 7,000, Controlling size is one way of controlling sen-
3,000, or 8,0U0-yard units. Although, in naval work, sitioit in size alsonifluencs the tealismofssom

a 5,000-yard scale is equivalent to a 2.5-mile scale, sitivity. Size also influences the realism of some

the latter resulted in errors which were about 50% displays, and in some cases may determine the
proper direction-of-motion relations.

greater than the former. This study is a good start,
but we need more information on still othe: possible The problems in this area are somewhat special-
kinds of numerical scales. ized and perhaps should be considered in relation to

Another group of problems centers around the certain special design problems rather than as a

fact that people exhibit marked number preferences general problem of display.

when they are given complete freedom in the se- Displays for Monitoring and Check Reading
lection of numbers for purposes of interpolation.
Some work is in progress on this problem at The We have taken the position that the human oper-
Johns Hopkins University, but we are still far from ators are poor monitors when all they have to do is
understanding all the intricacies of this behavior or to watch the performance of automatic equipment.
what can be done to combat it. However, there are many tasks in which some moni-

toring is involved. A pilot whose primary task is to
Problems of Visibility and Speed of Detection watch his flight instruments also has to monitor or

Visibility and detectability have not been ex- intermittently check his power-plant instruments.

haustively studied in the case of transitory infor- Ground controllers must be alert to"take over" func-

mation displays. A research program on detection tions normally performed for them by semi-automatic

of radar returns has been under way for several devices.

years at Johns Hopkins University, but a good deal Here we shall be considering check reading.
of work remains to be done. (See, for example, Check readingis definedas inspecting an instrument,
Williams, 1949). or group of instruments, for the purpose of detecting
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one knows how difficult it is to unravel a radar PPI
picture when one first looks at it. The amount of
information one must take in is great. Yet the oper-
ator who has been watching the scope may be well
oriented. The only new information he is taking in
concerns the parts of the display that are changing.
If an operator in a control tower is to transier his
attention from one display to an occasional check of
aircraft position on another display, means should
be provided to enable him to see what he needs to
see without undue groping.

Similarly, if a pilot suddenly has to shift from
visual to instrument flight, he needs to make the
transition as quickly as possible. On a smaller
scale the same need arises when a pilot shifts his
eyes from one set of instruments to another.

There should be no inhibiting or interacting ef-
fects when men change jobs or change displays. This

deviations from a null or normal condition, brings up the problem of coding information on one

Panels with Many Dials. A moderate amount of kind of display so that it corresponds as far as
work has been done on check-reading problems. The possible to the same information on another display.

Psychology Branch of the Air Force Aero Medical Displays to be used together must have a common
Laboratory, for example, has found that a properly informational denominator. How this may be done is
arranged bank of 16 single-needle instruments, with a problem in minimizing transformations of infor-

all pointers aligned in a similar way, can be checked mation.

for deviations in less than a second, with an average Need for Uniform Principles. The considerations
of less than three eye fixations (Warrick and Grether, of transfer of at t e a rio n emphasize the danger of
1948; White, 1949). In these experiments the panels studying one particular instrument, or of planning in
of instruments were exposed by a shutter mechanism terms of part of a man's job, without at the same
and the time to reach a decision and respond appropri- time considering what other things he will be doing
ately was measured for each of a number of subjects- concurrently. Above all it emphasizes the need for
The best pointer alignment positions were found to uniformity and over-all planning throughout a man-
be at 9 o'clock and 12 o'clock. Patterns of lights machine system. For example, studies are needed
have also been used successfully when a check- in which an entire pilot's flight panel, having all
reading indication is desired. Lights cannot be used instruments designed in accordance with a uniform
to .give more than an on-off indication, however, principles, would be compared with a panel designed
whereas pointer-type instruments can be read in finer uniformly in accordance with a different principle.
steps as well as check-read, if they sometimes must
be used for quantitative reading. D. General Problems In the Display

Emergencies. Very little has been done on the of Status Information
special problem of warning signals. And very little
indeed has been done on questions of displays for Unlike the rapidly-changing situations and tran-
use in emergencies or in case of the failure of auto- sitory data previously discussed in this section, in-

matic equipment. When he first assumes control in formation concerning weather, radio and navigation

an emergency the human operator may be faced with facilities, air routes, airports, and terrain is rela-
tively slow in developing and changing. Status infor-

much more than he can actually handle. Should the mation gives operating personnel reference data for
controller have special displays for monitoring pur- planning and general decision-making. Operators
poses only, or should he monitor the actual displays may need to refer to the displayed material from time
he will use should he take over? Should there be to time over a period of many hours. Status infor-
some semi-automatic programming of operations that mation is often presented on maps and churts. Plott-
the operator can put in action during the transition ing and flight progress boards are utilized for other
as a buffer to keep himself from being overloaded? types of information. Finally, printed or written
These are some of the questions to which good material may be used to present information such as
answers must be found if the problem of monitoring reminders written on slips of paper, instructions for
is to be solved. emergency procedures, and tables of cruise-control

data. Much of the information in these categories is
.Problems of Transfer of Attention displayed on the ground-to controllers or to pilots

Changing from One Display to Another. Every- prior to take-off. However, maps and charts of terrain
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and radio facilities, and some weather data must be that too many weather data are given to them. it is
available in aircraft during flight and must be read difficult to sort out the desired information from it.
in the cockpit. The ready availability of status in- relevant data, and both time errors and errors of in-
formation is obviously essential to the successful terpretation may result. Conversely, information that
operation of air-navigation and traffic-control is very much needed may sometimes be lacking in
systems. The communication and display of weather present reports.
information offers special difficulties, and will be
considered first. Difficulty in Locating Weather Information When

Needed. The central weather display board, if there
is one, often is not visible to all controllers, andPresent Practices in the Display of Weather Data teemyb oaeut usiue o rvdnthere may be no adequate substitutes for providing

Under present practices Air Route Traffic Con- close at hand the latest information needed in plan.
trollers are regularly briefed individually by Flight ning the flow of traffic over a given area of opera-
AdvisoryWeather Service (FAWS) personnel just before twoes. Many controllers report that they just keep a
going on duty, although there is considerable varia- running mental picture of the weather as they get it
tion in the thoroughness of the presentation of this from their contacts with pilots and tower personnel.
information. Windsaloft charts and weather maps are
available at the FAWS desk in the working area, and Forgetting Weather Data. Because of the no-
the hourly weather sequences are distributed to all cessity of applying information of this type over
controllers during the duty period. The method of long periods of time (up to several hours), memory
this distribution varies widely in different centers. A difficulties are encountered, especially by pilots.
single copy of the sequence reports may be passed Partly because the original briefing may have been

around, individual controllers taking such notes as too long and detailed, partly because of the passage

they wish; a summary sheet of pertinent information of time filled with attention-demanding activities,
may be prepared for each sector and posted near the much essential weather information is forgotten by

appropriate controller; the controllers may have to the time it is needed by the operator.
walk to the FAWS desk and secure the desired in- A better system is needed for making the original
formation; or special reports on important changes data available for ready reference over a period of
in weather may be relayed by mouth, time on duty or the period of a flight. Pilots have re-

In addition, controllers may receive weather re- ported difficulty, due to forgetting, in interpreting the
ports from agencies outside the control center (con- symbols in which standardized weather messages are

trol towers, airline dispatchers, pilots, etc.) and coded, with consequent loss of information from an
pass these along to the weather service personnel to examination of such reports.
be summarized and sent out by teletype. Some con- Long Messages. Tower controllers frequently
trol centers use a large map of the area on which is complain of the amount of time on the air that they
presented coded weather data. have to devote to answering pilot requests for weather

Pilots read the latest weather reports at the information, or in relaying requests from pilots
FAWS desk, or receive briefings from weather per- to weather personnel. It appears that some means
sonnel before taking off from an airport. They may other than voice communication may be desirable for
also request additional weather information from transmitting weather data.
airport-control towers over which they fly enroute to
their destination. This latter is a two-way procedure, Future Weather-Display Problems
since control-tower operators often request first- As traffic becomes denser and control more
hand weather observations from pilots in radio con- precise, the importance of up-to-date and efficient
tact with their-stations, communication and display of weather information

Present Problems in Regard to Weather Displays will increase. There will always be an element of
uncertainty in weather forecasting. We can at least

Weather Information Often is "Out of Date". try to insure the rapid dissemination and efficient
Pilots -and controllers frequently complain that the display of the reported and forecast data.
weather data displayed by present methods are often The Psychology Branch of the Aero Medical
several hours old. This time lag may cause serious Laboratory has just completed the first systematic
inconveniences or delay in directing the flow of air Lanonato r hom et the first A semictrafic.Chagesof ligt pansmaybe ecesitted uman-engineering work in this field. A series of
traffic. Changes of flight plans may be necessitated studies attacked the problem of providing USAFby pilots encountering unexpected weather conditions pilots with more adequate, useful, up-to-date weather
while enroute. The delay in weather reporting ap- information. The aims of these studies were:
parently stems from a variety of causes, many of
which are not directly problems for human engineering. 1. To determine any discrepancies in opinion be-

tween pilots and forecasters regarding the
Tgo Much Weather Information is Displayed. kinds of information needed in order to ac-

Operating personnel, especially pilots, often assert complish a particular mission.
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2. To determine the technical 'information the At present the US Navy is supporting work in

forecasters believe they need In order to make this area by human engineers on the staff of Dunlap
adequate forecasts, and Associates, particularly on problems of status

3. To determine how well pilots engaged in var- displays for use in the cockpit. This work is pri-

ions types of flying in various kinds of air- marily at the operational level. The Air Force is

craft (strategic, tactical, training) understand supporting some laboratory work by the Tufts College

weather terms, symbols, teletype sequences, Institute for Applied Experimental Psychology re-

etc* lating chiefly to the printing of maps for use under
special kinds of low-level illumination. If continued

4. To determine the deficiencies in present sta- support is given these two projects it is probable
tion layouts and briefing techniques, and so that significant improvements in the design of maps
get clues regarding the optimum layout of and charts can be expected.
weather stations and optimum methods of con-
ducting pilot briefings.

5. As a result of (4), to help sei up an "ideal" E. Special Problems of Ground
weather stationto be used for experimentation and Air Displays
in data presentation techniques, station lay-
out, visibility, noise control, and related
problems. It is our belief that research problems in the
Tobtermie cfield of displays should be formulated in as general

6. To determine critical incidents which pilots terms as possible in the hope of getting general
believed were caused by lack of weather in answers. However, some specific problems are im-

formation, improper briefing, or other weather portant enough to warrant special attention. One

causes. such question is the extent to which the display of

This constitutes a very broad attack on the prob- information on the grounl and in the air presents

I em sut preliminary analysis of the data has re- peculiar problems.

vealed.many useful facts of immediate use and many
clues for more intensive research on weather problems. Problems Peculiar to Ground Displays

A few important problems peculiar to the task
of the ground controller can be pointed out. The

Maps end Charts ground controller will likely make decisions about

Maps and facility charts supply related informs- flight plans and take-off clearances, admission to

tion about the terrain, air lanes, and navigation fa- the approach area, and assignments to the time se-

cilitles enroute, and about the procedures to be fol- quence of landing. Numerous related data must be

lowed in approaching an airport. Although this infor- considered in reaching such decisions. One special

mation is relatively stable, it changes often enough problem is estimating future positions of aircraft.
so that a pilot or a ground controller cannot safely Another special problem is the integration of dis-

trust his memory for it. plays used by several men doing related tasks, and
the provision of efficient transfer of information from

Traitin. apshav ben i us fo ceturesone controller to another as the flight progresses

and many of their characteristics are the result of one control to another .

tradition. Elevation color-coding used on most maps,

for example, is a throwback to the early days of color
printing when the choice of hues and shadings was
very limited. The symbols, and the terrain features,
selected for representation on maps, often have little
resemblance to the way things look from the air.

Problems for Research. What we have to sa8
about research on maps will sound a lot like what w:
have said about other kinds of visual displays. W1
need first of all to know what information is needed-4,
what critical things pilots need to have shown, and
what things are not essential and only clutter up the

display. We need next to study different ways of
representing the terrain, radio facilities, air tutes,
etc., - to find out what symbols to use, how to en-
code the information, how to provide good legibility
even when maps and charts are used in dim illumina-
tion, how to facilitate quick reading, etc. (See Crook,
1949).
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Once critical decisions regarding a single flight Pilot Performance is a Critical Factor in Traffic
are made, the progress of the flight must be checked Control. By way of introducing the problems of manu-
repeatedly, in order to be sure that traffic is flowing al control, we must first point out that the pilot often
along the designated routes with proper spacing. will be expected to fly his aircraft according to a
This task probably will call for replacement of the precise schedule defined in terms of track over the
present flight progress boards with pictorial displays ground, altitude, and speed. Precision is especially
depicting the approximate locations of aircraft over desirable in the terminal area. The controls now
a wide area, as well as the locations of airports and at his disposal for doing this are poorly suited to the
obstacles to flight. This type of pictorial display task. As a consequence, many hours of training are
will have much increased usefulness if altitude, required before a pilot can become proficient at this
speed, and identity of aircraft can be coded into the task, and errors are made in its performance, occa-
presentation. sionally by even the most skillful.

For certain tasks ground controllers will need Under normal circumbtances non-fatal errors
second-to-second information - for example, when usually result in little more than inconveniences.
they use displays to direct or monitor the final ap- But in a tightly scheduled situation, such as is con-
proach to a landing or to direct taxiing aircraft. The templated for traffic control, frequent errors of this
problems of ground displays in this case resemble sort can hardly be tolerated. Missed approaches,
in many ways the problems of air display. Controllers time delays, deviations from planded positions,
will need to make rapid directional responses, verbal errors in altitude control, would ruin the precision of
or manual, in accordance with the momentary sit- any system and seriously affect the flow of traffic.
uation. This calls for a special type of display whose Errors of this sort are bound to occur because the
design characteristics deserve most careful attention. average pilot cannot fly with the precision that will

be required by the system using the conventional con-
Problems Peculiar to Air Displays trols and flight instruments now found in the cockpit.

The pilot's informational requirements vary with This was convincingly demonstrated during the Berlin
the amount of responsibility assigned to him through- airlfit, where inability of even skilled pilots to
out the various phases of the air-navigation and maintain separation enroure was the most serious
traffic-control system. If he is made responsible for bottleneck in the traffic-control system, (Fitts and
deciding upon his entry into the system, for deter- Long, 1949).
mining his flight path through the system, and for The future traffic-control system, in addition to
committing himself to a landing with subsequent de- imposing requirements of precision flying now be-
parture from the system, then his nforational re- yond the reach of the average pilot, will add to his
quirements are at a maximum. If, on the other hand, job by placing in the cockpit new displays unique to
these decisions are made for him, either by automatic the traffic situation. The pilot will have more to do
ground equipment or by ground controllers, and his than now, and this will not increase his ability to
task is merely to execute the decisions, then his fly according to a strict track, altitude, and time
informational requirements are less. schedule. It is evident, if the system is to work,

Minimum Pilot Display Requirements. Regard- that some way must be found to relieve the demands
less of the extent of ground control, or the amount of on the pilot and supply him with the proper infor-
equipment available in the aircraft for automatic mation to allow him to fly with the necessary pre-

flight, it may well be desirable to provide the pilot cision.
with enough fundamental decision-making information Simplifying the Pilot's Flight Task. The most
so that he will not be completely "blind" in the promising and practical way to permit the gradualevent of a breakdown of the ground system. introduction of more and more automatic equipment

We therefore have the problem of deciding what and still permit the pilot to maintain his proficiency,
this fundamental information should be and of deter- apart from introducing extra-curricular practice
mining optimum characteristics for the "stand-by" sessions, seems to be to design the pilot's equip-
instruments for emergency use. In some ways this ment in a way that will make the flight task an easier
problem is similar to that of any monitoring task; in one. This would have a double-barreled effect. If
some ways it has problems peculiar to the air. the job can be simplified, the pilot could, by defi-

Some unique problems arise because it is the nition, improve his perfokmance to the point where heSomeuniue robemsarie bcaue i isthecould perform as the system demanded. At the same
pilot's responsibility to execute traffic-control de- tude, aste of dended At the be
cisions. Execution of these decisions may, in rou- time, maintenance of proficiency would no longer be

automatic Con- so critical because relearning would be more rapidtineflihtbe ccoplihedthrughafter periods of non-practice. Furthermore, the pilot
trol of the aircraft. But the possibility of manual
control must be open to the pilot; hence each indi. would have more time for planning and navigating.
vidual pilot must be provided with the information In order to make the flight task an easier one,
necessary to undertake it. we must first determine what there is about it now
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that makes it difficult. The crux of the problem for, i.e. how to position the aileron. Control of other
seems to lie In the relation between the movements dimensions of flight (altitude and speed) is only
of the aircraft's controls and the movements observed slightly less complex. Finally, the entire tracking
on the various displays that represent the perform- task is complicated by various time lags (with con-
sance of the aircraft. sequent overshooting) that are introduced as a re-

sult of the inertia of the aircraft and the lags of the
Design Problems Roletin instruments themselves.

to the Mmlpvl~mlen of Alrreft Controls Simplifying the Pilot's Task. If the pilot's task
The Manipulative Side of the Pilot's Task. In is to be simplified this is an area in which great

order to execute his own or a pound controller's de- gains can be achieved. Recent records taken during

cision the pilot is obliged to move the aircraft con- certain maneuvers of instrument flight at the Uni-
trois in a way that will cause the aircraft to fly versity of Illinois (unpublished) suggest that theaccorling to the desired directions, altitudes, a pilot works at his maximum capacity for accepting
speeds. In order to do this the pilot muit decide and processing new information when flying test
which controls to move, when to move them, at what maneuvers. The records showed that only a very
rate to move them, and how much to move them. small portion of the information actually presented

Since the information that the pilot needs is continu- by the flight instruments was being used. Had more
ally changing, it must be continually available (sea of the available information been accepted the re-

Williams, 1947). The pilot cannot rely entirely Upon suiting performance could have been greatly Im-

his stored Information (prior training) to guide his proved. Presumably more information was not ac-

control movements any mor than a motorist can cepted because the pilot had already reached hisdrive down the street blindfolded, maximum rate for handl .g information. The impli-
cation is that much of the information the pilot need-

The Pilot as a Closed-Loop Regulator. Flight ed should have been "predigested" and presented to
information comes to the pilot for the most part either him in terms of the relatively few alternatives that
through direct vision of the outside world or through really need to be considered in order to perform the
flight instruments. It is the latter with which we are task, rather than in terms of the estimated ten to
mainly concerned. But in either case the information twelve alternatives that are displayed to the pilot
is presented in the farm of two indices, one repre- because of the way the information is encoded in
senting the desired performance of the aircraft, the conventional flight instruments. Eliminating un-
other representing the actual performance of the air- essential information in this manner allows the pilot
craft. One or the other of these indices moves in to spend full time on information that is critical.
correspondence to the response of the aircraft to
appropriate movement of the cockpit contro!s. The Research on the Problems of Aircraft Control
task of the pilot is to align the various pairs of Manipulation. Research on this problem shouldindices, start with an investigation to determine the least

Thus the pilot is faced essentially with a track- number of alternatives that a pilot needs to be con-
ing task. It is a complex task involving many kinds cerned with in performing his manipulation task.
ing taskin. Itnis a complex tasineuverolvg eam , k s The number of alternatives is undoubtedly related to
of tracking. In a single maneuver, for example, the the characteristics of the control system itself. This
pilot may be required to perform both compensatory- appsoch opens up new possibilities for simplifying
pursuit reactions and following-porsuit reactions. He the pilot's task through redesign of the stability and
may simultaneously be faced with a position tracking control characteristics of the aircraft.
task, a rate tracking task, an acceleration-tracking
task, and even the task of stabilizing a third deriva- A peat deal of research must be done to deter-
tive relationship between control position and index mine how to present the pilot with no more infor-
movement. (For a general treatment of the pilot as a mation than is necessary in his normal task and yet
regulator see Craik 1947, 1948; Ellson, 1949; Hick provide him with sufficient information to cover all
and Bates, 1950). possible tasks that he might be called on to perform.

Stability Problems. Unfortunately, it Is in the This is no small problem. The Zero Reader type of

higher cracking tasks that the pilot is basically in- instrument, for example, has admirably simplified

terested. He Is interested, for example, in his posi- the task of control manipulation in a normal instru-

tion in space as might be represented by a localizer ment approach. But it does not present basic po-

needle. Yet direct positioning of this needle by ai- sition, heading, bank and pitch information that

leron and rudder without additional information about might be required for other maneuvers such as, for

heading and bank is virtually an impossible task. example, recovery from unusual attitudes and po-

Heading governs the rate of movement of the local- sitions.

izer needle, bank governs the rate of change of head- Still another area of research must be con-
ins, and finally, aileron position governs the tate of cerned with the size, sensitivity, and dampening of
change in bank. The pilot cannot tell by looking. at various instruments used for control manipulation.
the localizer needle what change in bank is called Since , these problems are similar to problems
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mentioned elsewhere in this chapter they will not Ease of Learning as a Criterion. Other things
be expanded on here. being equal, the design is best that facilitates most

Summary. Finally, and In summary, we need to rapid learning faa particular task. This is one reason
for using novices in laboratory experiments and in

know a great deal more about the tracking behavior usiof human beings. This is especially true when the usng learning time as a criterion of effectiveness.
ou bl rad wHowever, there are other important considerations,

tracking task to be performed is complex and rapidly such as the ease with which highly trained operators
changing in character and when various, time con- can transition to the new design, and the level of
stants are Introduced into the control-display linkage. performance reached at the end of an extensive
We need to know what happens to complex tracking learning period. In general, ease of learning is an
behavior under conditions of stress and fatigue. And indication of final performance, but It is not safe
we need to develop more complete criteria of track- to assume that the relation is close. Performance
ing performance. during learning should not be the only criterion used

F. The Criterion Problem to evaluate design principles.

in Research on Visual Displays G. Summary and Recommendations

This chapter has considered research leading This chapter has covered the most extensive,
to the improvement of visual displays for presenting and probably the most important area of human en-
visual information to pilots and ground controllers. gineering. It is an area in which great strides have
As in all research the question of criterion measures, been made in the last six to eight years, and in which
by reference to which results are evaluated, is a some vigorous research is underway. It is also an
critical one. We have emphasized the importance of area in which a great deal more remains to be done.
two considerations, (1) the nature of the information
to be displayed, and (2) how the information is to be It is appropriate, i.. summarizing this chapter,
used. These two considerations serve in part to to emphasize two general research areas that are
indicate valid experimental situations and measures. equally important for the research recommended in
The final test, of course, is the relating of specific the preceding chapter, and in those to follow. These
test results to efficiency in the operational situation. are the related iroblems (a) of determiasing the in
The criterion problem is considered in greater de- formation requirements of various tasks, and (b) oftailin ppenix II.developing criterion measures of success in task
tail in Appendix III. performance.

Laboratory Experiments. Most of the research We therefore recommend the following three
problems outlined in this chapter will have to f- in- broad research objectives:
vestigated initially in the laboratory. In some cases
the criteria of good design are fairly clear. Problems Research Objective Ill. Determination of the Es-
of visibility, for example, suggest that criterion sential Information Required at every Stage in
measures be secured by standard procedures em- the Operation of an Air-Navigation and Traffic-
ployed in studies of minimum stimulus conditions Control System.
such as low illumination. Systematic studies are needed to determine the

Problems of check reading require emphasis on essential information required for making the
speed of response rather than precision, while decis ins and carrying out the various tasks in-
studies of quantitative reading require major em- volved in navigating and in controlling traffic.
phasis on accuracy. Fortunately, in many human- Such information analyses are needed in con-
engineering experiments speed and accuracy have nection with most of the technical objectives
.been found to go hand in hand (see, for example, that follow. These -rudies should include ex-
Grether, 1949); in other words the design giving perimental investigations in the laboratory, job
greatest accuracy usually gives greatest speed. analyses, system analyses, operational analy-

ses, and field studies of certain existing op-
Research on flight instruments and control ma- erations. They should cover both transient and

nipulation introduces very important questions re- status information and the information needed

garding the laboratory equipment employed and the both ay tu e ground controller and the pilot. They

degree of "realism" used in experimental situations. should be made for specific existing systems,

Here the checking of the results from the laboratory and also, in so far as possible, for the basic

in operational situations becomes increasingly im- andtio, in so ar sstems.

portant. We would like to emphasize again the im- functions common to all systems.

portance in many operational tasks of division of Illustrative research questions. What does a
attention, discussed in a preceding section. This pilot need to know about weather? What infor-
consideration emphasizes the importance of evalu- mation is essential in a pictorial display for air-
ating specific instruments in terms of how well they port taxi control? WVat information is essential
can be used on the job where the human operater has in order for a pilot to orient by means of.ground
many tasks to perform. lights? W'.at is the relative frequency of dif-
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ferent types of air-to-ground messages such as the ultimate objectives of a system be form-
"command-type" and "information-type" mes- more specifically and quantitatively? For ex-
sages? What information should be included in ample, is runway utilization the best sihgle
a Human Engineering Handbook? ultimate criterion of the efficiency of a traffic.

In specifying information needs research should control system?

answer such specific questions as the following: b. Questions about intermediate criteria: What

a. What information is needed? are the most satisfactory measures of the of.
fectiveness of a communication system? A dis-

b. With what accuracy is it needed? play system? An airport lighting system? How

c, How much timp is available to use it? do the measures of the effectiveness of each of
these systems relate to the ultimate criteria?

d. What decisions will be made and what For example, are pilot eye movements an index
actions taken about it? of the effectiveness of a proposed instrument.

Research Objective IV. Establishment of Criteria arrangement, and how do eye movement measures
and "Indices-of-Merit" for Human-Operator and relate to the accuracy of instrument flight, to
Man-Machine Performance. safety, etc.?

The criterion problem arises in connection with c. Questions about techniques of criterion do-
all of the research problems dealt with in this velopment: What are the best methods of col-
report (see Appendix Ill). The answer to the lecting data on what human operators do on
problem begins with the determination of a the job? Whet are the best methods for deter-
theoretical ideal level or "model" of desired mining the reliability of these measures? What
performance. This ideal model should define the are the best methods for determining the inter-
ultimate criterion for the system. Unfortunately, relations between intermediate criteria, and the
it is notoften that the research.worker can relate relations between intermediate and ultimate cri-
his experimental data directly to such an teria? For example, what is the most reliable
ultimate criterion. Instead he must make use of method of obtaining and reporting information
proximate or intermediate criteria or "indices, about accidents and near-accidents?
of-merit."

The development of satisfactory intermediate Research Objective V. Determination of PrinciplesTheo ervinothenEfficientsVisualyDistIamofiIt-
criteria is an important problem. At this level Governing the Efficient Visual Display of In-

we deal with parts of the system, sometimes formation.

even with single instruments and specific ways A good display is one that facilitates the flow
of using them. It is essential nt only that we of pertinent information to a human operator.
measure the effectiveness of these specific The principles governing the design of such dis-
operations, but that we relate our measures to plays are still incompletely understood and much
the hig her order or ultimate criteria in terms, of work is needed in this area.
which the entire system is being designed. Problem Area 1. Simplicity versus Complexity

Investigators in the field of human-engineering of Visual Displays. Studies are needed to de-
have made some progress in establishing cri- termine the relative advantages of displaying
terion measures. However, many new criterion a given amount of information (a) by means
problems arise whenever research is undertaken of a number of relatively simple instruments,
on a new system. and (b) by means of a single complex in-

It is our belief that the criterion problem cuts strument We propose a general hypothesisthat there is a limilt to the amount of in.
across every aspect of human-engineering re- that s a crode to a sin.

search, and that almost every investigator must formation that should be crowded into a single

devote careful thought and expend some research "display. Research is also needed to deter-

time on the criterion aspects of his special mine the maximum number of different ways
problem. We believe accordingly that it may be in which related Information can be encoded

misleading to break up this general topic into and presented simultaneously.

specific problem areas and so w, list no spe- Illustrative research problem. If one wanted
cific problem areas here. The criterion problem to depict, by means of a symbol on a cathode
should be studied as an important aspect of ray tube, four things about an aircraft, it
each of the other research objectives, would be possible to do this by using the

color of the symbol to depict one thing, its
Illustrating the criterion problem can be grouped size another, its brightness another, and its
iusdrthrag thectiong: pshape still another - (its position, of course,
under three headings: would provide information along two addition-

a. Questions about ultimate criteria: How can al dimensions). Studies should be made to
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determine whether a controller can respond should the aircmft's location appear fixed and
effectively to symbols which are categorized the gound appear to move? When should
simultaneously in as many different ways as azimuth stabilization and when should head-
these. ing stabilization be used? How accurately

Problem Area 2. The Display of Spatial Rele. can controls be positioned in response to
tions. Studies should be made to determine derivative information? What is the optimum
principles governing the effective display of sensitivity for a heading or back indicator?
information about the relative position of air- Principles that will settle questions of this
craft and ground objects in tr-dimensional sort must be established to achieve the level
space. Numerous questions of great practical of pilot performance required for precise
importance must be solved in this problem navigation and traffic control.
area. These include the following: Problem Area 4. Displays for Quantitative Read.
a. What coordinate systems and what type ing. Studies are needed to determine prin-

of projections should be used in show- clples for designing displays so as to in.
ing spatial relations on hi-dimensional crease precision, and reduce the incidence of
pictorial displays? gross errors, in reading scales. Considerable

b. How should information about spatial research has been completed on scale reading
relations be encoded on symbolic dis. precision, and on the nature and magnitude of
plays? interpolation errors, but relatively few studies

are available on the origin of gross errorsc. What combinations of symbolic and such as "reversal" errors, and on ways ofpictorial displays are most effective? minimizing such errors.

Illustrative research problem. Test the Sources of possible confusion in shifting from
following hypothesis: In a semi-pictorial one instrument to another, or in interpreting
airborne approach and landing display it is differe n t kinds of scales, should be in-
better to show azimuth and elevation pic- vestigated thoroughly. The potential value of
torially, with range presented symbolically, studies planned to eliminate the causes of
than to show azimuth and range pictorially gross errors is indicated by the results of
v~ith elevation presented symbolically, recent experiments which showed that by

changing the face of the conventional altime-
Problem Area 3. Coordination of Displays and ter the frequency of 1,000-foot errors could

Controls. Studies are needed to determine be reduced by a factor of more than 10.
the display characteristics that are necessarywhen the action taken in response to dis- Illustrative research problem: Determine
played information is a manipulation of con- whether the principle of combining a singletrols, and when this movement in turn results sensitive pointer and a counter to provide ain modification of the display. "long scale" instrument can be appliedin a fgenerally in the design of many different
This problem area is particularly critical for kinds of instruments.
the pilot. The pilot sees the movement of
displays relative to his own eye and the rest Problem Area S. Displays for Check-Reading
of the cockpit; yet he must interpret this in- and Monitoring. Studies are needed to deter-
formation in terms of the movements of his mine principles governing the display of
aircraft relative to the earth. simple yes-no information so that the eye can
Problems which arise here involve direction- quickly detect deviations from a null or de-
of-motion relations between displays and con- sired condition, picking out a deviating
trols, the question of what is responded to - instrument from among a large number of
displacement, acceleration, or some higher normally-reading instruments. We have ex-
order, and the optimum sensitivity of dis- pressed doubts about the suitability of a
plays. Such problems have been receiving human operator far most monitoring tasks.
some research attention, but as yet few However, there will continue to be many Jobsldesign principles have been es- in which pilots and ground controllers willtablishedl devote part of their time to check reading,

which is an aspect of monitoring. It is
Illustrative research questions. Should flight essential that they have properly designed
instruments be designed in accordance with displays for this purpose.
the "fly-to" or "fly-from" principle? In a
pictorial display of the aircraft's track over Illustrative research problem. Conduct tests
the ground should the aircraft appear to move of the following hypothesis: There is an
and the ground appear to remain stationary, or optimum visual angle for viewing any moni-
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toting display, and speed and accuracy of this problem area. A few projects are being
check reading will be Impaired if display supported by the military services, but these
size Is too large of too mall. should be supplemented by studies relating

Problem Area 6. Display of Status Information. *speciallyto the troffic-contvellor ead civilian

Studies are needed on methods of encoding pilot.

and displaying weather Informatioan, on ways Illustrative research problem. How should
of representing hlndmarks and terrain features the changing weather picture be displayed so
on maps, and on ways of summarizing infor. that it is readily aw.ilable to the pilot in the
mation on charts and display boards. Much form in which it is needed?
Improvement can and should be affected in
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CHAPTER VI

PROBLEMS OF DIRECT VISION FROM AIRCRAFT

Under daylight conditions with good visibility
a pilot relies on vision from the cockpit for general
orientation, flight control, the avoidance of other
aircraft, and the successfil landing of his own craft.
At night and/or when visibility is reduced, instrument
displays and more elaborate traffic-control procedures
offer substitutes for certain of the visual cues of con-
tact flight. The questions which develop out of this
situation and which are to be considered here are two
in number. First there is the problem, How much in-
formation do pilots want from visual cues from out-
side the cockpit under different conditions of visi-
bility and with different kinds of instrumentation?
Second, How can this visual information be provided
most effectively as visibility becomes limited? The
obvious general way to meet a need for better vision
from the cockpit under conditions of poor visibility is
through the use of marking lights and flood,Jights, but
the most effective form for such marking and lighting
remains unsettled. The second level of need is that of the pilot who

In pat, decisions on marking and lighting pro- would shift to a contact landing procedure as soon
cedures must await research results, but in very as his aircraft drops below an overcast. This is the
important ways these decisions as well as the re- pilot whose aircraft is equipped with electronic aids
search which is carried out in regard to them will be which permit him to make the early approach through
determined by the instrumentation and blind landing the overcast in reasonable approximation to a desig-
aids avaiiable to the pilot and his expected needs for nated qlide path, but who wants contact landing
vision beyond the windscreen. cues before he commits himself to a landing. The

third level of need for ground lighting in the approach-
A. Airport Lighting and Marking way is that of the pilot who has even better equip-

General. The airport lighting and marking problem ment and who would use ground cues as check or
Gsinasenseral. The arpoble, li ting ad mkieng prob confirming data only. Suc a pilot would use

is in a sense all one problem, but it is convenient to electronic aids almost to the point of touchdown but
distinguish between the approach lighting problem would wr it enough information from outside the cock-
and the lighting of runways and taxiways. The task
of handling the approach lighting problen' would pit to confirm his instrument indications until the
appear to require more analysis of requirements, threshold of the runway itself finally comes into view.
more basic psychological data, and more research The lighting arrangements which will best meet
know-how, while the runway and taxiway problem each of these several needs are conceivably quite
would appear to be within the scope of simpler trial- different, as different, for example, as effective dis-
and-error procedures. The following discussion thus plays for quantitative and for check reading may be
deals separately with these two areas. Both have from each other. The approach system which provides
been the subject of recent review studies sponsored the most useful contact guidance under certain visi-
by the Committee on Aviation Psychology of the bility conditions may fail to provide the most easily
National Research Council. obtained confirming information under poorer visi-

The Approach Lighting Problem. bility conditions.

Hence, approachway lighting research must beLighting needs. The needs for airport lighting formulated in terms of specific requirements. Which

along the approachway can be set at a variety of set of requirements one seeks to fulfill may well
levels, depending upon the kind of instrument ce hiseans s o su esto as t ell
guidance available to the pilot, the accuracy of that change his answers to such questions as the follow-
guidance, and his confidence in it. At least three ing: How many lights must be visible to the pilot ata time? Where should they be located in relation to
levels of need may be delineated. The first is the the approachopa th? ha lap ater is needdin
need of the pilot who would make a contact landing the approachway? etc.

on a clear night when, without lighting of some sort,

the terrain or ground plane would not be visible. At present, many approach lighting systems are
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in use at different airports in this country. The fact (e) Orientation of runway
that they we all used successfully above the current (f) Rate of travel or closure
CAA weather minimums for "open" airports would (g) Departures from the glide path
suggest that at these visibility levels, the particular
approach system one has doesn't make much 'differ- 2. That the system should provide such visual re.

ence. Thus, approachway lighting is a problem ference that the need for looking back at instru-

principally because we are interested in an ultimate ments, once the system Is in view, he no greater

reduction of wi-ather minimums. The first need level than the need for referring back to instruments

cited above is quite easily satisfied, but need levels during normal contact landings.

two and three pose problems, particularly as we con-
sider conditions of progressively poorer visibility. 3. That the approach light display and the various

instrument displays used in approach and land.
Tests of Approach Lighting Systems. Unfortu- ing he such that possible confusions during tran-

nately there is very little good evidence, either sitions from one to tha possie confrsae reduced to a

experimental or observational, on the relative merits minimum. (This is the problem of division of

of different approach lighting systems under very attention discussed earlier in this report on

restricted visibility, because too few pilots have had paeo 27, Chapter V.)

enough useful experience with different systems under

restricted visibility to make qualified, unprejudiced 4. That the system he positively and immediately

judgments. identifiable and distinguishable from other light

There are many arguments for and against systems, especially the runway.

specific solutions. Most studies of approach systems 5. That the luminous intensity of the system be
have been what we term in this report "systems coordinated with that of the runway lights so

evaluations", and they have been open to most of the that glare and dazzle are minimized.

criticism cited in Chapter IX as applying to systems
evaluations carried out in the past. Needed are some Minimum Information Required for Orientation.
adequate experiments which will determine the extent Although much can be said for the reliability of such
to which minimum visibility conditions for safe con- "logical" ana)vses of approach lighting requirements
tact landings are dependent on the particular approach by experienced F 'lots and engineers, and certainly
lighting system u s e d, and determine t h e iost use- there is good agreement between the sources cited,
ful light pattern for check gui dan c e for highly ther is good are ent n theou rcested
developed instrument landings. Available procedures they usually need "sharpening" through experimental
for conducting such tests include the running of field test.
experiments, or the use of a flight simulator in a The fact is that we do not know exactly how
laboratory, or both. much ground information is needed for successful

landing after break-thr.ouSh. It is conceivable, for
Approach-Lighting for Contact Landing Follow- example, that a system providing only three items

ing Break-Through. Most of the work on approach of information from the above list would be adequate.
systems to date has been formulated in terms of the An experimental determination of these minimum
second need level suggested above--that of the pilot information requirements is one of the jobs for which
who wants good contact cues after break-through. The a simulator or a simplified laboratory setup would be
search for the "best" system to meet this need well suited. In effect, we need to know what patterns
begins, as is appropriate, with a consideration of and arrangements of light sources best define a
the specific information and task requirements of the surface and one's orientation to it when the observer
pilot who is to land by last-minute contact cues. is moving relative to it.

The Airport Lighting Evaluation Panel (see The work of Gibson
Breckenridge, 1949), Kalberer (1950), and the Flight (1950) and others would
Technical Group of the International Air Transport suggest (1) that a potentially ambiguous four-sided

Association (1950) have all made analyses of the figure is perceived as a rectangle_! ing in ar avail-

approach and landing problem and have outlined the able well-defined plane whenever the projection in the

requirements of an approach system in terms of the plane is a rectangle, and (2) that vnbiguuus four-

pilot's tasks during contact landing after break- sided figures are normally perceived as rectangle:

through. These requirements (somewhat paraphrased) whenever possible, even in the absence of well-

run as follows: defined planes, and that this very perception in each
case defines the plane of the rectangle.

1. That the system should provide the following This is another way of saying that rectangles
information: have strong shape constancy-a condition not true of
(a) Orientation of the ground plane, or horizontal triangles, to cite one exception. Reports that pilots
(b) Direction to the threshold or touchdown point were. confused aout ground plane orientation when
(c) Distance to the thresheld or touchdown viewing a"funnel" approach pattern support these
(d) Identification of the threshold propositions.
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But available data do not tell us how much interested in obtaining ground plane data from his
"rectangularity" is needed, or how much the use of approach lights.
right angles in an approach pattern can be reduced Pilots who have been testing various Sperry
without producing disorientation, an unconvincing instrument landing aids suggest that the primary re-
ground place, and unsuccessful approaches. It might irument landing are primation
be found, for example, that a relatively few non- quirements for this type of landing are for information
extended light sources (effectively point sources) on direction to touchdown, and little more. The
would define a rectahigle but not provide the basis for approach lights need only to confirm or correct thea cnvicin grundplae. resmaby oe avanageinstrument indication that the plane is on coursea convincing ground-plane. Presumably one advantage (see Sperry Gyroscope Co., 1950).
of extended, bar-type or row sources would be that
they can be used t4 define the horizontal as well as At least two follow-up studies are needed re-
a series of right angles with the flight line. lative to this statement of the information requirement

The basic notion to be kept in mind is this: of approach systems for highly developed instrument
lands: first to determine whether somewhat less

Since the pilot's task in contact landing requires killed pilots concur in this requirement statement,
adequate space perception, the obvious cues to give and second to compare different light patterns for
himthrough the medium ofan approach lighting system their effectiveness in providing the desired infor-
are cues which will assist him in his space per- mation.
ception and orientation.

en The Question of Commitment in Landing. Ino relation to the landing problems just discussed, there
arises the question of how far a pilot will proceed in
an instrument approach without getting visual cues
from outside the cockpit. Once a pilot goes below
a certain altitude or proceeds to a certain point
with his approach, he is committed to follow through
and attempt a landing. The point below which he
cannot pull out and go around, as determined by the
type of aircraft being flown, puts one reasonably
definite limit on this zone of "commitment".

"le The pilot's "emotional threshold" (as used by
Kalberer, 1950), and the accuracy of available instru-
ment aids may set a somewhat higher limit as the
point beyond which he would not commit himself to a
landing without outside visual cues. Presumably as
instrument-landing aids are developed to greater
precision and as pilots develop greater confidence

Sin them, the emotional threshold of the typical pilot
These presumably should be cues which he uses will be lowered until it approximates the pull-out

regularly in ground acrivities and in contact flight, point.
Extended horizontal lines provide one cue to orien- Part of the problem of commitment is tied up with
tation. Texture or detail provides a basis for judging tme adequacy of the pilot's information about ground
orientation and speed of travel, level visibility. According to a recent report (1950),

A good hunch at the present time is that both present Weather Bureau data are not very accurate
of these cues should be used in approach lighting indications of the altitude at which the pilot may
patterns (as indeed they are in many) in conjunction expect to see ground lights in the approachway or
with the "readily perceived rectangle" discussed along the runway. For the night runs summarized in
above, but the specific details of the system which that report, the Weather Bureau had implied poorer
will work best under low visibility need to be deter- conditions than the visibility which was actually
mined experimentally, encountered. For the day runs, the Bureau data had

a standard error of 100 feet. This problem is
The program of research in this field must, of discussed further on page 41, this chapter.

course, be preceded by agreement on the criteria of a
good system, e.g. the kind of corrections that can be Comments on Some Features of Existing
made after break through. Approach Lighting Systems. All approach lighting

Approach Lighting When There is Electronic systems in use or in design propose to show the pilot
Guidance Almost to Touchdown. When electronic "where to go". Lighted trails thus constitute a
guidance is used right through to the vicinity of the single common feature. But these trails have been
threshold and when the only contact part of the land- single or multiple, straight or curved, parallel and
ing is the final touchdown, the pilot cepses to be and nonparallel. There are good logical reasons for
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having a single-trail, c en t e ri n e pattern in the great importance. In the absence of runway marking
approachway(see IATA report, 1950) but the endorse- patterns which are specifically designed to facilitate
meat of any one system should await the completion the landing maneuver, pilots make as good use as
of tests of the relative effectiveness of different they can of painted runway numbers, tar marks, and
trail patterns when marked with lamps of equivalent any other available texture or contrast cues.
power and construction - tests which could well be Among the marking patterns that have been pro-
carried out with a good sinulator. posed or tried out are arrowlike or chevron markings

Several systems have proposed to show the pilot (Haber and Gerothewohl, 1948), sets of rectangular
"how far to go" to touchdown (Calvert, Modified bars or stripes, and comb-like patterns. The Calvert
Slopeline) but nothing is known about how useful such pattern, which includes a bold runway centerline as
information, is to the pilot, well as edge stripes, is currently in trail use at

The Slopeline approach lighting system is the certain airports in this country (LaGuardia, Newark,
MacArthur) and has evoked favorable comment. Theone system specifically designed to provide three- relative visibility of stripe or bar patterns as cam-

dimensional cues in a direct manner--cues whichreaievsbltoftiporaratrnascm
indimatensionl ces inot awrect m s w hihrefen ctthe pared with arrowlike figures has not been determined,
indicate to the pilot where he is with reference to the but one experiment on form perception (Helson and
glide path. The Arcata tests of 1948 (ANC-1948) Fehrer, 1932) indicates that the brightness threshold
indicated that this system might be effective to ceil- for perceiving rectangles is lower than that for cir.

yag and visibility conditions of 25 feet and 1/16 mile cular or certain angular figures. Of no small practical
by day and 0 feet and 1/8 mile by night for planes concern in the testing of different patterns will be

with good cockpit visibility. However, it still needs the efethi tes of ran watern the nw

to be shown that glide pathcues will contribute any- mhe on pattes ognitin.

thing useful over and above the cues offered by a

satisfactory system of defining the ground plane. Distance traveled along the runway can be coded
into the runway marking pattern (as both Calvert and

Identification. The problem of identifying the Kalberer propose) or can be coded into the runwak
approachway to distinguish it from the runway, lighted lights. General opinion holds that the present
city streets, etc. has been handled variously through practice of marking only the last 2000 feet of runway
the use of differential lamp patterns (in some systems) (by changing to amber lights) is inadequate and that
between approachway and runway, differential color, more detailed distance data should be provided. It
light size, shape, and flicker. The use of some is clear that this problem is not a difficult one -to
flickering lights, among the approach lights as deal with experimentally and that an early change to
against all steady lights on runways, and the use of some standardized distance marking scheme would
extended bar lights in the approach system as be highly desirable.
against nonextended lamps on runways, seem per- The problem of identifying turn-off points should
fecily straightforward from the point of view that the not be difficult in itself, but the solution to both this
visual discriminations should be easy. and the preceding problem within the same display

The usefulness of color unfortunately is limited system raises again a questior which was discussed
by the diminished discriminabiliry of different colors earlier in this report, that of how much separate infor-
in heavy haze and by the -fact that filters necessarily mation can be presented effectively in a single dis-
reduce lamp brightness, but to get the greatest return play.
from color coding, laboratory research on color dis-
crimination in haze is very much in order. How much Evaluation of Alternative Procedures In Airport
use can be made of lamp pattern itself as a way of Lighting Research.
identifying the approachway depends, of course, on
what lamp pattern is arrived at from other consider- The best available test data on the use of
ations, but clearly one assessment needed for every different lighting systems under actual low visibility
double-trail approach pattern is a measure of its con- conditions are the Arcata results. The fact is, how.
fusion with the runway pattern. ever, that the Arcata tests are generally appraised

as having been inconclusive-as having answered
some minor questions, but left unanswered the most

Runway end Taxiway Lighting and Marking. important ones. This raises the question as to how

The most important operational requirements for research on problems of airport lighting and marking
runway lighting and marking appear to be that they might best proceed in the future.
provide the following information: (a) orientation of An alternative to field trials, as remarked earlier
the. runway, (b) distance traveled along the runway, in this section, is found in the development and use
and jc) location of turn-off points (see IATA report, of a good flight simulator. Such a testing device in
1950). which different lighting systems could be cheaply and

Most pilots who have had experience with all- easily "installed", may reasonably be expected to
weather :tests are agreed that runway marking is of provide data on the adequacy of pilot orientation
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during approaches with different systems, on the Validity of Simulators. Although we advocate
adequacy with which he can recognize parts of any the extensive use of simulators in studying airport
given system and respond to them correctly, and on lighting problems we want to ste.so the importance
the utility of particular features of different systems. of reproducing in the simulator the essential kinds of
It should speed the collection of these needed data visual clues of pattern and movement that are avail-
since it would permit the running of many trails under able to a pilot in the air. This in itself is a rese~ch
carefully controlled visibility conditions. Calvert problem. Some early flight tests way be necessary in
(1948a), Breckenridge, and Bakan, among others, order to check on the validity of results secured with
have all maintained that simulators which can be specific simulators.
used in the laboratory provide the most effective way
of comparing alternative lighting systems.

The Use of Airport Lighting Simulators. Once B. Aircraft Lighting
ready for use in testing lighting systems, these
simulators will in fact be suitable for certain basic
research as well. Little is known about visual thres- The exterior lighting of aircraft to avoid col-

holds for moving sources, for lights which appear in lisions is not an important problem for all-weather
unexpected locations, etc. and simulators will pro- flying, but rather a problem for night flying under
vide one way of collecting such basic data. Although conditions of satisfactory visibility. While consider.
plans were made within the last two years by the able thought has been given to this lighting problem)

Committee on Aviation Psychology of the National essentially no research has been conducted on the
Research Council to support the completion and use advantages of different marking systems. Lamp in-

of simulators for testing purposes of all sorts, this tensity, flash rate, and color have been varied in
work has not been undertaken, different installations. Seemingly little thought has

been given to light configuration, the use of short
One thing a simulator would fail to do would be rows or bars of lights, and the like. Power considera-

to put the pilot in any danger. This would be both an tions always impose limitations on such lighting
advantage and a disadvantage-the latter being that systems, but the distinguishability of different lamps
test results obtained with a simulator may not neces- and lamp arrangements gives indication of being a
sarily give e v i d e n c e of the confidence the pilot profitable area of study.
would have in the system in actual flight. The
simulator, like the instrudient training flight with a
safety pilot, does not put the pilot completely on his C. Adequacy of Vision Through
own and may not measure validly the minimum visi-
bility conditions under which a pilot would, in actual the Windscreen
flight, be willing to commit himself to a landing. The
simulator should assist, however, in answering many Problems associated with the adequacy of vision
minor design questions and in the development of from the cockpit fall into two separate categories
perhaps two, three, or four systems which could then which, most simply, may be called problems of
be given appropriate field trials. The latter would in quantity and problems of quality. Problems of quantity
turn establish the validity of the simulator for hand- are concerned with providing enough windows in the
ling comparable problems in the future, aircraft so that the pilot can see enough of the outside

In view of the cost, difficulty, and hazards of world to fly his plane safely andefficiently. Problems
field trials, as well as the uncertainties of getting of quality, on the other hand, are those of optical dis-
equally adequate data in all portions of a field ex- tortion, haze, scratching, and other defects in the
periment, the recommended course of action in this windows, which seriously distort or veil what the
area is to defer further field trials until adequate pilot can see. The two groups of problems are suf-
basic experiments in visual orientation and adequate ficiently different for us to deal with them separately.
simulator tests have been completed and final Although some research was done in both areas during
evaluations are in order. the war, there are still many questions to be answered

and we have attempted below to summarize briefly
When field trials are set up, provision should be the important issues.

made for measurements of vertical visibility on every
run, for an approximate equality of light output of Field of View from the Aircraft
single units in all the systems under study, for
detailed recording bf the plane's position throughout Providing the pilot with an adequate field of
each approach, for photo-recording of instruments view from the aircraft runs into a serious conflict of
and pilot eye movements throughout approach, re- interests which must ultimately be resolved. Most
cording of communications, and for the administration pilots would like to be able to see much more space
of the te 3ts by a research team impartial in its than they can from almost all present aircraft. Air-
attitude toward the several systems and interested craft designers, on the other hand, would like, for
only in collecting reliable evaluation data. structural and other engineering reasons, to keep the
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number of windows as small as possible. Further, reasons, even though it is much more difficult to
the trend toward higher speeds in aircraft is almost manufacture curved glass or plastic with good optical
universally associated with more streamlining and qualtiei. Finally, there is a marked trend toward an
smaller windows. This basic conflict between the increasing use of plastic, instead of glass, for trans-
interests of the pilot and those of the designer poses parent panels because plastics are cheaper, lighter,
a very-knotty problem, indeed, and easier to work. However this may be, plastics

Deficiencies in Present Aircraft. That pilots scratch, fog, and haze much more readily than glass

do have valid complaints is borne out by the Arcata and so raise another group of problems.

results. Certain kinds of runway lighting systems Status of Research. Unlike the field.-of-view
were not feasible with some aircraft simply because situation, we do not even have adequate method-
pilots couldn't see all the lights on the ground. ologies for studying the optical quality of transparent
Other data collected by Romejko (1945) during sections. There is little agreemý.nt among manu-
the war showed a correlation between the per. facturers about 14ow to measure distortion, haze, and
centages of taxiing accidents and downward visi- other optical characteristics of transparent panels.
bility over the nose for five types of fighter aircraft. This, then, is the first important step which needs to
P-38's, which had the best downward visibility, were be taken.
involved in the fewest taxiing accidents; P-47's, with
the poorest visibility over the nose, had the highest There are a few studies, done during the war

rate of taxiing accidents. However, the 1949 accident (Pmnson and Chapanis, 1946; and Chapanis, 1946)

at the Washington National Airport in which a P-38 which show marked impairment of depth perception

flew into an Eastern Airlines DC-4 on the final resulting from poor quality glass. Some pilots re-

approach emphasizes in a tragic way the need for ported difficulty in landing certain types of aircraft
even better downward visibility in aircraft. because of the distortion produced by windscreenp,

and there are documented case studies of air sickness
Status of Research. Research in this area during produced by distortion in the windscreens of certain

the war provided us with an instrument for measuring kinds of aircraft. The problems are real, but we
fields of view (Leyzorek, 7945), a mathematical way shall need much more thorough data before we can
of expressing the field of view in units of solid angles formulate standards of optical quality for windscreens
(Chapanis, 1944), and some measurements of the field which will be acceptable to pilots without placing
of view from military aircraft (Leyzorek and Romejko, unreasonable demands on aircraft designers.
1945). Since the war Edwards, working at the CAA
Technical Development and Evaluation Center, has
been conducting similar studies with the aim of deter. D. The Measurement of Visibility
mining windshield areas which should be provided in The meteorologist regularly in c I u d e s in his
commercial aircraft, weather report information concerning what he calls

The Aero Medical Laboratory has supported one visibility. Visibility data are employed in weather
study (which unfortunately is classified) on the predictions and, more important in this connection,
possible uses of periscopes in the cockpit, and they are utilized by the pilot as an index of what he
Roscoe, at the University of Illinois, has conducted may expect to see during flight. The meteorological
several studies on the uses of an optical projection visibility is usually defined as the distance along an
system in landing. The latter method of providing horizontal path at which an indefinitely large and
a view of the ground seems to warrant additional dark object will just be seen by daylight.
study. Sources of Inaccuracy in Present Predictions.
Optical Quality of Windows and Transparent Panels There are a number of bases for inaccuracy in pre-

dictions, from the recorded meteorological visibility,
A pilot must not only be able to see out of his of how far a pilot may expect to see iarious objects

aircraft, he must also be able to see things undistorted during flight. In the first place, the measure of visi-
and undimmed by poor quality glass or plastic. Here bility made at the average weather station is a poor
again, we encounter a basic conflict between pilot approximation of how far the standard large and dark
requirements and engineering requirements. object may just be seen along an horizontal path.

Aerodynamic Considerations. Aircraft designers Generally speaking, large and dark objects are not
would like to streamline aircraft as much as possiblef available, and they are almost never available at
woualdlke tomsreamlsettine a ircraf s muc as po ge each of enough distances so that the distance at
This usually means setting windows in at I a r geCwihte r utvsbecnb eemndwt
angles of incidence to the pilot's line of sight. And, which they are just visible can be determined with
unfortunately, large angles of incidence inevitably accuracy. Furthermore, it is not possible to measure
decrease light transmission, and increase the devi. meteorological visibility at night since it is im.
ation and distortion of light rays through the panel, possible to see a large dark object at any distance if
Aircraft designers also would much prefer to use the night is sufficiently dark.
curved panels rather than flat panels for aerodynamic It has been customary to employ as the measure
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of visibility at night the value measured during the E. Recommendations
day. Informed opinion coisiders it entirely unlikely
that atmospheric clarity remains the same between
day and night, since it has been shown that clarity
depends upon temperature change, which usually Research Objective Vt. Determination of Optimum
occurs when the sun-sets. Conditions for the Use of Direct Vision.

Even with Extensive use of electronic aids
Physical Measurement of Atmospheric Clarity. and automatic equipment for all-weather fly.

Because of the unsatisfactory state of the convention- ing, direct vision will continue to be an im-
al visibility measurements, there has been strong portant factor in many flight conditions,
support for the substitution of a physical measurement especially for flights to small, marginally.
of atmospheric clarity. Perhaps the best known of equipped airports, and for light aircraft
the instruments designed to measure atmospheric carrying minimum equipment. Therefore, some
clarity is the transmissometer designed by C. A. research should be continued cn problems of
Douglas of the National Bureau of Standards. In- direct vision.
struments constructed on different principles have
been designed by V. E. K. Middleton of the National Problem Area 1. Airport Lighting and Marking.
Research Council of Can~ada and S. Q. Duntley of Systematic studies should be made of such
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. questions as the following.

There is at preseit considerable disagreement a. What cues are most important in permitting
as to which instrument will best measure the physical a pilot to orient with respect to the runway
quantity which corresponds to how far objects will be when he sees a pattern of lights from the
seen. A further complication is introduced by the fact air?
that atmospheric clarity along paths from aircraft to
ground is not equivalent to clarity along an horizontal b. What Is the ber t way of ? 4icating position

path. There has been considerable interest, in this along the runway?

country and abroad, in developing an instrument which c. What factors influence a b I I i t y to shift
will measure atmospheric clarity along slant paths. quickly from instruments to ground dis-
Research is at present being conducted by E. 0. plays, and from ground displays to lstre-
Hulburt and associates at the Naval Research Labo- meats?
ratory. The Armed Forces-NRC Vision Committee d. Whet Is the Interaction bewen approuch-
has recently established a working Stoup to consider light design and the design of cockpit
the research needs in this area. instruments? n I

Predicting What the Pilot Will See. Even if it We believe that workon these problems should
were possible to obtain a satisfactory measurement be carried on chiefly in the laboratory, through
of a physical correlate of meteorological visibility, use of simulators. However, this should be
this measurement would not predict how far objects accompanied by some carefully planned flight
of interest will be seen by the pilot. It is obvious test work to check on the validity of the cri-
that few objects of interest are indefinitely large and teria employed in the laboratory research (see
dark. there has been considerable research con- Research Objective IV).
cerned with the relative capacity of the eye to see
objects of different sizes and contrasts. Research
has been particularly active during and since the last Problem A e 2. cision from the Crckpit. Stcdieswar. should be continued to determine by scientific

means the required field of view from the

One organization currently engaged in research of cockpit, and the required quality and angle of

this type is the Vision Research Laboratory at the transparent sections. The efforts of the CAA

University of Michigan which has been supported by Technical Development and Evaluation centor

the Office of Naval Research. Data currently avail- along these lines should be supported. Every

able would make it possible for approximate con- effort should be made to sea that manufoctur-

version factors to be applied, to values of meteoro. rs meet the vision requirements that are
logical visibility in order to predict the distance t already known.

which objects of interest would be seen. Entirely In addition to studies of requirements for
satisfactory predictions await further research in direct vision through the w i n d s c r e n, the
which the objects of special interest to the pilot are possibility of providing supplemental views of
experimentally investigated. British research on the terrain and other aircraft through the use
rockets whose flare is observed from the ground may of reflective or refractive optical systems
lead to important results. should be investigated. Such studies will be
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closely related to those on the use of picwtial continued to determine bettor ways of measw.
displays of space relations (such as television Ing and predicting the conditions of visibility
displays), that will exist during a lending approach, and
Illustrastive research question. How does t' of improving visibility through the choice of
accustracyo manual landingstion. ma dos a the type and spatial distribution of energy inaccuracy of manual landings in marginal arotlgtsuc s
weather vary as a function of the field of view airport light sources.
through the windscreen? Illustrative research problem. What ways of

measuring visibility from the ground agree
most closely with actual visibility of airport

Problem Area 3. Measurement of Atmospheric Trans. lights from the cockpit of an approaching air-
mission Charocteristics. Studies sh•ould be craft?
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CHAPTER VII

VOICE COMMUNICATION

Voice communication has always been an essen- A
tial -element in air navigation and traffic control. It
offers the quickest and simplest means of requesting
and of providing many kinds of information. We point-
ed out earlier that both pictorial and symbolic visual
displays enjoy peculiar advantages for communicating
certain kinds of data. For example, information re-
lating to terrain is far more adequately represented by
maps or pictures than by a verbal description. How- -
ever, there is reason for supposing that spoken lan-
guage will continue to play a significant role in air-
traffic-control in the future. Let us consider briefly,
therefore, what may be done to put this part of the
total traffic-control problem on a good footing.

There appear to be four ways of improving voice
communication for purposes of air-traffic- control.
These are: (1) by improved technical equipment de-
signed to minimize the harmful effects of noise; (2)
by systems research aimed at identifying and elim-
inating some of the current "bottlenecks" in commun-
ication links; (3) by studies of the voice signal in Technical Requirements
relation to the talker with the view of exploiting his
maximum capability as a transmitter; and (4) by psy- First let us consider briefly, what the require-
chological research to determine how to formulate and ments are for satisfactory voice communications.
present verbal messages to human operators in such a Then some of the difficulties in meeting these require-
way as to insure maximum accuracy in the shortest ments will be considered.
time. These requirements rre adequately stated in any

one of the several matnematical articles that have
been published recently by French and Steinberg,

A. The Technical Improvement (1947), Beranek, (1947), and Fletcher and Gait, (1950).
In general, we may assume that the total spectrum of

of Voice Communication speech sounds may be divided somewhat arbitrarily
into about twenty bands. In each of these separate

The actual state of voice communication in avia- bands the speech signal must be more intense than
tion today falls short of what is technologically pos- the noise in the same band by a satisfactory margin.
sible. All that a person needs to convince himself of Furthermore, in the interest of naturalness and to
this is a good short-wave receiver and a few minutes avoid interband masking, it is deq~rable to have uni-
to "listen in" on some of the staneard channels. Al- form amplification in the various bands.
most certainly these deficiencies contribute to some
failures in air navigation and traffic control. Both air In specific terms, satisfactory speech communi-
route traffic controllers and tower controllers agree cation requires that the speech sounds be picked up
that lack of adequate communication facilities is the from the speaker and transmitted to the listener with
chief "bottleneck" in present air operations (see uniform amplification between 300 cps and 6,000 cps,
Appendix II). the signal reaching the listener's ears being at least

15 db more intense in each of twenty bands than the
In contrast with this, we know that the technical noise at the same point.

means are available for very good communication be- Noise Limits Adequate Communicaiion
tween any two points--witness the existence of broad-
cast facilities that put program material into every So much for the formal requirements. They are
corner of the United States at the same time. From a simple and clear enough and, more important, the tech-
purely technical point of view, the pilot could be pro- nical means by which they can be achieved are pretty
vided with far better quality in his voice communica- well known. What are the difficulties? In terms of the
tion channel if we were to set out to accomplish this technical operation of such a system, the chief cul-
end. prit is noise. Let us c',nsider briefly the problem of
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noise and then look at two other important factors that tion circuits, such as "hole punchers", which filter
limit the present effielency of voice communication out certain bands in the spectrum, may give rise to
chanmni, 11NAM9y, inbdequate engineering and *co- peculiar and unpredictable forms of distortion. It is
nemiq libqltetions, (It should be noted that we are deal- not anticipated, however, that such devices will play
1q$ hom only with the signal as It reaches the human any great role in air-traffic-control systems.
eat, Rod not with the question of whether the listener
Interprets the signal correctly). Noise Surrounding the Pilot

The sources of noice are three in number: first, The noise that reaches the ears of the listener
acoustic noise that gets into the microphone; second, directly presents a number of somewhat wunelated prob-
electrical noise that enters the circylt In the equip- lems. These had best be discussed separately for
ment and radio tlansn.111seo link; end third, acoustic the pilot and the ground controller.
noise 1fa|•iq th% listener's ear directly. The three
qewcq of nalo an summative, that is, noise once it At the pilot's position, as is well known, listen-
•t•.et the system must be added to the noise from L conditions are often rather bad. The airplaneother sources and cannot be eliminated latero The noise can, and should, be reduced by proper acous-tical treatment of the plane. But this will not alwaysmagnitude of the noise is measured with reference to ythe signal, that is, the L~ sfactor is to achieve be effective, and pilots will open windows, which
the sirle egnal,-thatisthose rfactoristo, ach more than offsets the best work that the acousticala favorable over-all oignal-to-noise ratio,.nier a oengineer can do. 0

£ gislcal Noise is an Engineering Problem Under these circumstances, resort must be had to
Electricl noise ariseies from a wide variety of two measures. First, the pilot's headset or helmet

aourwes. I; may consist of atmospheric static, or r-f should exclude as much sound as possible. From 10
tadiation ftom Ignition systems and other electrical to 30 db of insulation can be provided readily by a
equipment in the plane and on the ground, and finally comfortable cushion such as was used by the U. S.
of background noise in the transmitter and receiver. Navy during the recent war. Equally good insulation,

although less comfortable, is provided by the standard
Most kinds of electrical noise cannot be removed Air Force sponge rubber cushion. It should be noted,

by simple measures. Atmospheric static, for instance, however, that such cushions are not a matter of
has a given intensity at any particular place and time. chance, that "any old cushion" will not give equal re-
Its intensity cannot be altered. The degree to which suits. Recent work of Bekesy suggests that 30 to 35 db
it iWoerfers wikh radio transmission will depend on the is the best that can be expected of any such device.
location %nd intensity of the disturbance, propagation What is now required is probably not new headset de-
vcaditio|n, the band-width of the receiver, etc. Within signs but rather some effort to make good headsets
rather wide limits, the only way to beat atmospheric more generally available.
static is to put on the receiving antenna a signal which The second part of the solution is to provide an
Is stronger that the competing static. This means adequate signal at the pilot's ear. Wartime experience
more powerful transmitters located at short distances, suggested that adequate audio power was one thing
and, of course, wide geographic separation of stations on which most manufacturers skimped. Any single
on the same frquoecy, Likewise for receiver back- figure is somewhat arbitrary, but something in the
geand noise, the solution is an increase in r-f signal neighborhood of 500 milliwatts per headset is indi-
str••gth, Ignition noise, and other forms of man-made cated. Furthermore, careful attention should be given
otativ can, of course, be controlled. In this case, the to be sure that, as the power is pushed up, perform-
problem is largely one of adequate maintenance. The ance does not deteriorate when the receiver is over-
method of modulation (f-m and a-m) is also important. loaded.

This is not the place t go into detail concerning
the electrical and engineering problems involved in Babble in Control Centers
findip•g th, post practical way to reduce electrical
qtaerfe;lnce. Two comments are warranted concerning

the psychological aspects of the problem, however. The problem of reducing the babble in Control

First, proposals have sometimes been made for Towers and Air Traffic Control Centers would appear
n Fi cir cupr tryl that romeduces then maudi-fr- offhand to be more nearly a straight operational prob-noise.reduclaS circuitry that reduces the aidio-fre- lem than anything else. It is clear that ten people

quency range of the system. This may result in an connot converse effectively in a small, highly rever-
apparent Improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio with- berant room; yet this is very nearly what is attempted
out any real benefit so far as the listener is concern- in some cases.
ed. The ear is fundamentally a highly efficient fre- Thi soe e company learned many years ago
quency-selective system, and external restriction of that central exchanges could not be operated by hav-
the range almost never improves on the ear's achieve- ing an operator sit facing a bettery of separate tele-
ment. phones, each with its distinctive bell, trying to

Second, some of the more elaborate noise-reduc- answer each in turn. The steps to be taken require pro-
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gramming of communications just as much as pro- given level of ambient noise, it is the most difficult.
Stemming of air traffic. The limiting factor, of course, is the speaker's voice.

The easy way to get a good ratio of signal to noise atThe most serious offender in the present arrange- this point is to bring a microphone up close to the

ments is the open radio circuit in a stand-by condition. speaet Is By crefu s microphone,

SinL e most receivers have AVC, gain is automatically speaker's lips. By careful use of a good microphone,
increased until background noise and static teach quite satisfactory results can be obtained so long as

the noise does not exceed about 105 db in over-allsignal levels. It is inevitable that, with three or four level. Thus, if movable microphones are used in con-
such lines, there can never be favorable listening trol towers, there is little reason that this source of
conditions. The first step would seem to be some kind noise should be disturbing.
of interchannel noise suppression; but if it is pos-
sible to achieve this, then some kind of annunciator There are unfortunately a fair number of aircraft
or ring-down device could also be attached. There is in which the 105 db level is exceeded, at least in the
really no reason why the tower operator should not cockpit. For these planes the solution lies either in
have the same kind of communication facilities as (1) sound treatment of the planes, or (2) a microphone
does the agent at the ticket counter, line lamps, ring- provided with a suitable noise shield or other noise-
down relays, etc. If it is concluded that all circuits cancelling features. Work remains to be done along
must have a continuous aural monitor, then the least the latter line although reasonably satisfactory in-
that could be done is to let one man serve this func- struments have been built.
tion and have him assign the channel to the appropri- There are also serious ambient noise problems in
ate controller until his traffic is cleared. The pan- some of the newer GCA installations. These are pro-
oramic adaptor is another possibility here. It permits duced by noise which gets into the radio channel and
the operator to be in aural contact with one station, adds unnecessarily to the pilot's difficulties. There
and at the same time get visual indications from all is no evident reason why attention to the needs of

stations on neighboring frequencies, the users on the part of the equipment designers can-

not cut down this source of noise to acceptable levels.

Why Not Improved Equipment?

From this brief survey it would appear that there
are not any great hurdles in the path of getting satis-
factory voice communication. The laws of physics
impose limitations, it is true, but let us repeat what
was said above, namely, that there appear to be on
hand, or there can be developed, all of the technical
devices that will give first-rate communication be-
tween pilot and ground, or between one ground station
and another. Why don't we have such facilities today?
Perhaps the answer lies beyond the mission of this
report, but let us mention two important road blocks.

The first is inadequate engineering..By this is
meant the failure to apply fully the information that
is available today. It is fairly evident that the voice
channels have been the step-child of the navigational

The psychological factors underlying the tower and traffic-control systems.
operator's problem are fairly clear. Good communica- Radio voice links have been taken for granted
tion requires a signal-to-noise ratio of roughly 4 to 1. while engineering personnel have been busy with the
This cannot be achieved when several equally loud more spectacular crop of war babies like DME, sur-
signals feed into one man's ears with equal priority. veillance radar, and the like. Even less attention has
Furthermore, unless there is some important overlap, been given to the audio-frequency characteristics of
it is probably more efficient for the operator to handle such systems than has been given to the radio-fre-
one message at a time. In general, the more important quency problem. It is axiomatic that these problems
problems needing investigation here do not have to do will not solve themselves and improvement will come
with voice communications per se but the total in for- about only when airlines, manufacturers, and govern-
mational input to the single operator. ment administrative agencies give sustained attention

to the problem.
Talking Over High Levels of Noise On the other hand, when a determined effort is

The third source of noise is at the microphone of made to improve voice communications, there will ap-
the talker. In some ways, this is the easiest problem pear a number of interrelated problems that may be
to solve, at least up to a certain point. Beyond a called economic. As illustrations, there are limits to
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the weight of equipment that can be carried in a plane, provide almost an Aladdin's lamp in comparison with
to the cost of building radio equipment to very high some present communication circuits.
standards of precision , to the number and power require-
ments of grounG. facilities that will give interference
free transmission, and to the space available in C. Improving the Voice Signal at Its Source
crowded terminal facilities. Here, as at many other points of this report, we

All of these have to do with what it will cost to might consider some of the personnel problems in-

bring voice communications up to acceptable stand- volved in selecting and training operators but it is

ards. In some cases, these economic limitations are beyond the scope of this report to deal with these

already quite real. In small private aircraft, for in- problems. We would like to point out in passing that

stance, the weight limitation is a ver, real one. So is people can be tested for the intelligibility of their

probably the. cost of building a larger number of more e signals, and that speaking ability can be Im-

powerful ground stations. Froved by drill and by policies that emphasize that
on-the-job voice communication should aim at one-
time transmissions.

B. The Improvement of Communication Apart from the selection and training of speakers

Systems there are several ways in which the design of equip-
ment and communication systems interacts with the

Consideration should be given to the numerous speaker in such a way as to affect the voice signal.
complaints that are lodged against the telephone and These iateractions are important for communication
radio circuits by the people who are using them under engineering and are a legitimate topic for human
present operating conditions. These are detailed in engineering.
Appendix II of this report, and they seem to show that
the ratio circuits are not only the step-child of de- Control of the Side-ton".
velopment programs but also the undeserving scape-
goat for a good manytroubles. Side-tone is the auditory experience of the talker

as he hears his own voice. The signal may reach
Minimizing Delays. Delays in communication be- his hearing mechanism either through bone conduction

tween centers, between controllers and pilots, and or by an around-the-Lead route from the mouth to the
between tower and center, represent a breakdown in ear. In circumstances in which the talker wears'a
the very nerve-fibers of control. It is hard to under- headset he may hear from his earphones essentially
stand how control can function at all if delays of from the same level of signal that his other listeners
5 to 10 minutes.nometimes occur in getting through to receive. Harvey Fletcher found that a strong side-
a neighboring control center. tone tends to reduce the vocal in ten s i t y of the

To outsiders, such as the writers of this report, speaker. Lightfoot and Morrill have confirmed these

these delays do not make sense. Suppose that each findings. Thus, equipment-wise, the level of the

position in a control center were provided with the side-tone should be reduced in order to keep the

ten (or twelve) keys of a modem frequency signalling talker's signal at a high level.

system, and that the centers, control towers, company The time aspect of side-tone is especially inter-
radios, and auxiliary facilities were interconnected by esting. Delayed side-tone is an auditory feedback
modern crossbar switching. In less than two seconds that is out of time with talking event. Such delays
any controller could be in touch with any other person may occur over lines of cascaded amplifying units.
in the system to whom he wanted to give information Noticeable delays are more common in circumstances
or from whom he wanted to receive it. If desirable, in which the output of a communication system enters
the connection could bridge the line being called so a room and then, together with echo, re-enters the
that direct information would be obtained about the electrical system.
busy condition at the other end. Direct intercon- The effect of noticeably delayed side-tone upon
nection with company radio would permit talking to the speaker is to block temporarily his progress in
the pilot without the intervention of a third person. talking, or -with small delays, to stretch out or pro-

long the utterance of a message. Black (1951) reports
Systems Studies. Studies are already under way that within the range of delay from .02 to .30 sec.

that will consider some of the traffic load and trunk- maximum retardation of spech occurs with about .18
ing problems of such a system. The Bell Telephone sec. reatime of speech occurt ages Is
Laboratories, for example, are reviewing the entire increased by more than 100% with this delay. Investi-
problem of traffic-control-center communications for insreased ere than to w i ne th e del eti-
the CAA. It is to be sincerely hoped that these gations are underway to try to determine the deleteri-
studies will not stop with the conventional facilities ous effect - if any - of the delay that occurs in normal
but that they will go ahead to outline what can be speech and the ear.
done with the equipment and facilities that need no
development but can be taken down from the shelf to Two persons communicating with each other may
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also sometimes be caught up in an unstable feed back communication inefficiency, is a poorly formulated
system. If the signal to one man is weak and the set of messages, transmitted in ipdividug*l vocabti.
other loud, the first talker may speak lo 'uder and lanies.
louder While the second talker may speak softer and Msaeaayi derhi urnl npo
softer, and thus each feeds signals to the Qther that gress, g whc analsits obeachtise currmaenl in pro.

tendtowrd vengreaer nstbilty.ment in message wording. Pne of th~sp studies (now
The cousic Eviromentbeing under;aken by the Mfedical D~ivision of the CAA,

and by the Human Rtesources Reseqr~h Lsh~pr#,toriei
The acoustic environment of the speaker may be of the USAF) is dasigped to secuip tol Rfesvqaty

interpreted as having two major aspects, (1) the sound data to construct an ipmprpatipn,41 4Vqfq y Ncary
that the speaker hours immediately before he trans. for use in air-traffic-control. Other message analysis
mits, and (2) the external sound that surrounds h~m as studies, in progress at the University of Virginia,
no spooks. have sought to define the fundamental "message

The speaker is affected by at least two aspects it"noleinmiarcmnniinsuhs
of his acoustic environment in a manner to alter his strategic long-range missions, and in qpsh s~oaq-
effectiveness in communications. First, sound in- ragqprtosa ron-ocol4IpS

tenitisother than ones produced by side-tone, and close support of groUP4 ~rnQPS. T14; 1:9~i
cauenstie s, ekrt as h ntniylvlo i cation measurement program being conducted by thg

caue te peaerto ais te itesit leelof isFranklin Institute for the ANDO *oi414 sqp con.
voice. Second, in two-way conversations the peaker trbt aeilyt i ea ~$.0 ofmssg
tends to take on some of the characteristics of the fruain ~,aefpuaiqr;rhse~

voie t wichhe s espndig.Itthu, ecoeshighly relevant to the communicatiop involved in air-
possible to control the responding :speaker's voice traffic-control and air-navigatiog oPeraziPqs. Thc
advantageously by feeding hiom a moderately strong otm~rdnac fmsae q irq~ ~~
signal that is precisely articulated(see Black, 1950a, important probim n #ppo jV, Setio i
1950b). I.IO

Relation of Message Fonflulqtieq Tg ~kp
D. The Improvement of Miessage Reception Althqugls rp~f;iiiz:d qiessq8Cq 4Fe .c *sy FPA

Aside from the improvements resulting from the ceiyed in tmpi 9f a~qffldq4n0g ; qpf Pf th listen-
application of research findings to equipment and er, there is the corollary prpblom of acco~mmodating
operational procedure, there remains the additional the capacity of the s 41e. T~ie ~endriyial
possibility that the speed and accuracy of communi- less intense at the end of a pl~as~e Than aT Thl! on-sc
c~tioqs piay be FPhazced by the more efficiecv~ apl ftlig ls h egho psiqlssipp per brea;h
ing of messages and/or the more rapid presen. . i-2 of decreases with coqditigis of h$4s altitude. Pp9ssihlW

audiqry iformatio to the isreqer.the talkrer's efficiency at The. en4 of ~*i f~ra
speech approximates his cqpditiqq ;;~

Message FPrmulot~qn For Listeners of a trap~sn4sýicp at altitude, alfhq9gi hq q0a
lencg has 99! eFen estah!j~odl.

The language of air-traffic-control in present use
has evolved through years of usage, dating back to The ultimate system of roptiqizvd messages
the "Ham" radio operators, and is not the product of should ibe cons crup ted to accommodate (1) the
linguistic research. Although considerable standard' busilqss of to. tppamfq, ( il@91 #elfg (g 4 qpoe4.r
ization of ypcabqlr (nofsm essages) 4as 'efficiency. The Naval , chool of 4yian4pp 14f 4

been attained, it is by no means apparent that the is exploring the possibility char Pqqqeiq f
standardized system in current usage is the most five syllables umay reprpýqf q feqjc ~j,
efficient one that could have been devised. Indeed' satisfying listening, talking, and business.
it is highly doubtful that such is the case.

Furthermore, much voice communication is not Monitoring More Than Qpq Ck~qnqil
well standardized, and there are many variants even It isptndiabefraisqe ohq4 ;
qf the standardized vocabulary. It is striking to notes fedsialfoalstgr;hCql o

the wide discrepancy between one control tower and get information from more than one source. Th ea .-
another with respect to the phrasing of messages in- set, however, provides only one-channel monitoring
volved in identical operations. Also, as traffic at a single instant. The single-vparphqne headset i$
density increases and controllers have more to do, frequently employ;!d commerically a .nd in tra inipg tp
they frequently use non-standard (abbreviated) phras- provide two-channel monitoring - one electrical and
ing. It seems probable that message intelligibility teohrfc-ofc omncto.Ti iutg

is reduced and transmission time increased by this. ocusi h okifcmeca Ircat
lack of a uniform, scientifically-designed communi- Whereas in military flights it is standard practice
cation vocabulary. Added to noise, as a source of for the pilot and co-pilot to wear a helmet and often
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an oxygen mask, this is rare in commercial flying. them. Through the eyes we build up knowledge about
Hence, in military situations, use of the interphone many complex geometrical properties of the world.
between the pilot and co-pilot is standard practice; With them, we are able to make directly quatitative
in commercial flying the pilot usually talks to the co- judgments of high accuracy. Furthermore, its mention-
pilot In open air. ed earlier the development of the so-called "con-

The result is that a headset is rarely worn over stancies" permits us to judge the properties of

both ears at the same time. A few tests suggest that objects abstracted from the accidental circumstances

this procedure does not seriously interfere with the of their location, orientation, illumir' don, etc.

efficiency of radio reception, provided the cant of These complex perceptual skills often make a
the headset does not break the seal of the cushion man's eyes more useful than elaborate instruments.
(hence, the goodness of the insulation) on the ear In contrast, the ears of the most useful In direct face-
being used. This question deserves investigation, to-face communication. Coupled with man's ability
with regard to the efficiency of the open ear, the ear to speak, our ears provide us with spoken language,
with the headset, and the influence on the latter of Written language is always a later and slowly learned
noise entering the unprotected ear. substitute for speech.

Where the Ears are Better

E. The Ear Versus the Eye as At the risk of being somewhat superficial, Wp
can list some of the more obvious situations in which

a /eans of Communication the ears are probably superior to trie eyes.

One of the most frequently asked, and least fre- 1. As an alarm, where a signal must be given at
quently answered, questions that is put to the psy- an unexpected time in a long eontinuqys wqtch.
chologist is whether it is better to give information 2. As a signal where timing is important, .such as
to a man by eye or by ear. Actually the problem is a "Ready, Now!",
one that has received a great deal of attention, 3. Where the process of communication is two-way,
especially in the area of education since the in- the efficiency of the conversation depending on
vention of the motion picture. After all the work that the rapid give and take of messages.
has been done, the best thing that can be said is that 4. Where the rate of informational input is very low
there is no general answer. but where it must be relatively co n t i n u o u s

It is pretty well agreed that the ryes and the ears such as monitoring some process continuoksly.
are far ahead of any other sense organs that we can It will be noted that all of these exmwples ibaye
use for communication. But of these two, each has the one aspect in common, namely, that time is the
its special characteristics and only a dareful and aspe t in tom mo ne tha ripte i the
detailed statement of the particular problem can elicit of occurence of in terms of rate of change.
a clear answer. Even then a practical test of the
two alternatives may be the best recommendation that Where the Eyes oee 6"tter
c:, be made. We offer here a few generalizations in
the hope that they may point the guiding lines in such A corresponding list for the eyes might be as
a particular analysis. follows:

1, When "relationql" information, as defined else-
Basic Differences Between Vision and Hearing where in this report, is to be rpronted.

The most important distinction between vision Broadlv, this probably means intormation that

and hearing is that vision is organized with respect can be presented meaningfully with respect to
tospaceand hearing wst iith respt oa ime .wiTheres t two orthogonal dimensions.
to space, and hearing with respect o thime. There 2. When complex information must be displayed
are, of course, temporal properties of things seen, briefiy although it requires q longer period for
and spatial localization of sounds heard. But these its appreciat#on. The PP/ screen is perhaps
are secondary. Along with the difference between one example.
space and time goes a difference in what fills them 3. In the display situatione (or equally good; the
in. The eyes see objects in space; the ears hear trigonometric ds table) wthere a great deal of pth
events that happen. With our eyes we orient our. trntiao information can b e stored and use made
selves, and see both objects and ourselves in re- of the analytical ability of the eyes as they
lation to one another. Our ears furnish us with a search through the total display tor the role-
sense of continuity and tell us when things start andtubes,
stop. These differences are very fundamental, yet vansim ati. a thay tage tabe
the two senses fit together and neither is sufficient facsimile, etc., are devices that take odvantage
without the other for normal activities. of this ability of the eyes.

4. Where it is possible to make quantitative es-
Superimposed on the inborn differences between timates directly, such as "half as much" when

the two senses are the ways we are taught to use interpolating in scaled reading.
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The eye finds its bsefulness, then, where it Is Problem Area 1. Improvement of Voice Trans.
Judging spatial properties, or information that can be mission. Studies should be med& of sveral
displayed in spatial terms. In addition, the eyes have speci.l Iisteningond speaking problems.Ways
the e.dvantage that they can search through inform- of Improving the production of voice signals
don and single out wanted items, and, from a practi- through the control of side tone should be in.
cal point of view, it is much easier to store visual vestigsted. The efficiency of listening with
information. By the same process, the eyes are at a one oar should be investigated under a var.
disadvantage in picking up and reading sudden lity of masking and distracting conditions.
signals. Studies employing both acoustical and pay.

Research comparing the eye and the car as choelticel methods should be mode to dit.

channels of communication is underway at the U nI cover the effect of a smell enclosure on the

versity of Virginia, under Air Force contract. (See, human Voie.

for example, Cheatham, 1950;) Day and Beach 1950). Illustrative research questions. When using
Among the recent (unpublished) findings at Virginia an oxySen mask or a noise shield, why is the
is tiat under conditions of divided attention auditory loss of intelligibility suffered greater than
reception appears superior to visual for messages would be expected on the basis of physical
employing language. measurements of the enclosures alone? Can

one of two competing conversations be heard

The Eye and Ear Are Only Sensing Devices. more or less effectively when both ears hear

When we consider specific problems of air- both, or when each ear hears only one?

traffic-control, we sometimes find that neither visual Problem Area 2. Improvement of Message PFrm.
nor auditory methods of presentation possess any in- ulotion. Studies should be made to determine
herent advantages. We venture the assertion that for optimum ways of formulating or encoding mes-
much of the Information required, It makes no mater- sags for transmission by voice or other
lal difference whether eyes or ears are used. means. The requirements of both the speaker

and the listener should be considored. This
Many of the decisions which will be made de- topic, and the related one of encoding i nfe-.

pend upon highly symbolic forms of information, it top Ic, relation to the action to be tiken.

is often immaterial whether such symbolic material ctol first for the kind of basic bsearch on

is pr sented to a man as words spoken or as numbers humca infornotonehiendling bapiesty rechoin

read from s dial. In either case, the important limita- mended under Research Obelctive II.

tion is the ability of the recipient to handle just so

many numbers at one time, just a certain complexity When successful methods have been de-
of the material presented. The sensory channel used veloped for measuringthe information4andling
makes rather little difference, capacity of the human operator, comparisons

should be made in a wide variety of situs.
The critical questions are not eye versus ear, tions using visual and auditory Inputs to es-

but rather such qlueations as: Is the information soen-hmoecery h piumotdda

coded in the most useful form? Does it have to be tablish more cloarly the optimum coaditions

transformed before It is used? Does the Instrument fog each type Of p'oseuwion,
store the Infpmtlon In useful form, and reaises It Illustrative research problems. An internation-stor th infrma~on n uefu for, od reeas Ital language is needed for air traffic control.

as soon as it has boon utilixed? At times the eye Should this be a spoken language, a printed

and the ear may supplement and reinforce each other; lanuag, o a sriry mo

at other times one or the other may be more effective; lanlua~e, or a not of abitrry symbols?

and, finally, the entire system must be planned to Problem Are. 3. Optimum Use of Visual and
make sufficient use of both. Auditory Means of Communications. Studies

should he mads of the relative odvooters of
auditory and visual messages including com.

F. Recoonmendations parisons of eoditeryquentlaiqperiodlc and
visseli.slmultaneau-cont0nue8s presentation.

Research Objective VII. Determination of the Pay. Studies should also be mode of the advantages
chological Re q u i reme n ts for Comnunication achieved by simultaneous auditory and vias
Systems. uaI presentation of the same Information, end

Communication is an essential element in air the relative advantages of unl-sensory and
navigation and traffic control. Many of the psy- multi-sensory data displays.

cholosical requirements for good communication Illustrative research problem. Tests should
systems are already known. However, some of be made of the following hypothesis: If it is
these have not been implemented on the tech- necessary to give an operator an important
nical side, and some important questions of corn- message, it is much better to give it to both
munications still lack psychological answers, the eyes and ears than to one sense alone.
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CHAPTER VIII

SYSTEMS RESEARCH , ANALYSIS, And EVALUATION

Long.range plans for research on air-traffic-con-
trol systems must include provisions for systems re-
search, analysis, and evaluation. These operations
are ordinarily associated closely In any practical re-
search program, but they have somewhat different
aims.

System research has as its aim the discovery of
general principles that can be applied to the design
and development of new systems. It is concerned
with the question: What kind of system is needed?

System analysis has as its aim the discovery
and identification of sources or error or variability
in a system, the measurement of the relative mag-
nitude of the errors contributed by the various sub-
systems, and the arrangement of the man-machine
elements in a system in their most efficient comb-
ination. System analysis tells the design engineer
about the weak links in the system-the components
that need to be improved-and suggests directions in A. Some Criticism of Equipment
which further developments may profitably proceed. Evaluations Carried Out in the Past

System evaluations measure the efficiency and
output of a total system so that it can be compared Subjectivity. In the past, evaluations of sys-
with other systems. The evaluation is, in a manner tems and new items of equipment have frequently been
of speaking, a final examination. When the design infused with highly subjective elements. Engineers
engineer has done the beat that he can with a new who design gadgets and organizations that sponsor
system, a system evaluation will tell him whether their development naturally have feelings of personal
his new s y s t em is any improvement over the old investment in their inventions and it Is only human
system. that they may fail to appreciate some of the short-

comings of their brain children.
Definition of "Error" in a System. We can dis- Use of Overly Skilled Observers. In addition to

tinguish four kinds 6f errors in a system. These are this source of bins, most engineers are prooly qual-
(a) qualitative errors, (b) quantitative errors, (c) tem- ified to evaluate equipments from a human-engineering
poral errors, and (d) sequential errors. Qualitative standpoint. They are, in the first place, often more
errors refer to errors of kind; quantitative errors to highly trained and more intelligent than the average
variations in amount; temporal errors are delays In asy sem;andsequntil erorsarethoe tht ocurperson who will actually operate the equipment. Com-
system; and sequential errors are those that occur plex sequences of operations that an engineer takes
when an operation is performed out of its proper se- in his stride may completely baffle a person without
quence, or, at least out of its most efficient order. technical training. In the second place, the engineer's
In many contexts variability and error are synonymous. technical training frequently predisposes him to use
These sources of error are discussed more in detail it in a different way than would a person less fa-
later in this chapter. miliar with its construction principles.

Definition of a System. It is worth emphasizing Another common procedure for evaluating new
that the word "system" includes the entire as- equipments in the past has consisted of turning the
semblage of men and machines which are concerned new item over to a group of pilots, or to some other
with air-traffic control. We particularly stress the group of consumers, and asking them for their opin-
words "entire assemblage" because experience has ions. This procedure is open to many objections.
shown that isolated man-machine elements, even The pilots or consumers who are selected to test
through they function well in the laboratory, may not the item are frequently exceptional, the cream of the
perform efficiently when they art. installed as links crop, and hence not qualified to judge the suitability
in a large system. of the item for. average users. As a matter of fact, this
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use of very highly skilled pilots characterizes ex- variables means that the analysis of the data must be
perimental fliSht test groups almost without exception, done with special statistical techniques but the

Varying Criteria. Different evaluators may also techniques are avuilable for extracting meaningful

use entirely different criteria for their judgments. results from multivariate problems. (See, for example,

Since the basis of their judgments may not be clearly Brownley, 1947; Cochran and Cox, 1950; and Edwards,

stated, the evaluators also commonly render opinions 1950).

on the basis of irrelevant considerations. Because system evaluations are experiments,
they require the same careful planning, and are sub-

Resistance to Change. Finally, if a new system ject to the same requirements, as any laboratory ex-
or 6quipment involves procedures or operations periment. Some of the special research methods
markedly different from those to which the evaluators employed in system studies, and the desirable
may have'been trained up to that time, they may give qualifications for personnel who use these methods
the new arrangement an unfavorable rating simply be- are considered in the following sections.
cause it is unfamiliar and they do not have enough
time to become thoroughly trained in the new pro- Sampling
cedure.

The validity of the results obtained in any ex-
If a new, scientifically improved instrument panel periment is in a large measure determined by the

were to be turned over to a group of pilots* for eval-. adequacy of the sampling used in the experiment.
uation, there would undoubtedly be many complaints All inferential statistics and tests of significance
that pilots could not use the new arrangement, are valid only if the sample meets certain strict
even thoughcareful tests might show it to be decidely requirements. In human-engineering studies, two
superior when tested with men who had been trained important kinds of sampling have to be considered.
on it. Much of the resistance to the adoption of new, These we shall call population and situation sam-
more efficient typewriter keyboards, as an illustra- pling. Psychologists and statisticians have been
tion, arises from secretaries and typists who are generally aware of the former, but have often ignored
over-trained on present keyboards. the latter.

Of course the people who have to re-learn are Population Sampling. The primary concern of the
inconvenienced temporarily by the change and may experimenter with respect to population sampling is
make mare errors for a time. An ideal here is to dis- to insure that the people, the subjects, used in the
cover improved designs that not only are better for evaluation of a piece of equipment or a system are
novices, but to which highly trained operators can representative of the group that will ultimately use
make the transition easily. This problem of relearn- it. The subjects should be properly trained, but not
ing, however, is a factor that should be considered overly trained. In some cases the experimenter may
apart from the basic efficiency of the layout. want to use novices in order to find out how easily

they learn to use a new item of equipment. Subjects
In this connection, the Bell Telephone Labo- should be as intelligent as, but not more intelligent

ratories are studying the process by means of which then, the ultimate users of the equipment. Finally,
an individual can arrive at a stable opinion about a they should have roughly the same kinds of abilities
new item of equipment. They find, for example, that and capacities as the people who will use the equip-
the initial reaction often is quite unstable, and that ment. For example, if a certain radar in an air-traffic-
it is necessary to shift back and forth between the control center will be used by enlisted men who have
old and the new equipment several times before a no more thegn a high school education, that radar
reliable judgment of the new can be made. should not be evaluated by using college students as

experimental test operators.

B. System Analyses and Evaluations It is beyond the scope of this report to discuss
sampling procedures in detail. Suffice it is to say

Are Experiments that statisticians have evolved several, and that the

System analyses and evaluations overcome ob- treatment of experimental results is dependent in part

jections such as those discussed in the preceding on the kind of sampling procedures used in an ex-

section and substitute objectively verifiable results periment. (See Deming, 1950; McNemar, 1940; and

for subjective opinions. The systems analyses and Yates, 1949).

evaluations we are concerned with are experiments in Situation Sampling. Not only must equipmeut
the true sense of the word. They are, to be sure, evaluations adequately sample the ultimate con-
much more complicated than the traditional model of sumers of that equipment, they must also sample the
an experiment which holds all factors constant except kinds of situations that the equipment may be ex-
one. System studies invariably involve the simultane- pected to meet. This is what we mean by situation
ous manipulation of several independent variables, sampling. The research must include the kinds of
but the manirulation is a deliberate, controlled ma- situations that will occur in the real job. For ex-
nipulation. The simultaneous involvement of several ample, if we want to tes~t the utility of an approach
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lighting system for a pilot who does not know where two curves for different systems might start at the
the runway is, then somehow or other we must get same point and diverge markedly as the load in-
pilots disoriented before we make the measurements creases. Or, two curves might start at different
in our experimental flights, levels at light loads, converge with moderate loads,

The importance of situation sampling for systems and the diverge in the opposite direction under heavy
Theimprtace f stuaionsamlin fo syteI loads. In any event the test to breakdlown gives the

studies is perhaps so obvious as to require no further dsin enginventIthortent tormon gich tnocommnt.Nontheess itis reqenty oerloke indesign engineer important information which cannot
comment. Nonethelessi it is frequently overlooked In he obtained in any other way.. It is an essential partof human-engineering systems research.

Control

The essence of experimentation is control over D. Some General Considerations in
the variables under study and the situation in which
the human operator works. the Evaluation of Systems

Systems studies require that the experimenter System studies on military radar equipments
have aircraft where he wants them at any time; he have been under way for several years in government
must know accurately and by independent means the and university laboratories. Since many of these
locations of those aircraft; he must be able, at will, systems are similar to those envisaged for future
to use one, six or twenty aircraft, as he may need; air-traffic-control systems, it is instructive to know
and finally he must be able to reproduce the same about and anticipate some of the kinds of errors
situation on different occasions, which turn up in Combat Information Centers and

These requirements often are difficult and ex- similar systems employing rdar.

pensive to meet in real life situations. For this
reason laboratories which have been concerned with Man-Versus-Machine Errors
the evaluation of man-machine systems have often One principle which seems to be university con-
turned to the use of complex simulators to acquit' firmed in systems studies is that there are many
the independent control they need for experimental sources of variability and error in all systems. Some
purposes. It seems highly probable that the evalu- of these sources of variability clearly have a human
atlas of air-traffic-control systems will also have to origin; others are patently machine errors. Many
depend on simulators, engineers accept the inevitability of the human

Long-range planning for research in this area sources of error, but they tend to underestimate the
should include plans for the development of simulators prevalence and magnitude of machine errors. We do
to be used in the evaluation of air-traffic-control not deny that many items of equipment can be con.
systems and equipment. Consideration should be structed with extraordinary precision, but the pre-
given to whether it is more economical~and productive, cision which is claimed for complex equipments,
to plan to use simulators, or to conduct research with like radar, has seldom been attained in actual oper-
real aircraft, real radars, etc. (See the discussion ational use. As an illustration, the actual effective
on airport lighting, Chapt.e VI, Section A.) range of military radars when put into field or fleet

use frequently is only 50 to 75 percent of the theo-
retical range.

C. Tests to Breakdown Another point which needs to be made is that
human errors can very often be reduced by proper

An important feature of system studies - a design of equipment. For example, the research on
feature, incidentally, not shared by ordinary experi- errors in reading altimeters, discussed in Chapter V,
ments - should be the "test to breakdown". The test has shown dramatic reductions in human errors with
to breakdown is essentially a series of problems, changes in dial designs (see Grether, 1949).
continuously graded in difficulty, designed to measure
the information-handling capacity of a system. The Qantitative-VoarY s-Coaiitotive Errors
necessity for such tests is perhaps obvious. System Qualitative or gross errors result when the wrong
A may perform slightly better than system B as long kind of action is taken. Qualitative human errors
as the load on the system is relatively light, but with occur, for example, when an operator fails to notice
heavy traffic loads and excessive stress system A that two radar pips are on a collision course, or when
might break down completely whereas system B might a controller mistakenly assigns two aircraft to the
still be capable of handling some information, same altitude. Complete failure of an item of equip-

The breakdown is not necessarily a well-defined ment would constitute a qualitative machine error.

point. Frequently there is a continuous curve between Quantitative or precision errors are those errors
the percentage of information handled by a system in which the right kind of decision is made, but the
and the amount of the load on it, but the slopes of amount of the response is incorrect by some amount.
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Quantitative human errors result when the radar maneuvers in response to controlled instructions is
operator misreads the location of a pip on a radar the algebraic sum of the amount of the ca'ibration
scope by some amount, or when a controller tells a error in the radar, the error made by the operator in
plane to vector to 2450 instead of 2470. Quantitative reading the radar scope, the error due to movement
machine errors arise when a radial of 1800 shown on of the aircraft during the delay in the system, the
an onmidirectional range indicator is actually a radi- error made by the controller in forwarding instructions
al of 1760, or when there is a "bend" in the approach to the pilot, and the error due to the pilot's inability
course defined by a localizer beam. to correct the movements of the aircraft exactly as

requested.
The distinction between qualitative and quanti-

ative errors is important for the statistical treatment Constant Versus Variable Errors
of data.

In the example cited above, some of the errors
Time Delays As Sources of Error in the system are relatively constant over long

periods of time; others may fluctuate merkedly from
An especially impor e st source of error in many moment to moment. For some purposes it is usefulsystems comes from time delays. Since radar and to distinguish between constant and variable errors.

air-traffic-control systems are ordinarily complex

assemblages of men and machines, the passage of Calibration errors in a radar, for example, are
information through the system takes time. In present constant over substantial periods of time. Parallax
air-traffic-control centers, for example, it is not at errors in the way a radar operator reads a radar scope
all uncommon to find time delays as long as five may also introduce human constant errors. Errors in
minutes from the time information is requested by a interpolation in reading the location of a pip, on the
pilot until instructions can be returned by the con- other hand, are variable errors-they vary from moment
troller. In radar-directed flight, the time delay of the to moment.
system starts with the appearance of a pip on the Time delays are also variable errors in the
scope; includes the time required for the radar oper- system because they ordinarily fluctuate greatly de.
ator to size up the situation, reach a decision, and semdbecaus the ordinarily tue grea de
issue oral instructions; and ends when the pilot pending on the problem faced by hre controller orstarts to execute movements in response to the in- rdar operator. Errors introduced by improper center-
starutis tec ming of the sweep line on a radar scope constitutestructions. machine variable errors.

The systems we are concerned with work with
rapidly moving targets, and the average speed of the The Accumulation of Errors In a System
aircraft may be expected to increase substantially in The constant errors arising from components int h e fu t u r e . T e c n t n r o s a i i g f o o p n ~ a i

a system add algebraically when all measurements
Time delays in systems introduce errors be- are expressed in a common metric. For example, if

cause, when the information gets to its action station, there is a constant error of + 400 yards due to the
the information is old information-the aircraft has fact that a radar operator reads to the nearest edge,
moved. If time delays were constant in a system, rather than the center, of a pip, and a constant time
they could be corrected by suitable computers. error of -200 yards, the combination of the two gives
Unfortunately the time delays are not constant. a constant error of + 200 yards.
Further, the amount of the correction is not easy to
compute for any particular time delay, because the Varil e errors ad cordng o a morem
error is a function of the speed, range, altitude, and plica:ed rule. If the errors of components of a system
course of the aircraft. are designated by a ao b - a .. " then the variable

error of the total system is represented by
Time errors can be converted into e q uLi v a l e n t

errors in terms of feet of altitude, degrees of azimuth, 2 2 2
or miles of distance. Time errors become increasing- a* = -0 , + b + a C
ly important when air traffic conditions are changing a c
rapidly, or when we must make estimates of future This is true if the errors in the various components
conditions. Needless to say, these time delay errors are uncorrelated. If the errors are correlated, the
are extremely important to the ground controller who rule is still more complicated, for the sum of the
must try to prevent collisions, errors becomes

The Combination of Errors in a System For a Single
Item of Information +...2r ao + 2r oa

t b c abmb eaec bc-b-c
For a single type of information, the errors in

various elements of a system add algebraically when
suitably weighted. In a radar system, for example, Where tab is the coefficient of correlation between a
the final error in the position of an aircraft which and b.
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Since component errors are uncorrelated in many E. Research Methods in Systems Studies
systems, we shall discuss some of the implications
of only the simpler rule (the first formula above). The experimental me thods used in systems
One important consequence of this kind of accumu- studies have been adopted with modifications from
lation of errors Is that improvement in the more the techniques of experimental psychology, time-
accurate elements of a system results in only a and-motion analysis, and applied statistics. In a
negligible reduction in the. total system error. For sense it is correct to say that there are no unique
example, if a machine component contributes a root- methodologies peculiar to system studies, but rather
mean-square error of 10 and the human component that existing methods have been modified to solve
contributes a root-mean-square error of 50, the particular problems.
variable error of the two in combination is only 5i. New techniques for carrying out system studies
If all the machine error could be eliminated, the total will undoubtedlv be developed in the future, and the
error of the system would be reduced to that of the exploration of new ways of solving systems evalu-
human, that is, to 50. ations should be a part of long-range planning for

In this case, then, making a perfect machine research in this area. We shall describe briefly some
would reduce the total error of the system by 2 per of the kinds of approach e s that have been used
cent. Now let us suppose that the design engineer successfully in system analyses and evaluations.
concentrates his efforts on the error made by the The list is by no means exhaustive, but it should
human in the system and succeeds in reducing it frorn serve to illustrate some successful applications.
50 to 40. The total error of the man-machine com- We include this special discussion of systems re-
bination is now equal to N102 + 402 or 41.2 Thus, search methods because we feel that the analysis of
decreasing the human error by one-fifth results in a man-machine systems must be put on a firm scientific
reduction of the total system error by 19 per cent, footing at the earliest possible date.
that is, from 51 to 41.2.

Another illustration of the same sort can be The Critical-lueldent Technique

stated with reference to a visual display. A cluttered One successful method of detecting sources of
visual display might be capable of extreme accuracy error in man-machine systems is to use the critical-
if the viewer of the display took a long time to study incident technique. Dr. John C. Flanagan of the
it. An uncluttered display, however, might be more American Institute for Research had a great deal to
advantageous if it reduced the interpretation time do with the development of this technique while he
substantially and so reduced the total system error, was head of the Air Force psychology program during
even though the uncluttered display gave a slightly World War I1. Persons experienced with particular
greater quantitative reading error. operations are asked to provide detailed factual

These illustration4 are perhaps sufficient to accounts of specific experiences relating to the oper-

indicate the intricate nature of the error relations ations of the system. The value of such accounts is

involved in complicated man-machine systems and to dependent on the accuracy of memory and the ability

emphasize the necessity for analyzing for sources and to single out critical happenings.

magnitudes of component errors in systems. This technique was employed by Fitts and Jones
(1947, 1947a) in the s'tudies referred to earlier on
"ttpilot errors" in using instruments and controls. It

Which rtror Is Important? has been effectively used by Gordon (1949) in the

An important principle which has come out of determination of the critical skills required of air
systems studies is that constant errors in a system transport pilots, and in developing an objective flight
are usually much less important than variable errors, examination for the CAA Air Transport rating. It
The reason tor this is easy to see. Once a constant hs a also been used by Nagay (1949a) as put of a job
error has been identified and measured it is easy to ar ilysis of air route traffic controllers. Both of the
correct. Variability is the true indicater of instebill- Ia er studies were conducted by the American Insti-
ty in a system. tute for Research under the sponsorship of the NRC

Committee on Aviatiop Psychology,
Let us take a practical example. If radar oper-

ators always read the location of pips as 400 yards The use of the critical-incident technique is
short of their true position, a simple correction in the limited to systems that have been in use for some
electronic circuits or even in the dials would correct time. Also even when the greatest care is taken to
for this error. The real difficulty arises from the fact collect factual descriptions of actual events, selective
tbat radar operators will give a series of readings the memory effects and personal bias cannot be entirely
first of which may be 100 yards short, the next 200 eliminated. In general this technique is most valuable
yards too great, the third 10 yards short, and so on. as a preliminary step in systems research, and should
It is these variable errors which are t&e difficult ones be followed up by firther studies using supplemental.
to correct, methods.
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Job Analysis and OpItetional Analysis designed to determine the relative contribution to the
total error variance of the radar system made by each

Many standard procedures such as job analysis of the following seven possible sources of error:
and operational analysis techniques, which have been
widely employed in industrial psychology for various 1. Disagreement between two target simulators of

personnel studies, are often useful in systems studies, the some • &truction.

For example, motion picture records of pilot behavior 2. Disagreement between two radar units of the

have been subjected to analysis (see Channel, 1947). same type.

Because these procedures are wlidely known it will 3. Disagreement between operators in their reports

not be necessary to describe them here. for identical targets which appear on the same
PPi's.

Systematic Opinion Surveys 4. Disagreement of any one operator with his own
reports when he ranges on the some targets at

Little can be said in favor of surveying opinions different times.
if an alternative is available. Opinions may agree 5. Disagreement in the performance of radars in
with performance, or they may not. About all that the morning as compared with the afternoon.
need be said here is that if one decides to survey 6. Disagreement in the performance of any one
opinions he should at least do so systematically, radar.
sampling extensively the people who are most likely 7. Disagreement in the performance if the radar has
to have valid opinions. Fortunately there are a number been left in "standby" condition the preceding
of refined techniques for polling opinions and it is night as compared with its performance if it was
easy to secure expert advice in this area. turned off the preceding night.

Analysis of Variance Techniques Finding answers to these questions required an

Analysis of variance techniques have proven so unusually complicated experimental design in which

successful that they are now being widely adopted in combinations of radars, target simulators, and oper-

experimental psychology, in industry, and in systems ators were systematically varied in the morning and
studies where the interactions of complex factors afternoon for several days. For our purposes here, it

must be assayed. The latter applications are still is important to note that these questions could be
sufficiendy novel so that they merit some discussion, simultaneously explored.

Analyzing Total Error into Parts. Briefly, the One of the most interesting results of this ex-

statistical procedure known as the analysis of periment was that the largest source of error vari-

variance consists of partialing the total error vari- ability was shown to be due to whether the radar had

ability in a set of data into error components attribut- been left in "standby" condition overnight preceding

able to identifiable sources. Having partialed out the experiment. Another large source of error, greater

components of the total error, the experimenter can than the variability of an operator's reports on identi-

then do two things. (1) He can apply tests of signifi- cal targets on different occasions, was the variability

cance to the various components to discover whether in the performance of the radar from day to day. Un-
they are so large that they could not have occurred by less a carefully controlled experiment of this sort

chance. (2) Having identified the non-chance sources had been done, it would have beta easy to infer that

of error, he can then go on to express true magnitudes the day-to-day variability arose from the operators and

as percentages of the total error. not from the radars. This was, in fact, the working
hypothesis the experimenters adopted before they did

Importance of Experimental Design. An im- the experiment.
portant point to stress about the analysis of variance
is that it will work only with carefully designed ex- Procedures for Studying the Most Efficient Arrange-
periments in which the important variables are counter-
balanced in specific ways and trials are run in certain meats of Men and Machines
prescribed orders. Only by such careful planning can Recent work has shown that modified and re-
the experimenter be sure that important effects can fined time-and-motion procedures can be applied
be measured without contamination from unsuspected, successfully to the study of complicated systems
or irrelevant, sources of error, such as the flow of information in combat information

In general, multiple-variable, analysis-of-variance centers, and the arrangement of instruments on instru-In eneal mutile-arabl, nalsi-ofvaianement panels. Although these techniques have most

experiments yield much more information per unit cost genel se for the re-rngem e ofr

(or trials) than conventional experiments. One way of generally been used for the re-arrangement of already

illustrating the power of this technique is to cite an existing systems, they can also be used for first-

illustration of a systems-analysis experiment per- approximation layouts of systems still on the drawing
boards. The latter, of course, should be the chief

formed on a simple radar system by psychologists at goal of human-engineering .forts.
The Johns Hopkins University. The experiment was
concerned with two radars, two target simulators, Generally speaking, layout studies have involved
and several radar operators. The experiment was the following steps:
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1. An analysis of the function of the system, r
usually by means of interviews and discussions
with supervisory personnel. In the case of
systems still in the planning stage, the infor-
mation is obtained from design engineers or the
ultimate consumers of the system.

2. An analysis of the functions of each element in
the system. Here again the information Is
obtained from interviews.

3. Identification of various mon-machine links
between elements of the system, and the esti-
mation of the importance, frequency of use, or
"strengths" of the links between the com-
ponents. The links in the system may be any of
a variety of different ones: visual, auditory,
tactual, electrical, mechanical, and so on. This
information can be obtained by a variety of
techniques, the best of which involve obser-
vation or recording of elements of the system navigation and traffic-control system we can give
during actual or simulated operation. Channel several illustrations of profitable topics for systems
(1947), for example, has used motion-picture research.
recording to analyze the activities of Navy pilots
in operating contLols in the cockpits of multi- Causes of Variation in Arrival Time at Destination
engine aircraft. Fitts et al (1950) have used We have seen tha,, it is highly desirable to predict
similar techniques in studying the use of instru- aircraft arrival times precisely. By properly planned
ments during landing approaches. systems research, -me can seek to determine the re--

4. When the links between components have been lative importance of various factors that contribute to
Identified and their strengths measured, the next this variability. We might, for example, determine
step is one of arrangement of the components so first the variapce due to such obvious factors as
that the distance of the link paths are inversely (a) variability in the human pilot and his crew, (b) the
proportional to their strengths. Graph i c a I weather and errors in predicting the weather, (c) errors
methods are now available to yield theoretically in aircraft instruments and navigational aids, (d)
ideal solutions (see Chapanius, Gamer a n d delays in the communication of information, and (e)
Morgan, 1949). traffic conditions. If we knew the relative importance

5. The theoretically ideal layout Of any System of these five factors we would know a lot about what

often has to be compromised because of spatial priorities to give to different research and develop-

limitations or other engineering requirements. ment projects.

Frequently, modifications of the ideal layout Causes of Variation in Aircraft Speed and Flight Path
ca be best studied by manipulating small- During an Approach to Landing
scale models in consultation with construction or
design engineers. If maximum runway utilization is to be achieved,

aircraft must make their approaches to a landing in a
6. The final step consists of the evaluation of uniform and predictable way, i.e. on a predictable

alternate layouts according to such criteria as course with predictable speed and rate of descent.
indices of visibility, walking, talking, crowding, Research is needed to determine why different air-
and accessibility. The real test of the overall craft now vary so greatly in the way they uilke their
efficiency of the layout comes, however, when final approach to a landing.
the speed and accuracy of the s y s t e m are
measured in simulated or actual operating con- Properly designed systems research projects
ditions. Tests to breakdown are especially im- should give the answer. They should indicate the
portant here. relative importance of such factors as (a) different

types of aircraft, i.e. Convairs, Martin 202's, DC-6's,
Constellations, Stratocruisers, etc., (b) variation

F. Identifying the Weak Links in the Present between different aircraft of the same type, i.e., two
Air-Navigation and Traffic-Control Systems Convairs of different ages, etc., (c) weather condi-

tions around the airport, (d) different airport layouts,
Although it is beyond the scope of this report to different runways, etc., (e) the operational procedures

consider all the specific systems studies that would prescribed by different airline companies, the military,
contribute to the development of an effective air- etc., (f) differences between pilots, (g) variability in
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the same pilot from day-to-day, (h) difforent procedures experimental psychology and a board knowledge of
followed by appr ach end finl controllers, and (i) human sensory, perceptual, and other capacities, and
differences between end within controllers. It should human learning ability.
be mentioned here that ANDB has recognized the need He should be familiar with the fact. and prin.
for answers to these problems and has contracted with ciples of engineering psychology. He should have qthe Franklin Institute to study the problem. siso niern syhlg.H hudhvgood grounding in the physical sciences and familiar-

The difficult aspect in planning such an analysis fty with the rudiments of the engineering specialties.
Is not how to collect records on a large number of He must be able to communicate easily with engineers
approaches by different aircraft at different airports, and physicists. Finally, he must be a person with
etc., but how to ie.-ntify the separate variances bold imagination, a person who can transfer and adapt
attributable to each of the factors listed above. How. techniques from other disciplines, modifying them,
ever, properly designed systems studies should make to suit his needs. Such men are scarce. (See Kennedy
it possible to do this. The problems of crew com- and Bussey, 1949).
pliment as affecting safety and efficiency have been On the whole, the average engineer is much less
outlined by the Flight Safety Foundation (1948). adequately trained for human-engineering research

than is the average experimental psychologist. How-Important Sources of Error and Yariability in Air- ever, as we have mentioned elsewhere, the engineer
who is aware of the human aspects of engineering de-

Even though future traffic-control systems may sign, the applied mathematician, and men with wis-
be quite different from present ones, there is much dom gained through operational experience, all have
that we can learn from careful and continued systems something to contribute to a systems research team.
research on present systems. For illustration, a
special study could be made of time delays in present
systeCns. Communication and decision-making could H. Recommendations
be studied to determine the time required to receive,
process, and transmit information of various types Research Objective VIII. (ptimvm Man-Machine Sys-
through various parts of the present system. tems Engineering.

The term "systems" as used here includes the
entire assemblage of men and machines engaged

G. Personnel to Do in air navigation and traffic control. The con-
Human-Engineering Research tribution of human engineering to the efficientoverall design of this man-machine system should

At this point we should like to say a few things. include the following:
about a most impportant question relating to human- i

engineering research: Who is qualified to conduct a. Systems evaluation-comparison of the new and
human-engineering experiments? the old.

There are many university laboratories where b. Systems analysis, the identification of sources
students are trained in experimental psychology, of variability of errors.
Three or four laboratories are beginning to offer some c. Systems research-the discovery of principles
of the additianal training necessary to prepare men
for human-engineering research. There is, unfortu- governing efficient man-machine combinations.
nately, no place where students can be trained in the
methods of system analysis, nor are there, properly All three kinds of studies should receive major
speaking, people who can be called system analysts: emphasis. In achieving this research objective,
This reportmay seem to imply that most psychologists cooperative research participated in by men train-
are especially qualified to do human-engineering and ed in different scientific disciplines is usually
system research. This is not at all correct. Some necessary.
psychologists are competent in this area, but they Problem Area 1. Human-Engineering Analysis of Ex-
constitute an exceedingly small percentage of all the isting Systems.
psychologists in the country. Systematic studies should be made of existing

A better way of getting at this problem is to ask: air-navigation and traffic-control systems in order
What qualifications should a human-engineering re- to discover sources of variability, delay, and
searcher have? If he is to specialize in system re- error. These studies should have the following
search he should have a thorough grounding in pure objectives:
and applied statistics, particularly in the newer de-
velopments in sampling techniques, the analysis of a m fo ove fatsred
variance, and design of experiments. If he is to do
laboratory research on displays, communication prob- b. To solve some of the problems of present sys-
I em s, etc., he should have a thorough training in tems.
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Our study of present air traffic control procedures, research facilities that are not now available. It
summarized in Appendix I, is an example of the will he necessary to manipulate entire systems
kind of work that is needed, although it is not including human operators. The load on the
nearly as thorough a job as we should like to see. system, the communication and display of infor-

Illustrative research problem. There is need for mation, and the tasks to be performed by the

an analysis of the relative importance of dif- various humans in the system must be under the

ferent factors now causing variability in the 'es- control of the experimenter, and must be subject

timated arrival time of aircraft, including factors to exact repetition. Many of these elements must

attributable to pilots, controllers, communication be simulated.

lags, weather, and instrument errors. Exploratory studies are needed to determin- how

Problem Area 2. Human Engineering Research Studies, the equipment needs for research in this problem
Analyses, and Evaluations of New System Com. area can be met, what kinds of facilities are
ponents. Studies should be made of all new needed, and how an integrated approach to
systems, and of new component parts of systems, systems research can best be accomplished.
at the earliest possible stage in their develop. Illustrative research project. A study should be
meat, so that features that are desirable from a made to determine what the simulator requirements
psychological viewpoint can be embodied in the are for human-engineering research on air-navi-
final production item and undesirable features gation and traffic-control systems. This study
eliminated. As far as possible these systems might well include work on the criterion problem.
studies should be planned jointly by research As another illustration, a research team including
teams, Including pilots, controllers, engineers, scientists from several specialized fields, equip-
applied mathematicians, and engineering psycholo. ment designers, and operating personnel should be
gists,. organized to study ways and means of providing

Illustrative research problem. Integrated studies more efficient methods and techniques for carrying
evaluating distance-measuring equipment should out human-engineering systems research.
be planned by a research team to determine how
well this new equipment meets the needs of ground Problem Area 3. Human-Engineering Research on
controllers and pilots and how well it functions Proposed Systems. Insofar as possible# scientific
as part of a total navigation and traffic control studies should be made of proposed new systems
system. Such studies would supplement those and system components, in order to discover
conducted to determine the engineerini and basic principles of systems design, and to deter-
electronic acceptability of the equipment. mine, before the characteristics of a new system

are frozen, what features should be embodied in
Such man-machine systems studies require special its design.
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CHAPTER IX

PUTTING HUMAN'ENGINEERING DATA TO USE

A. Closing the Gap Between
Research and Application

Two points should be emphasized in planning an
applied research program. The first point has been
implied throughout this report. It is that if we are
going to do research at all, then systematic or basic
research usually is more efficient than research that

tries to deal independently with many small specific
problems.

The second point is that once such systematic
research is completed, the work of the applied re-
search worker is still not over. He is responsible for
seeing that his findings are made available to the
planning staff and to the design engineer in a form
which they can easily apply to the problem at hand.
Failure to do this leaves a serious gap in any applied
research program.

Design Engineers (1950), supported by the Office of
Ways of Making Research F inding s Avilabe to Naval Research. We feel that this handbook should
Engineers meet part of the need of engineers working on air-

The human-engineering research worker can con- navigation and traffic-control equipment. However,
municate information to engineers by means of written this and other present sources stop far short of pro-
reports or by face-to-face contacts. Each method has viding a completely satisfactory summary. of what is
its advantages and disadvantages. Which will be used known about human capacities in relation to equip-
depends in part on the nature of the problem, and in meat problems, and they can never be kept entirely
part, of course, on where the r e s e a c h worker is up-to-dace on current research.
located, geographically, in relation to the engineer. Special Consultants. Often it is essential that

Special Reports. Special reports can deal with engineering psychologists work personally with engi-
separate experiments, with series of related experi- neers and planning groups. Personal association
meats, or with problem areas. It is obvious that provides a beneficial give and take of ideas regarding
separate experiments must be published if the find- problems and possible solutions.
ings are to be of permanent value. However, when an One way of accomplishing this sort of joint effort
engineer has to make a practical decision, he usually is through the use of special consultants. The ef-
does not have time "o. search the experimental liter- fectiveness of a consultant depends largely on who
ature for an answer to his proulem. For this need and what the consultant is'- on how conversant he is
additional special reports are much more useful - with research findings, how well he can work with
reports that review and summarize what is known in a other ch fdd how well he can worsith
problem area. Comprehensive summaries of this nature others, and how well he understands and considers
are those of Kappauf (1949) on legibility problems, of the many different aspects of equipment-development

Orlansky (1949) on aircraft controls, and of Chapanis

(1946) on the optical quality of windscreens, just to One of the chief limitations of the use of special
cite three specific illustrations. Even more useful consultants is that their services are intermittent.
than these reviews are Human-Engineering Handbooks. They may not be around when they are most needed

Human-Engineering Handbooks. It has been recog- and they may not be able to follow an item through
nized for several years that the field of human-engi- its full design and development.
neering needs to summarize its basic information in Full-Time Consulting Psychologists. Another
handbook form, in somewhat the same manner as has way in which the gap between reseatch and application
been done, for example, in the IES Lighting Handbook can be narrowed is through the use of engineering
(Illuminating Engineering Society, 1947), or in hand- psychologists who devote most or all of their time to
books of chemistry and physics. The major effort in working closely with engineers on the development of
this direction has been the work of Tufts College in specific items of equipment and systems. Several
preparing a Handbook of Human Engineering Data for government laboratories such as the Aero Medical
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Laboratory, of the Air Force, the Naval Research Lab-. have one or more such persons associated continuously
oratory, and the Navy Electronics Laboratory support with evaluation projects, the use of additional con-
human-engineering staffs that devote part of their time sultants, especially at the planning stage, may often
to such activities. Several university research organi- prove highly beneficial. A lot of research know-how,
zations and private consulting groups also have engi- as. well as know-how about specific design and p l a n-
neering psychologists on their staffs who devote most ning prblcms, can be made available through the wise
of their time to consulting work with engineets. use of consultants and research advisory groups.

Who Should Apply Human-Enginmering Data?

Agencies such as ANDB, and the groups within C. Recommendations
the CAA and the Military services that are working on
air-navigation and traffic-control development programs, In this section we have pointed out that it is
can secure help in the application of psychological important to plan not only for research, but also for
data in any of the ways indicated above, i.e. by con- putting research findings to use. We have also in-
tracting for special reports, by using special con- dicated some of the steps that can be taken to insure
sultants, by contracting with a consulting firm that better utilization of existing information about human-
provides competent human-engineering service at an engineering methods and problems. We recommend
applied level, or by turning for help to one of the the following research objective to cover the important
government laboratories that has psychologists on its area of application:
staff. Research Objective IX. Maximum Application of

In this connection it should be mentioned that the Existing Human-Engineering Information.
persons doing basic research in a given problem area The final step in an applied research program is
may in some cases be the best persons to render con- the application of research findings to practical
sulting services on problems in that area. Each research problems. In fact, this is both the justification
contract will probably have to consider separately the for the research, and the test of its worth.
question of whether the contract will support basic
research and its publication only, or will provide both The first question that should be asked in planning
for research and for additional help in the application research on an applied problem is whether there
of the research to practical problems. are any e x i s t i n & data that will answer the

question. It is our belief that there are now
many areas of engineering design where existing

B. Problems on Which Help Should be Sought eata are not being applied, and where valid
at a Pon-Resharch Level answers to critical questions do already exist.

The second question that should be asked is
System Planning whether a problem calls for research, or for con-

sultation by experts. Several considerations
It is believed that theAir Navibacion Development enter here. It obviously is not feasible, however

Board, and its associated agencies, should seek the desirable it may be, to settle all design questions
aid of human-engineering consultants and research by recourse to research. Time and cost prevent
advisory groups such as the NRC Committee on Avi- this. Most design questions involve a weighing
ation Psychology in connection with further broad of many different en gin e e ring, human, and
planning for an overall system, especially in regard economic factors. Thus single research studies
to such broad questions as what men should do and seldom provide a complete answer to complex
what machines should do. practical problems. The aims, therefore, should

Specific Instrument-Design Problems be the following:

Consultation help is available on specific a. To anticipate the most general and most
questions regarding the best way to display certain important question and to support re-
types of information, the best designs for legibility, search on these questions.
check-reading, quantitative reading, etc. The direct
assistance of experts in particular problem areas will b. To settle the more specific and the less

in most cases prove highly beneficial to the design important questions, or those questions
engineer, that require an immediate decision, by

using the best scientific information and
Evaluation Projects advice already available.

We have already recommended that statisticians Through the continued support of long-range re-
and engineering psychologists participate in systems search over a period of years more and more im-
evaluation projects, especi.Aly in planning such mediate practical problems can be settled on a
projects. While it undoubtedly will be desirable to factual, scientific basis; but in the meantime the
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best possible use should be made of the existing they have the assistance of aviation psycholo-
information. gists who have studied pilot display problems.

Similarly, agencies that undertake to develop new
Problem Area 1. Utilizing Human-Engineering Data in radar equipmenut for air traffic control should

Systems Planning. Extensive use should be made' arrange for continuing help from engineering
of humanengineering data, and of consultants psychologists who have studied radar display
who have expert knowledge of the data Evailable problems.
in the various areas of psychology, in overall
systems planning. Problem Area 3. Providing Humon-Engineering Hand.

Illustrative project. The help of experts in books, Engineers Guides, and Summary Reports
human-engineering and in personnel and industrial on Special Problems. Existing infirmation onpsychology should be sought in making decisions topics of importance for the development of air-

about how best to utilize human abilities in an navigation and trafficbcontral equipment should be

air-navigation and traffic-control system, i.e. summarized in handbooks and special reports. In

decisions about what men should do and what some cases the preparation of such summaries

machines should do. should be specified as port of the work to be done
under a research contract; in other cases, this

Problem Area 2. Utilizing Human-Engineering Dote In work should be included as pert of a survey of

Designing Specific Items of Equipment. Emphasis problems in a given area or mode the subject of

should be given to wrltingequipment specifications a separate contract.

so that human-engineering requirements are met. The Navy, through its contract with Tufts College
Relevant dats about human performances should for a Human-Engineering Handbook, has been
be applied throughout the various stages In the supporting work in this problem area for several
desigp and development of new equipment. One years. However, this Handbook alone does not
of the best ways to insure that this is done is for cover all of the needs for human engineering; data
engineering psychologists to work closely, and in the air traffic control field.
continuously with design engineers. In a few Illustrative project. There is a need for a techni-
Instances this is now being done, but the practice cal guide to the methods of systems 'research.
should be greatly increasei Such a guide might be developed, for example, by

Illustrative projects. Agencies that undertake to taking Chapter VIII of this report, greatly ampli-
develop new flight instruments should insure that fying it, and publishing it as a special report.
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APPENDIX I
THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF AIR-TRAFFIC

CONTROL

This appendix has been prepared for the use of operation of aircraft. This incluaes the movement of
persons who are not familiar with how traffic-control aircraft around and on the parking ramp and on the
works today. Most of the necessary information for it taxiways and runways not in use. It does not include
was collected incidentally In our survey of ten air the turnoff of a landing aircraft to a taviway, or the
route traffic control centers and airport control towers movement of a departing aircraft onto the active run-
described in Appendix II. Details agree with those in way for takeoff. The ground controller is responsible
an "Operational Description of the Present Air- for the safety, guidance, and extzdditious flow of taxi-
Traffic-Control System", published by the divil way aircraft.
Aeronautics Administration, Washington, Do C., April,
1948. The Local Traffic Controller in the Airport Con-

trol Tower. The local controller is responsible for the.
safe separation and expeditiou; flow of all takeoff and

A. Functions of Air Route Traffic Controllers landing traffic and all airborne aircraft within a radius
of .3 miles from the airport. His adthority at the pre-

The major human elements in the present traffic- sent time is primarily advisory because of the re-
control system are (1) the phiot, (2) the tower ground sponsibility for safety in the terminal area that is
controller, (3) the tower local controller, (4) the tower vested in the pilot. The directions issued by the local
approach controller, and (5) the Individual sector controller maybe, but only occasionally are, rejected
controllers in the ARTC center. These elements are by pilots. In this case, the controller issues amended
shown in fig. I-1. The administrative superstructure instructions.

L,. this system can be disregarded for the present
purpose, The Approach Controller in the Airport Control

Tower. The approach controller Is responsible for the
The functions and responsibilities of various safe separation and expeditious flow of arriving traffic

human beings in the present traffic-control system at the terminal. This control is exercised only when
overlap and it is perhaps inevitable that the actions the arriving aircraft is operating under an Instrument
of two operators sometimes conflict. For example, a Flight Regulations (IFR) plan. Such flight plans clear
local controller in an airport tower may plan to the aircraft to some fix (sometimes as far as 20 miles
expedite takeoffs by directing the pilots.in a pair of from the terminal), at which point the pilot must con-
departing aircraft to turn in opposite directions after tact the approach controller and proceed under new
taking off, thereby reducing the permissible minimum directions. Holding and stacking procedures and the
separation of the two aircraft. The approach controller control of the aircraft's entry into the landing system
may, however, have planned to direct an inbound air- are the responsibility of this controller. Control of an
craft to one of the quadrants involved in this operation arriving aircraft passes from the approach to the local
and may therefore require a modification of the plans controller when that aircraft is close enough to become
of the local controller. an important unit in the local traffic situation.

The duties and responsibilities of each of the five Individual Sector Controllers in an ARTC Center.
people involved in a typical traffic-control sequence ARTC controllers are responsible for the safe separa-
are outlined as follows: tion and expeditious flow of en-route air-craft from the

The Pilot. The pilot is responsible for the time when these aircraft have reached the first assign-
safety of his plane and its human cargo. Penalties ed en-route altitude after takeoff until they reach the
such as personal destruction, financial liabilities, approach control fix at the terminal airport. Individual
and vocational difficulties result from unsafe oper- sector controllers monitor and control the path of &
ation. The civil 1'ilot is bound by Part 60 of the Civil flight through their own sectors and coordinate this
Air Regulations to conduct his flight in a manner flight path with the paths of all ocher potentially con-
which is not only safe, but which cannot be construed flicting flights in their own and adjacent sectors.
by anyone else as unsafe. Military pilots are bound Control is based on an estimate of what the traffic
by somewhat different militar% regulations. The situation will be at specific fixes 15 minutes in the
responsibilities which are invested in the pilot by future, and is continually projected ahead by use of
such regulations are the source of a good deal of the relayed position reports of aircraft as they pass
conflict in authority, over these fixes.

The Ground Controller in an Airport Control
Tower. One of the three kinds of authority exercised
in an airport control tower is control over the ground 1. This appendix was prepared by Bryce 0. Hlartman.
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ARTC personnel are conscious of the overlap be- within the center. If another center is involved, the
tween their own authority and the authorify and re- controller, or his senior controller, contacts the other
sponsibility of pilots. For this reason, ARTC clear- center. This other center then coordinates the pro-
ances ate sometimes started with "ARTC advises...", posed flight with all the flights under its control.

Assisting Agents. In addition to the different indi. From a succession of such actions, a flight plan
viduals listed above, there are assisting agents in the clearance is developed. If the traffic picture relative
system. Persons located in Interstate Airways Com- to the proposed flight is fairly simple, the clearance
munications Service (INSAC) stations relay messages will be completed for the entire flight. If the traffic
between pilots, ARTC center personnel, and towers. picture is complex, the clearance may be granted only
This communication function is performed in addition for an initial part of the route, and the pilot directed
to their other communications duties. INSAC stations to contact the center when he reaches a certain fix for
also operate a Flight Assistance Service, which is an the remainder of the clearance.
information and flight-plan filing center at terminals. The controller then calls the agency that relayed

The Weather Bureau provides weather information the request and gives it clearance. This agent (usually
through its Flight Advisory Weather Service (FAWS) a tower controller) then relays the clearance to the
located in ARTC centers. A FAWS meteorologist briefs pilot, who accepts or rejects it. If the pilot rejects or
both pilots and ARTC center personnel on weather con- questions part of the clearance, the relay channel is
ditions. This service is performed in addition to his reactivated until a clearance acceptable to both the
duties in compiling, analyzing, and relaying weather pilot and the center is issued.
data through INSAC facilities. Airline company dis- The controller now codes this clearance onto a
patchers and communicators expedite and assist con- flight progress strip and places it on the Flight Pro-
trollers and pilots. gress Board in the column appropriate for the first re-

porting fix specified in the clearance.

B Typilca Opraolmnul Sequences Takeoff. Under the direction of the tower control-
to- ler the pilot now taxis out, takes off, and climbs on a

In fgrme 1-2 are shown the major units thatem. specified heading and at a specified speed to the init-
gather make up the air route traffic control system. ial altitude specified in the clearance. The tower
Six agencies can relay requests and instructions from notifies the center by telephone of the actual takeoff
a pilot to the ARTC center and ack to the pilot. time, and the center controller corrects the flight pro.
itinerant pilot may file a flight plan through the Flight tiess strip that represents this flight.
Assistance Service of INSAC, through an airport con-
trol tower, by telephoning the center directly, or by Position Reports. At each radio -fix specified in
going to the center in person. Airline company pilots the clearance, the pilot contacts the nearest INSAC
may use these facilities, but more usually they com- communications station and reports his position and
municate through the company dispatchers. Military time over the fix. The INSAC station relays this in
pilots use military facilities where they are available, formation by telephone to the center, where the con-
but also have access to all the civil facilities. Any troller enters it on the flight progress strip and moves
pilot in the air may communicate with the ARTC center the strip to the next fix column on the Flight Progress
through the INSAC radio stations along the air ways. Board. As the aircraft approaches an adjacent sector

The Proposed Flight Plan. The initial step in a in the area, the strip for that fight is passed to the

controlled flight occurs when the pilot files a proposed controller for that sector.
flight plan with any of the six agencies listed in the Entering New Control Areas. When the aircraft
preceding paragraph. This proposed plan is relayed by reaches the boundary of the area handled by a given
telephone to an Air Route Traffic Control Center. Here ARTC center, the center contacts the adjacent center
it is copied down by the assistant controller who is by telephone and turns control of the aircraft over Lo
working the airlane sector through which the aircraft that center. This system of en-route reporting,. revising
will initially fly. The proposed plan is then placed in of information, and passing along of control from one
the "suspense" file where it may remain for as long ground controller to another continues until the time
as. an hour or more before some action is required the aircraft reaches the approach control fix at the
on it. terminal airport. Revisions of the clearance and ex-

Request for Clearance. Having decided to depart change of information are made through INSAC facil-

on his flight the pilot again contacts the ARTC center ities and company radios.

through one of these six agencies and requests clear- Approach and Landing. At the approach control
ance which he has already filed. The proposed plan is fix, the pilot contacts the approach controller in the
then removed from the "Suspense" file and is con- terminal airport tower by radio. Under the direction of
sidered by the controller for the appropriate sector. the approach controller he flies his airplane to the
This controller coordinates the flight path with all the point where he can make a landing. During the final
other existing flight paths in his and other sectors stage of the landing he is under the direction of the
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local controller. As he taxis to the ramp and parks he change. These direct radio facilities, however, are
is under the direction of the local ground controller, being installed only at terminal areas and some relay

Torminotion of Flight. The time of touchdown on of information will be necessary on the en-route por..
the landing is relayed by the'tower to the center where tions of the flight.
the controller who last had the flight progress strip for In figure 1-3 is shown a block-diagram of the step-
this flight closes the flight cleara~nce and removes the by-step sequence of communications made, and action
strip from the board. The tower at the point of origin taken from the time a pilot initiates a flight plan re-
also receives the touchdown time by telephone and quest until he arrives at his destination. This figure
removes the flight progress strip from its active board, shows what happens when the requesting pilot is an

itinerant pilot. Slight variations in the sequence will
The procedure outlined here is undergoing re- occur according to the classification of the pilot,

vision as a result of the installation of direct center- but an idea of the complexity of the system of rerayiag
to-pilot radio facilities. Much of the relaying of infor- and communicating of flight plaas and flight da..j is
mation that is now required will be eliminated by this represented by the diagram.
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APPENDIX II

A SURVEY OF THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
AND TOWER CONTROLLERS

REGARDING PRESENT AND FUTURE TRAFFIC-CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. Purpose of the Survey been designed, would you like to have for use in
an air traffic control center? (The term "controlA group of people who are well-informed about tower" was used when interviewing tower con.

present problems of traffic-control are the men who trollers.)

ate now working in Air Route Traffic Control (ARTC)
Centers and Airport Control Towers. Although these 3. What operations or things done by the controllers
men work with today's traffic and today's equipment, whom you supervise could be done as well or
their experience with present problems should provide better by machines or pieces of equipment?
a valuable springboard for a look into the future.

At our second meeting in June 1950, we agreed Table I
that a survey should be made of the opinions of traffic
controllers. We all felt that such a survey was needed Places Visited and Number of Persons Interviewed in the
to guide our thinking about traffic-control problems. Survey of Air Route Traffic Control Centers and Airport
Accordingly most of the members of the working group Control Towers.
visited one or more traffic control centers and inter- Number of Interviews
viewed a few controllers. In addition, a systematic
survey was made of centers in eleven cities in the Rlace Center Tower

eastern half of the United States and standard inter- Atlanta, Ga. 5 2
views were conducted with senior personnel at these Boston, Mass. 2 0
centers. The present section is limited to the findings Chicago, 111. 3 3
of this systematic survey. Cincinnati, Ohio 5 2

The primary purpose of the survey was to i'entify Cleveland, Ohio 3 2

bottlenecks in the present air-traffic control system a. rt. Worth, Texas 4 3

seen by the people actually handling traffic. A s'econd- Houston, Texas 00 3
ary purpose was to determine what new types of equip- New Orleans, La. 3 3
ment these men felt would be of greatest help in their New York, N. Y. 3 2
work. San Antonio, Texas 4 3

Washington, D. C. 3 2

B. Procedure Total 35 25

The ARTC centers visited are shown in Table 1. *Houston had no ARTC center.
These centers were chosen to represent a wide range
of traffic problems. Cleveland, for example, has a
heavy loadof civil over-traffic which neither originates C. Results
not terminates in its area. New York, Boston, and
New Orleans all work with transoceanic traffic, but Teresponse give byeAiroRouae T ric C n
each of these centers has its own peculiar problems. personnel to the three questions are summarized in
Atlanta has terrain complications. Cincinnati has Tables II, on I and IV. The responses of Control Tower

'extensive military over-traffic. personnel are summarized in Tables V and VI.

The persons interviewed were either chief con- The bottleneck mentioned most often by ARTC
trollers or senior controllers (watch supervisors). They personnel was communications. Only one person out of
were interviewed individually. All were asked the 35 failed to talk about communication problems in re-
the following three standard questions in a relatively sponse to the nondirective questions asked by the
free interview situation, interviewer.

1. What are the "'bottlenecks" and what is slowing
you up in the present air traffic control system?

2. What kinds of equipment, either equipment you Bryce 0. Hartman conducted the survey and wrote this
have heard about or gadgets that have not yet appendix.
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These men who are now directing traffic feel that flight involved. If the proposed flight path crosses
the difficulty of transferring information from one person several sectors, this person-to-person coordination is
to another is the greatest limitation of the present repeated several times. If the controller is very busy,
system. Controllers say that delays of 4 minutes in the senior controller may do some of this walking and
contacting other centers are common, and delays as talking for him. If both are busy, the coordination may
high as 12 minutes are frequent where relaying be accormplished by shouting to other sectorcontrollers.
agencies, such as an airline office, are involved. As the traffic load on the center increases, face-top
Controllers agree that at those times when the present face coordination increases, and use of the interphone
traffic control system reaches saturation, communi- decreases. However, the interphone and loagline
cation usually is the first function to break down. telephone system is used for coordination with all

Controllers believe that the shortcomings of agencies outside the center (airline offices, other

prest . navigational facilities and procedures center centers, towers, etc.). The delays that result from the

around three problems. The first problem is to deter- communication bottleneck complicate this phase of

mine the locations of en-route aircraft with the accura- coordination. It should be mentioned here that most

cy that is required for control of traffic under minimum controllers think that the amount of coordin ation now
separations. The second problem is to obtain enough necessary is excessive. They point out that there nowflight-path information and to acquire s u f f i ci n t exists a certain amount of duplication which increases
authority adequately to control adirect"f and hi the load on the communication system and contributes

altitude flights. The third problem is to establish by- to that bottleneck.

pass facilities for better separation of en-route and The most frequently mentioned request for equip-
terminating traffic at large terminals. ment from ARTC controllers was for radio facilities

that would help to solve the communication problem
Chief Controllers expressed concern about two (see Table Ill). At. present most centers have no direct

extremely important problems arising out of present radio iink with pilots. Some people strongly favor a
operating procedures in ARTC centers. Controllers radio network that will permit direct communication
and their assistants sit opposite each other at the with aircraft anywhere in their area. Radio facilities
flight progress boards. As a result, the assistant for the terminal area only are now being installed and
receives very little on-the-job training. Two chiefs used at some centers. These facilities for direct
stated that they have no assistants ready to assume communication are now used primarily for an ex:ension
controller duties, even though they have some men who of approach-control functions, i.e. for the entry of air-
have been working at the assistant's job for over two craft into the terminal area. This equipment also
years. Chief controllers fear that critical personnel permits some exchange of traffic-control information
shortages will occur because of this inability to train with over-traffic. The limited range of the radio
men on the job. In addition, all the chiefs agreed that facilities now being installed prohibits any further use.
the new flight progress boards do not allow efficient Most controllers who expressed a need for furtheruse of the assistant.Mototrleshoepesd•nd rfuhr

navigational aids felt that the Omnidirectional Range
Because of their physical separation, the assistant and Distance Measuring Equipment would be of great
cannot aid the controller when the latter becomes over- value. They also suggested that an extended dis-
loaded. cussion of additional navigational aids is pointless

Controllers agree that the excessive am ant of until they find out how effectively VOR and DME will

coordination of information that is now required within work. Most controllers showed the same cautious

the center and betweets the center and outside agen- attitude regarding traffic displays derived from radar.

cies, is another important bottleneck in the present They want an opportunity to use radar longer before

system. At present, a controller wears a headset and expressing specific opinions. Their suggestions

can dial any other controller in his own center. How- about automatic flight progress boards were tempered

ever, the interphone equipment is seldom used for this by uncertainty about the technical feasibility of such

a senior Con devices. Mechanical interlock systems* were mention-purpose. More frequently, controllers and snocn.ed commonly. This may be because such systems are

trollers walk about and talk directly to other con- now installed in some centers.

trollers. For example, a controller who is preparing a

clearance for a flight that will pass through Another Airport control tower chiefs and watch supervisors
sector in the area needs to know what altitude layers are less critical than ARTC personnel regarding the
are available. He usually will walk over to the con-
troller for the other sector and ask him for an altitude operation of the present system. They feel that there

that is available for the speed and direction of the are some serious problems in radio communication (se.
table V) centering around congestion of the frequencies.
They report that inadequate airport design is compli-

1. In this kind of interview one is often more inter- cating their operation. One controller said that all the
ested in what the person chooses to talk about airports in which he had ever worked were build without
than what specific things he says. regard for the future development of aviation. Lack of
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TABLE II

Summary of "Bottlenecks" Cited by Air Route Traffic Controllers
(N n 35 Interviews)

Persons Mentioning the Item
"Bottleneck" Cited

Number Percent
1. Excessive communication lags......... ............... .34............ ... 97

Delays in relaying Information 32 92
Errors in relaying Information 3 9

2. Inadequate navigation facilities and
procedures . .......... .. .................... 30 . .. .. .. . . . ...... 86

Insufficient number of fixes 16 46
Insufficient altitude layers 8 23
Insufficient by-pass facilities at

terminals 8 23
Insufficient control over and information

.on "direct flights" 6 17
Insufficient control over and Information

on high-altitude flights 6 17
Lost-aircraft procedures 4 11
Conflict between traffic of adjacent

terminals 4 11

3o Present methods of center operation. . . . . ........................... 26 ....... .74

Excessive number of manual operations
in using boards 13 37

Insufficient flexibility in use of
personnel 12 34

Insufficient opportunity for training
personnel 12 34

Fatigue of personnel 10 29
Insufficient staff for peak loads 9 26
Excessive number of activities per

controller 9 26
Excessive posting and calculating 8 23
Inadequate weather information 5 14
Controllers become mechanical 4 11
Insufficipnt authority 2 6

4. Excessive information coordination ..................... 22 .............. .63
Delays in intercenter coordination 16 46
Delays in intracenter coordination 8 23
Excessive routine Information 5 14
Excessive duplication of information 2 6

5. Personal problems ......... 00 0...... a. .. 0. .... 0........ , .11 ..... . . . . .* 31

Poor public relation with pilots and
with other agencies 8 23

Excessive administrative duties 4 11
Early disability requiring semi-

retirement 3 9
Insufficiently defined legal

authority 2 6

6. Excessive separation minimums ....................... .12 ....... .... . 34

7. Wide range of aircraft performance
(speed and rate of climb) . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .... * o * . 10 ................ 28

8. insufficient military coordination and
variatioa in military equipment ......................... 7 ................ 20
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TABLE III

Summary of Equipment Desired by Air Route Traffic Controllers

(N = 35 Interviews)

Equipments Desired Persons Mentioning the Item

Number Percent

1. Additional radio communication
facilities ....................................... 28 ................. 80

Direct center-to-aircraft channel 26 74
Remoted to area 10 29
Pushbutton messages 4 11

2. Navigation aids .................................... 24 ................. 69
VHF Omnidirectional Range 11 31
Distance Measuring Equipment 11 31
Surveillance radar 11 31
Off-set course computer 4 11
More holding fixes 4 11
ADF facilities 3 9
Airborne radar 2 6
Airborne emergency signals 1 3

3. Traffic control displays ............................. 22 ... . ....... .... 63
Radar-type displays 12 34

Remoted into area 3 9
Identification of aircraft 3 9
Altitude information on scope 2 6
Daylight screen 2 6
Automatic -failure signal 2 6

Computers 6 17
Weather display and automatic poster 4 11
Three-dimensional traffic display 3 9
Map and terrain displays 1 3

4. Automatic flight progress boards ....................... 22 ................. 63
Automatic posting of flight data 16 46
Automatic position reports from aircraft 8 23
Airport Time Utilization Equipment 3 9
Automatic issuance of clearances 3 9
Automatic duplication of flight progress

strips 2 6
Automatic failure signal 2 6

5. Land lines communication ........................... 22 ................. 63
Mechanical interlock (altitude) 17 49
Misc. changes in interphone systems 13 37
Conference features on long lines 4 11
Teleautograph 1 3
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dual runways, inadequate taxiways, and insufficient phone the Air Route Traffic Control Center In instru-
parking space are the airport deficiencies mentioned ment weather.
most often. Controllers actively engaged in approach Tower controllers, in discussing the equipment
control are concerned about navigation facilities which they want (see table VI) are primarily interested in
either expedite or restrict the flow of aircraft into and equipment that will expedite the flow of traffic through
through the primary holdihg stack. approach control and onto the runway. The navigation

and communication equipments they want and the

Tower controllers report that a majorhuman bottle- improvements in airport design they request all point
neck in present traffic-control is the ,nifamiliarity of toward this goal.
itinerant pilots with procedures at a specific airport. The responses of tower personnel to question
The controllers suggest that this is partly due to the three (human operations that might better be done by
time necessary for in itinerant pilot to orient himself machines) did not justify tabulation. Almost half the
once he lands on the runway. group interviewed stated that there was no operation

According to tower controllers, the information in the tower that fitted this category. Of the remainder,
coordination pfoblem is bothersome but not severe, five (20%) suggested push-button messages to aircraft
One of the criticisms they often express is directed and (20%) suggested automatic posting of flight pro-
against the delays encountered while trying to tele- gress strips.

Table IV

Summary of Opinions of Air Route Traffic Controllers
Regarding Human Operations that Should Be Done by Machines

(N = 35 interviews)

Persons Mentioning this Item
Number Percent

1. Posting flight information .................... .. 18 52

2. Calculating and estimating ................... . 16 46

3. Coordinating information (mechanical interlock ............

and teleautograph) ........ ......... . . . . . . 10 29

4. Position reporting and recording. ................ 8 23

5. Duplicating flight progress strips. .. ............ . 7 20

6. Issuing standard instructions to aircraft..... . . . . . . . . . . . 6 17

7. Recording information to be used in the future ............. 6 17

S. Relaying dat (instantaneously) ..................... 4 11

9. Posting weather information .............. ....... 3 9

10. Visualizing flight paths ....................... 3 9

11. Recording the time ............ .... . . . . . .. 2 6

12. Giving a pilot the traffic picture ............... .. 2 6

13. Counting flight progress strips ............... .. 1 3

14. Warning of collisions .. " .................. 1 3

1 I. FDetectinp errors . . . . ......... . . . . . . . ........ 1 3

Responses to Question 3 are summarized in Table IV, which is self-explanatory. Controllers
felt that some routine operations could be handled by machines, but that planning and decision-
making operations could not be mechanized.

*The present mechanical interlock system is an altitude reservation system between towers
and centers. A panel of lights simultaneously duplicated and operated at both places indicates
the availability or nonavailability of altitudes in the primary stack for approach control.
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TABLE V

Summary of "Bottlenecks" cited by Airport Tower Controllers
(N = 25 interviews)

"Bottleneck" Cited Persons Mentioning the Item

Number Percent

1. Inadequate radio facilities ..................... ...... 20 .............. 80
Congestion of frequencies 15 60
Excessive phraseology 6 24
Lack of channel to remote GCA 3 12
Simplex of channels for two-way flow 2 8
Poor intelligibility 2 8

2. Inadequate airport design ............................. 19 ............... 76
Inadequate taxi-ways 12 48
Inadequate single runways 12 48
Insufficient parking space 5 20
Inadequate field lighting 5 20
Inadequate tower visibility 5 20
Excessive vehicular traffic on airport 1 4

3. Inadequate navigation facilities and procedures .............. 17 ... ........ 68
Delays due to approach and ILS procedure 8 32
Exce:.sive separation minimums 5 20
Insufficient number of holding fixes 5 20
Inadequate control of short flights 4 16
Conflict between outbound and

inbound flight 4 16
Breakdown of ARTC functioning 3 12
Single point focus of range stations 3 12
Conflict between over-traffic and

terminal traffic • 3 12
Inadequate equipment maintenance 2 8

4. Excessive coordination of infornmation ..................... 17 ......... 68
Excessive delays in relaying information 8 32
Excessive coordination with ARTC centers 7 28
Inadequate weather reporting 5 20
Inadequate interphone system 4 16
Insufficient coordination with military 3 12
Excessive duplication of information 1 4

5. Variability in aircraft performance .............. ....... 16 ............. .64

Unfamiliarity of pilot with terminal
procedures 13 52

Variability in equipment 4 16
Inaccuracy of pilot performance 3 12
Variability in airspeeds 2 8

6. Personnel problems ........... .. .. ................. 11 .... ......... .44
Understaffed 6 24
Lengthy training 5 M
Excessive regulation of procedures 3 12
Insufficient authority 2 8
Unnecessarily strict physical examinations 2 8
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TABLE VI

Summary of Equipments Desired by Airport-Tower Controllers
(N - 25interviews)

Equipment Desired Persons Mentioning the Item

Number Percent

1. Navigational aids ................................... 21 .......... . . .84

Surveillance and approach radar 20 80

VOR and DME 8 32

All-runway Instrument Landing System 6 24

Taxi-control radar 5 20

Airborne traffic displays 4 16

Direction-fintiin 3 equipment 3 12

Airborne automatic ILS approach equipment 2 8
Visibility-measuring devices on approach lane 2 8

2. Communication aids ................................. 18 .............. .72

More radio frequencies 8 32

Teleautograph for weather information 8 32

Altitude interlock with centers 7 28

VHF equipment 6 24

Automatic aircraft position reports 5 20

Improved microphones 2 8

Interphone headsets 2 8

Direct phone lines between towers 1 4

3. Airport design improvements ............................ 18 ............... 72

Dual runways 8 32

Improved tower design 6 24

Improved airport lighting 5 20

Improved taxiway lighting 5 20

Improved tower lighting 3 12
Improved approach lighting 2 8
More aircraft parking space 1 4

4. Terminal procedure improvements .... # ... ........... 7.. 7 ............... 28

Extend approach control authority 3 12

Standardize airport regulations 3 12

Restrict variety of airport operations 3 12

Standardize airline procedures 1 4
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APPENDIX III

MHE CRITERION PROBLEM1

In the development or modification of any oper- levels of criteria, and they can be applied at many
ational system, technique, or instrument, thete is some levels of research. We shall distinguish here between
specific goal to be achieved. We state at the outset two rather distinct phases of this problem and identify
that we want to achieve a particular kind or level of these as the model phase sad the prediction phase.
performance, often an improvement over the per- The model phase is directly concerned with the
formance of some existing system, technique, or formulation of the goal which we are attempting to
instrument. Very often, however, this goal is elusive attain. This goal or final model gives the theoretical
when we attempt to specify exactly how we are going specification of the complete system, the separated
to know when it has been achieved. This makes the details of which are d e term in e d by lower level
problem of evaluation of the new development difficult, criterion considerations.

In some cases our goal is so general that we The predication phase of the criterion problem
cannot easily quantify our approach to it. In other has to de with the specifying of important variables
instances we may not have a real opportunity to that can be measured individually and that predict
measure directly against our final goal until it is too final adequacy of the system. Throughout work on
late for the direct measurements to be useful in both of these phases one must be prepared to deal
designing the total system, e.g., when our goal is with a multiplicity of relatively independent criteria.
the absence of mid-air collisions. In any event, we Each one of these (speed, avoidance of gross erroks,
are always faced with the need for a careful speci- accidents, etc.) may serve some purpose as a separate
fication of the ultimate goal or final criterion, for this objective and as a measurement against which we may
largely determines the programmning of research on the compare various proficiency features of the system.
intermediate problems of the system. The relative importance of these separate measures

The model or models (final criteria), against often requires research.

which we compare the new development or modification
may take one or more of several forms including the The Model Phase
following: When certain specific goals are to be reached

a. A theoretical ideal level or kind of per- and a systewa is being developed to attain these goals,

formance. the requirements of the system must be rigorously

b. A list of desired performance character- specified s& as to assure that the final operational
istics, determined on the basis of careful objectives will be met. The relative weight or ira-

study of the intended system. portance to be attached to various compoments of the

c. A series of planned operational tasks (with system should be derived from a careful analysis of

predetermined critical levels of performance these objectives as well as from the relation of the

on a number of relevant variables), proficiency and interactions of the components to the
objectives. The common contrary procedure of simply

The problem of establishing the general model ,r ordering a system out of a group of available entities
goal to be used in the research is the essence of what and small systems merely because they are available,
is known as the criterion problem. It is at the heart gives no assurance that their combination will offer
of a large portion of the problems discussed in this the best possible or most practical system for attaining
report. The criterion problem, therefore, is one of the goal.
unique and general concern in the planning and
focussing of any research program that deals with The model phase of rhe criterion problem is one
the performance of man-machine systems. The present that is too often taken for granted. It is actually the

appendix is written as a general summary discussion. beginning point of any program of research and de-

The detailed analysis of the criterion problem will be velopment on operating systems. The problem is

possible only as separate research projects becom c solved by certain classical methods in engineering

established, fields, but is made more complex in systems where

A. Manifold Nature of the Criterion Problem 1. This appendix was prepared by Dr. T. G. Andrews
at the suggestion of the NRC Committee on Avia-

As implied in the introduction there are many tion Psychology.
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the variables of human behavior have been added, intermediate or transitional in character and are not
The model phase of the criterion problem requires a themselves the final goL..
systematic analysis of the goal and the model to In the present report many analyses in terms of
assure that we are solving the right problem and thet intermediate criteria are presented, including analyses
we are not operating with false problems. In other of problems relating to the roles of men and machines,
words, the actual formulation of the central problem links in communication systems and their relative
of the research effort should be determined by proper efficiency, visual displays, and prolblems of direct
criterion analysis in the model phase. vision. In each case, the search has been for limiting

One central point of the present report is that the aspects of human, machine, or environmental con-
g en era I model viewed up to now as the one to be ditions that may influence directly or indirectly the
effected in air-traffic-control systems is not to be amount of error or damage predictable in the system.
taken as final but must be thought of as open to radical These functions then are predictive of damage or
changes in terms of ways of attaining the intended, inefficiency. The attainment of stability within the
system goals, once the underlying goals have been tolerance limits of each function represents a pre-
specified from a long-range point of view. This re- dictive criterion. That is, we infer that when these
quirement is formulated in Research Objective VIII, proximate or intermediate criteria are attained we
Chapter VIII. also attain one of the major final criteria, safety.

It may be assumed, as a point of departure, that
one major aspect -.f the final criterion represents
safety. To point up why the "criterion problem" is B. Measurement and Functional Relations in
a problem, however, we may cite but a few of the the Criterion Problem.
difficulties which might be met in preparing to use
a safety criterion. As indicated above, the criterion problem is

One would be the difficulty of conceptualizing essentially a problem of validation of procedure and
the real meaning of the criterion and its place in the equipment against some goal, purpose, or set of aima
system. Another difficulty would be the establishment for the system. Solution of the problem, especially
of measurable variables that are critically relevant to the predictive phase, involves testing hypotheses
safety. A third would have to do with the many regarding the functional relations between certain
practical problems of obtaining access to the necessary man-machine aspects and aspects of the goal, in this
information, such as information ebout pilot and case safety and efficiency.
controller behavior in critical situations, in instances The study of these relations obviously requires
where administrative policies may not allow equal experimentation. This work in human engineering
availability of all items of information or where no necessitates a search for proximate criteria (pre-
adequate records are available. dictands) and predictor variables. These variables on

The Prediction Phase each side of the implied prediction equation should
be cardinally measurable and must be chosen and

The prediction phase of the criterion problem is weighted in such* a way as to minimize the errors of
faced when we are developing, modifying, or testing prediction.
limited portions of the system being constructed,
whether these parts be men, machines, or maa-machine This search for variables in human engineering
relations. Each portion cannot be rigorously tested researc h ldot cation of considerablin the complete system and so must be evaluated in systematic information regarding certain important

in te cmplte yste an somus be valate infamilies of variables to apply to new problems as they
terms of certain "intermediate" performnance measures failes ofvariables tapy new problem as tey
which have proved to be, or are guessed to be, vant- arise. Nevertheless, each new problem raises new
ables in the goal or ideal model. Thus intermediate questions about its own peculiar tolerance limits on
criteria developed for the evaluation of any segment studied.
of a system, such as a communication system, will
reflect the function which that segment performs in This change of tolerance limits is especially
the total air-navigation and traffic-control problem. true as new systems produce different patterns of

There are several levels of intermediate criteria coupling men and machines, and as mew requirements
for speedand accuracycdevelop in increasingly complexwhich are predictive of final criteria. Theoe prtoress tasks. For example, the requirements for speed of

from basic laboratory experiments, to simulators, object detection and recognition on the part of the
field rests, and operational studies. be iethin this submarine night lookout are in some respects similar
hierarchy, it is imperative that relations be establishedthose of the
between the various levels, including the final model. and in otr re spe e difftf
Of special importance are the particular problems of pilot of an ultra high-speed aircraft.
objectives, design, and uses of simulators, for it Each predictor and predictand variable, whether
must always be recognized that simulator data are a direct "job sample" or a derived variable in the
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experimental laboratory, must have a high degree of usually applied to a system for which the model is

reliability. This characteristic implies regularity of already determined. In this case the problem is one

behavior from one time of measurement to the next. mainly of selecting the operator for a particular task

Regularity or reliability is usually quite satisfactory or linkage in a system once the exact nature of the

for time measurements, but In the case of error analyses task or linkage requirements are specified. The term

the demands of reliability may be such that very operator is used here to mean man or machine or man-
extended research is necessary in order to get enough machine unit. job analysis is mentioned in Chapter

data on which to base a reliable conclusion. VIII. Also, a form of job analysis is implied in the

Proximate and intermediate criteria and good problems of optimal division of responsibilitybetween

predictor variables are especially necessary whenever men and machines discussed in Chapter 111.

confliccs arise in the model between engineering The critical incident technique is a variant of
requirements and human limitations. An example of the job analysis method. This technique is also
this situation was presented in Chapter VI in con- described in Chapter VIII. It applies far more broadly
nection with the optical qua Ii tie s of windows in than to personnel problems, where it has received most
streamlined aircraft. Such conflicts are to be attacked attention to date.
by criterion research and a process of objective
optimizing, that is, by a comparison of consequences The development of predictors is a stage in cri-
of various compromise designs in terms of the final terion analysis that follows the s ele c ti on of
aims specified in the model. Here, especially, exact measureable criteria at various levels, the latter being
data on tolerance limits are required so that the prob- thought of as the "development of predictands". The
lem can be analyzed properly. In such cases, critical first search is for several measurable aspects of the
levels must be modified from ideal levels to practical ideal model or of intermediate models that themselves
levels, but the possible variation can only be deter- will predict the final model. Given these measurable
mined by carefully designed research and by specific aspects, the next problem is to determine the most
attention to the criterion problem. discriminating measures of proficiency of the various

In making analyses of prediction of error, studies components that will predict these various criteria,In akig nalsesofpreictonof rro, tudeswhen these measures are expressed singly or as a

have indicated that variability is an important indicator composite. Among the discriminating predictors of

to be used as a proximate criterion of negative value, negative type are the various errors in the components

This determination is discussed in detail in Chapter of a system. It is obvious that certain types of comn-

VIII. It is obvious that variability, as a negative ponent errors are more important than others. This

criterion, should have tolerance limits determined for paet es are mr in t tha n othe Tis

mayopera tion s and many man-Machine units fact is the same as saying that they have differential
many op e cuio ar v any to usicto predictive value. However, the latter expression of
Variability is a peculiar variable to use as a predictor relative value implies research and empirical deter-
or predictand because of certain mathematical charac-
teristics of its scale. Therefore, new measures of minatco.

variability inay be required for its appropriate use in Regression analyses are needed as tests of the
certain criterion analyses in human engineering prob- adequacy of the development of predictors and pre.
lems. dictands in the criterion. These analyses are rigorous

There are several stock methods of critern statistical tests of the tolerance limits available for
rtof any given combination of proficiency variables or

formulation that have survived as useful parts of any indices of merit and any pattern or composite of
program of research and development. Among these criterion variables. Such tests are useful in developing
stock methods are the following: or choosing the various indices, and they indicate the

Rational analysis, which has to do mainly with overall adequacy of the system at any stage of its
the final model and the logical considerations of its modification. The statistical methods most frequently
reformulation for testing and evaluation of components. used in such testing are multiple regression,
The rational analysis technique is usually the point parametric analysis of functional relations, discrimi-
of departure for programming research studies that will nant function, multiple factor analysis analysis of
produce satisfactory final as well as intermediate covariance, and canonical correlation.
criteria. These analyses frequently produce variables Even though many research tools are available
or possibly measurable aspects of a system that have from previous studies, considerable research effort
what is called "face validizy". The complete rational ;s needed in the development of new and more efficient
analysis is at its best when it is performed mathemati- ecally, but this is not a restriction. experimental and statistical methods for critical

evaluations at various criteria levels in human engi-

Job analysis and job specification are techniques neering.
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GLOSSARY

ABILITY- the present level of performance of an DISPLAY- a device or method for presenting infor-
individual as determined by his past mation to a receptor. Each form of display
training and development (see aptitude, provides a different way of encoding
capability, capacity), messaSes.

ABSOLUTE SENSORY THRESHOLD- the Ie as t ENCODING OF INFORMATION- putting information
amount of a specified kindof energy which in a specific form for transmission or
can be detected by a particular receptor presentation.
or sense organ (as the minimum visible
amount of radiant energy). EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN- the planning of experi-

ments, but more specifically planning the
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE- a statistical procedure conduct of experiments in the light of

whereby the total variability within a set particular statistical methods which will
of data may be divided into components be used to analyze the results.
attributable to identifiable sources, e.g.
to differences between operating methods, HUMAN ENGINEERING- a branch of applied psy.

forms of encoding information, etc. chology which aims to determine human
capacities, to provide principles governing

APTITUDE- an individual's ability to acquire some the design of machines for efficient
particular skill with training (see ability, human use, and to insure an effective
capability, capacity). integration of men and machines for the

CAPABILITY- the upper limit of an individual's accomplishment of an over-all task.
ability at a given time assuming that he INFORMATION- the ignorance-reducing character-
has received optimum training (see ability, istics of a signal or stimulus. The amount
aptitude, capacity). of information carried by a stimulus

CAPACIITY- the full potentiality of an individual i depends on tde number of alternative
performing a given task, as developed by signals which might have been transmitted
training and limited only by his native at that time. To the extent that successive
constitution (see ability, aptitude, capa. messages are redundant, the actual infor-
bility). mation of each is less than its potential

information.
CENTRAL PROCESS- brain or central nervous sys-

tem ac-1vity, as distinguished from sensory JOB ANALYSIS- the study of jobs with particular
activity which is referred to as peripheral. reference to the specific tasks and com-

ponent operations which are being
CHANNEL- a communications path, typically a sense performed.

organ or sensory modality as used in this
report. LEGIBILITY- that characeeristic of a visual dis-

play, often but not necessarily, printed or
CHECK READING- inspecting one or more instru- written material, which determines the

ments for the purpose of detecting speed and accuracy with which it may be
deviations from a null or normal condition, read.

COMMUNICATION THEORY- a mathematical de- LINK ANALYSIS- the study of successively-used
scription of message formulation and displays and/or controls, and of operating
reception (see information, message, connections between all men and machines
redundancy). in a system, for purposes of achieving a

"CONSTANT" ERRORS- deviations from the desired system layout which will keep key links
performance which remain relatively as short as possible.
constant for long periods of time (as
calibration errors). Constant errors repre- MASKING- the partial or complete obscuring of one
sent a bias in the performance of a man, auditory signal or message by the simul-
machine, or system (see also variable taneous presentation of another auditory
errors), signal or message.

CONTROL- a device (knob, lever, pedal, etc.) ma- MESSAGE- one or more signals or stimuli, which
nipulated by an operator. may or may not carry information.

CRITERION- a standard or basis for judgment; in
particular, a score or measure used as NOISE- audible noise, but also more generally a
the basis for saying that one system (or disturbance or perturbation of a message
individual, or device) is better than which produces random variations or
another. "clutter" in the display.
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NORM- a standard representative value for a group people, or situations in an experiment
or type; in statistical notation the mean, designed to predict what will happen in
median, or modal score for subjects taking the general case. Representative sampling
a given test or working at a given task. of the intended operator group and the

OPERATIONS ANALYSIS- the analysis of routine Intended situational applications are

records on day-to-day operations - as required.

records of completed flights under varying SENSITIVITY- of displays: a measure of the re-
weather conditions. sponsiveness of a display based on

the relation of the amount of change
PERCEPTION- awareness of relations; integsation produced in the display by a given change

of experience. The perception of spatial in the condition or situation displayed.
or temporal relationg and the perception - of sense organ: a measure of the
of rates of chamn are disp~cinlly im- function of a sense organ which varies
portant for the use cf many displays, inversely with the least energy or energy

PERTURBATION- disturbance superimposed on or changes which can be detecte4 (see
added to the information needed by the thrushold).
recipient of a message. The greater the SIMULATOR- a device which faithfully reproduces
perturbation, the less is the probability one or more portions of an operational
that the course of action chosen will be task. The mbst important question for'i thetthe desitredotat uesione.•th
the desired one. design and use of simulators is that of

PICTORIAL DISPLAYS- any display which makes how faithfully and completely the oper.
use of the same continuum as that on ational task must be simulated if the
which the information itself is scaled, device is to be valid (see validity).
and presents, it without distortion of STATUS INFORMATION- information which does not
critical relations (e.g. represents length change rapidly, which remains relatively
by length, angle by angle, etc.) fixed and up-to-date for long p e rio d s

POSITION TRACKING- a tracking task in which (contrasted with transient ipformation).
movement of the operator's control is STORAGE (OF INFORMATION)- memory. This term
associated with a direct displacement or is used here in place of memory to keep
movement of the tracking reticle, cross- the present discussion consistent with
line, or indicator. Contrasted with rate the vocabulary of communication theory.
tracking.

PURSUIT REACTION- a task that involves keeping SYMBOLIC DISPLAY- a display that portrays infor-mation in terms of int e rmedjarte or
one thing lined up with amother. May transformed scales.

require following or compensatory move-

ments. SYSTEM- an entire assemblage of men and machines.

QUALITATIVE READING- consulting an instrument SYSTEM ANALYSIS- the discovery and identification
to determine ti-e direction of departure of sources of error or variability in a
from a null or normal condition, system, the measurement of these errors,

QUANTITATIVE" READING- consulting an instrument and the arrangement of man-machine
in order to obtain the numerical value of elements to improve system performance.
the indication. SYSTEM EVALUATION- testing or comparing differ-

RATE TRACKING- a tracking task in which move. ent systems.
ment of the operator's control regulates SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS- what a piece of equip-
the rate of movement of the tracking ment must do, or what an operator must
reticle, cross-line or indicator, know or do in order that the s y s t e m

REDUNDANCY- reduction in the information carried functions properly.
by successive signals or messages due to SYSTEM RESEARCH- programs directed toward
inter-signal or inter-message dependen- discovering general principles applicable
cies: as, for example, in an exact repetition to the design and development of new
of a message (see information), systems.

RELIABILITY- repeatability or consistency; a THRESHOLD- of a runway: the beginning of the
measure of the likelihood of getting the runway; the line of demarcation between
same results if an experiment or obser- approacahway and runway.
vation is repeated.

SAMPLING- working with relatively few observations, - of a sense organ: the least amount ok
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energy or energy change which can be measures; as the validity of a simulator-
detected. the simulator being valid only if perform-

ance on the simulator is ,rela te d to
TRACKING- a pursuit task wherein a reticle, cross- performance a: the task which it rimulates.

line, or indicator is kept lined up (as

adequately as possible) with a moving VARIABLE ERRORS- deviations from average or
pip or target. standard performance of a man, machine,

TRANSIENT INFORMATION- information which may or system due to random factors which
RAS n ge N rMapid -and formatich which opratr affect each observation separately.change rapidly and for which the operator Variable errors produce lack of precision.

requires a display capable of showing

momenft-to-moment changes (contrasted VISIBILITY- meteorological: the distance along a
with status information, horizontal path at which an indefinitely

VALIDITY- agree -ent between performance scores large and dark object can just be !-!c by

on some test or device and the perfom- - physiological: detectability or sensi-
ance which this test or device reputedly tivity for visual stimuli.
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